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TEXTILE TERMINOLOGY 
Angle interlock: Weaving pattern similar to the orthogonal pattern 
however the z-binder ‘leg’ traverses the preform in both 
the horizontal and vertical directions in a diagonal 
fashion. 
Collimation: The drawing together of adjacent yarns within a fabric 
to form fibre-rich columns. 
Crimp: A severe and highly localized form of yarn or fibre 
misalignment. The crimp angle is usually defined as the 
90th percentile angle of misalignment. 
Filler:    Alternative term for weft yarn. 
FlowTex: Computational model to predict the permability and 
resin flow in textile preforms, developed by K U 
Leuven. 
Heddle: A thin wire or metallic strip with an ‘eye’ through 
which one warp yarn passes during weaving. The 
heddles are used to control the vertical motion of the 
warp yarns during shedding. 
Jacquard loom: Automated weaving loom in which the warp yarns can 
be independently controlled to produce intricate 
patterns.  
Layer-to-layer interlock: Weaving pattern in which the z-binder yarn interlocks 
three or more layers, rather than traversing the entire 
preform thickness.  
Nesting: The settling of yarns or fibres during handling or 
consolidation such that yarns or fibres from one layer 
migrate into the plane of an adjacent layer. 
Offset-layer-interlock: Weaving pattern similar to the layer-to-layer interlock 
with adjacent z-binders out of phase by 90 or 180 
degrees. 
Orthogonal pattern: Weaving pattern of the z-binder yarn in which the yarn 
interlocks the entire thickness of the preform in an 
ideally square-wave pattern. 
Rapier: Device that picks up the weft yarns and passes them 
through the space between the warp yarns (shed) during 
weaving. 
Reed: A comb-like device that holds the warp yarns in place 
and is used to ‘beat’ or pack the inserted weft yarns to 
create the correct spacing between wefts. 
Shed/Shedding: The process of raising or lowering warp yarns to make 
space for the insertion of weft yarns. 
Stuffer:   Alternative term for warp yarn. 
xvii 
Tex: Linear density of a yarn, measured in grams per          
10, 000m. 
TexComp: Computational model to predict the linear-elastic 
micromechanical properties of textile composites, 
developed by K U Leuven. 
Warp: Woven reinforcing fibres (yarns or tows) inserted 
parallel to the direction of the weaving process. These 
are usually oriented parallel to the principle loading 
direction. 
Warping: The process of winding warp yarns onto warp beams in 
position required for weaving.  
WiseTex: Computational à-priori model of the yarn geometry of 
textile preforms, developed by K U Leuven. 
Z-binder:  Yarn that interlaces the warp or weft yarns to provide 
through-thickness reinforcement. 
Z-binder leg: The portion of the z-binder yarn that passes through the 
thickness of a textile preform. 
Z-binder pitch:  Spacing between adjacent z-binder yarns. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TENSILE 
PROPERTIES AND FAILURE MECHANISMS OF THREE-
DIMENSIONAL WOVEN COMPOSITES 
Shoshanna Rudov-Clark 
PhD Thesis (Aerospace Engineering), RMIT University 
ABSTRACT 
This PhD thesis presents an experimental investigation into the tensile properties, 
strengthening mechanics and failure mechanisms of three-dimensional (3D) woven 
composites with through-the-thickness (z-binder) reinforcement.  3D composites are 
being developed for the aerospace industry for structural applications in next-
generation aircraft, such as wing panels, joints and stiffened components.  The use of 
3D woven composites in primary aircraft structures cannot occur until there has been 
a detailed assessment of their mechanical performance, including under tensile 
loading conditions. The aim of this PhD project is to provide new insights into the in-
plane tensile properties, fatigue life, tensile delamination resistance and failure 
mechanisms of 3D woven composites with different amounts of z-binder 
reinforcement.  Previous research has revealed that excessive amounts of z-binder 
reinforcement dramatically improves the tensile delamination toughness, but at the 
expense of the in-plane structural properties.  For this reason, this PhD project aims to 
evaluate the tensile performance of 3D woven composites with relatively small z-
binder contents (less than ~1%).  The research aims to provide a better understanding 
of the manufacture, microstructure and tensile properties of 3D woven composites to 
assist the process of certification and application of these materials to aircraft 
structures as well as high performance marine and civil structures. 
The thesis presents a comprehensive review of previous research into 3D woven 
composites. The review examines the applications as well as the mechanical, 
delamination and damage tolerant properties of 3D woven composites. An assessment 
of micromechanical models for predicting the properties of 3D woven composites is 
also presented.  From this review, gaps are identified in the current understanding of 
- Abstract - 
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the tensile properties and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites, which forms 
the basis of the research presented in this thesis. 
The research begins with an original study into the damage caused to the in-plane 
fibre yarns and z-binder during the weaving process used to manufacture 3D 
composite preforms.  The damage was evaluated by the tensile testing of yarns and z-
binders extracted from the woven fabric after key stages of the 3D weaving process. It 
was found that 3D weaving degraded the tensile strength of the yarns and z-binders by 
up to 30%, although the stiffness was not significantly reduced. The strength 
reduction was attributed to ultra-small scratches on the brittle fibres which were 
generated by abrasion of the fibres during weaving. Coating certain components of 
the loom machinery with a low-friction material is recommended to reduce the 
amount of fibre damage caused by 3D weaving that will result in a composite product 
with higher tensile strength. 
After studying the effect of the 3D weaving process on the tensile properties of the 
fibrous perform, the research focuses on the tensile performance of the composite 
material.  Firstly, the microstructure of 3D woven glass/vinyl ester composites was 
examined using optical and scanning electron microscopy, and key microstructural 
features that may control the tensile properties and failure mechanisms were 
identified.  The features include the unit woven cell dimensions, yarn misalignment 
angle, the size of neat resin zones, and resin defects.  These features were measured 
and compared for the various fibre architectures. Most of these features increased 
linearly with z-binder density until a limiting value of 1.1%, but decreased when the 
z-binder wavelength was reduced. Voids near the z-binder yarns and dry spots within 
highly compressed in-plane yarns were found in the 3D woven composites. These 
defects were a product of the 3D fibre architecture which caused local variations to 
the permeability of the 3D preform during resin infusion and flow.  This study 
determines the architectural features of 3D woven preforms that determine the quality 
and microstructural integrity of the composite material. 
The thesis then evaluates a modelling program for textile composites called WiseTex, 
which was developed by the Katholieke Universiteit in Leuven, Belgium. In 
collaboration with KU-Leuven this model was validated for 3D woven composites. 
The unit cell and yarn cross-section dimensions were measured from the woven 
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preforms and input into the WiseTex program. The model predicted the final fibre 
architecture of the 3D composite and there was good agreement between the WiseTex 
model and microscopic measurements of the 3D woven composites. However, to 
realistically model warp yarn misalignment, warp yarn crimp and other defects 
inherent to 3D woven composites, the WiseTex model required data such as flexural 
rigidity of the yarns and compressibility of the preform. This study provided further 
verification of the model and revealed that a substantial database of yarn properties 
must be established in order to fully exploit the WiseTex model as an à-priori design 
tool for 3D woven composites. 
The tensile properties and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites were 
experimentally investigated. Theoretical models for the elastic modulus of 3D woven 
composites were evaluated and found to agree well with experimental data. It was 
found that the z-binder yarn reduced the Young’s modulus by approximately 17% due 
to increased volume fraction of misaligned fibres with respect to the loading direction. 
Fractography of pre-loaded tension specimens revealed two main phases of damage 
evolution leading to ultimate tensile failure. Phase I damage reduced the elastic 
modulus due to transverse cracking within the weft yarns and resin matrix whereas 
phase II damage involved straightening, longitudinal splitting and delamination of 
warp yarns and fracture of weft yarns. A 20% reduction to tensile strength occurred 
when the z-binder content exceeded 0.4%, however the tensile strength was 
unaffected by further increases to z-binder content. The composite specimen 
containing zero z-binder content failed by extensive longitudinal delamination of the 
warp yarns. The presence of the z-binder yarn altered the tensile failure mode by 
deflecting the longitudinal delaminations through-the-thickness of the composite.  
The mode I (tensile) interlaminar fracture toughness of 3D woven composites was 
experimentally investigated. The interlaminar toughening mechanisms were z-binder 
crack bridging, in-plane fibre bridging, and crack branching due to discontinuities 
within the material. The material containing no z-binder yarns gave unexpected high 
values of GIc due to in-plane fibre crack bridging which was not constrained by an 
interlacing weave pattern. The GIc values were improved by up to threefold by 
increasing the z-binder content. Two approaches to increasing the z-binder content 
were compared: reducing z-binder pitch and increasing the z-binder yarn thickness 
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(tex). Increasing the tex of the z-binders raised the maximum crack driving force but 
promoted unstable crack growth due to the large load drops as each discrete bridging 
yarn failed. In contrast, reducing the z-binder pitch allowed the development of a 
more continuous crack bridging mechanism which resulted in a more stable crack 
growth process. 
The tensile fatigue performance of 3D woven composites with different amounts of z-
binder reinforcement is studied for the first time. Fatigue life (S-N) curves for 3D 
composites were generated, and the initiation and accumulation of fatigue-induced 
damage was monitored over the life by determining changes to the elastic modulus of 
the composites. The 3D woven composites displayed significantly reduced fatigue 
endurance compared with 2D woven composites, and this is attributed mainly to the 
weaving damage and the quality of warp and weft yarn impregnation. The presence of 
the z-binder yarns per se did not significantly degrade the fatigue performance until 
the z-binder content was increased to 1.1%. At high fatigue loads (> 80% of the 
tensile strength) the performance of the 2D and 3D woven composites were 
comparable, however as the peak fatigue stress was reduced the performance of the 
3D woven composites deteriorated. Microscopic examination of the fatigue specimens 
revealed that the characteristic damage state of 2D woven composites consisted of 
transverse cracking in the weft layers until around 80% of fatigue life. On the other 
hand, the 3D composites contained resin cracking in the warp layers and around the z-
binders. In 3D woven composites crack coupling, in which the transverse cracks are 
reoriented to the loading direction, occurred at a much earlier stage in the fatigue life. 
A significant database of material properties was generated through this study, 
providing a platform for further modelling work. Recommendations for future 
research topics are given at the end of the thesis to further advance the understanding 
of 3D woven composites to ensure their use in future aircraft structures.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
1.1 THE COMPOSITES INDUSTRY 
During the 1970s and 1980s the use of composite materials in aerospace, automotive 
and marine applications accelerated rapidly [1, 2]. The main attraction of composites 
was their light weight and high specific strength and stiffness that can be optimised 
for specific loading conditions. However in the late 1980s and early 1990s the rate of 
uptake of composite materials in aerospace and automotive applications declined due 
in part to declining defence budgets and an economic recession [3-5] as well as a 
number of manufacturing, cost and performance issues [2, 6-8]. To remain sustainable 
in the 1990s the composites industry recognised the need to diversify into other 
applications such as sporting, automotive, rail and civil infrastructure. 
The cost to manufacturers of converting to composite manufacturing processes can be 
prohibitive as it requires new and unfamiliar machinery and processes as well as 
retraining of personnel. Further, the hand lay-up of laminates is time and labour-
intensive and prone to human error and variability of quality. This process is 
particularly ill-suited to the automotive industry which requires high rates and 
volumes of production [9-11]. In response composites research and development was 
conducted to reduce the cost and develop more automated composite manufacturing 
processes. In the automotive industry manufacturing cost savings were demonstrated 
through parts integration and the development of high volume, robust manufacturing 
processes such as resin transfer moulding [11-13]. For aerospace applications precise 
and highly automated manufacturing processes such as automated tape layup and 
automated fibre placement were developed [6]. 
In the aircraft industry, the initial expectation of fewer routine aircraft inspections due 
to the superior fatigue life and corrosion resistance of composites was not fulfilled. 
The main reasons were susceptibility to impact damage, delamination and the 
complexity of maintenance and repair requirements. The low through-thickness 
strength of composites precludes their use in thick-walled structures due to the high 
through-thickness stresses that are induced [8, 14]. It also renders them susceptible to 
impact damage and delamination. An example of a delaminated carbon fibre 
composite is shown in figure 1.1. Such damage can significantly reduce the strength 
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and stiffness of the material, particularly in compression, and provide routes for 
moisture ingress which can further degrade the composite [15, 16]. A salient example 
is an incident in the U.S.A. in which a non-routine inspection of the tailplane of an 
A300 found by chance that a composite tail-plane had delaminated due to attack by 
leaked hydraulic fluid, to the point that failure during flight could have occurred. A 
National Transport Safety Board report into the rudder failure of an A310 Airbus 
suggested that a similar degradation mechanism occurred in that incident and that this 
type of damage would not have been detected by routine inspection [16].  
 
Figure 1.1 Delamination in a carbon prepreg laminate.                                                  
(Image courtesy of  the CRC-ACS) 
The Airbus incident highlights the maintenance problem posed by carbon fibre 
composites: the usual inspection techniques such as visual inspection and tap tests are 
not suited to the detection of sub-surface flaws and delaminations [15, 16]. To solve 
this problem sophisticated, computer-assisted NDI techniques are being developed to 
detect flaws, impact delaminations, moisture ingress and even adhesive bond strength, 
while retaining the speed and ease of inspection required by airline operators [15-17]. 
A further impediment to the structural application of composite materials is the 
prediction of their fatigue life. In composites containing off-axis plies, high strains 
and resin damage can be generated at relatively low axial loads. Unlike metal alloys, 
crack growth in composites can occur at many sites simultaneously and can change 
orientation or branch into multiple cracks, creating complex damage states. For these 
reasons the initiation and development of damage in composites can not be analysed 
using classical Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics. The design of composite structures 
currently relies heavily on material coupon testing which is time consuming and 
expensive, however computational modelling cannot be relied upon until the damage 
evolution and failure mechanisms are fully understood [17]. Thus new material 
databases and theoretical frameworks are required for modelling the non-linear 
behaviour of multiaxial composites and for predicting their fatigue life [2, 18].  
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Despite these concerns the application of composite materials in automotive and 
aerospace manufacturing has continued to grow, albeit slower than initially expected 
[5, 7]. Some recent examples of military applications of composites are the U.S. Air 
Force F-22 Raptor, F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, and the Airbus A400M military airlifter 
[7, 19, 20]. In the commercial sector, where the most significant operating expenses 
are labour and fuel, the rising price of fuel has renewed interest in the weight saving 
opportunities of composite materials. Recently composite materials have been used in 
primary aircraft structures such as the Boeing 787 wings and fuselage, and the vertical 
stabilisers of the Airbus A310-300 [15]. 
1.2 2D TEXTILE COMPOSITES 
Two-dimensional (2D) textile composites are manufactured from fibre preforms that 
have been fabricated using textile technologies such as weaving, knitting and 
braiding. Textile composites offer a solution to the manufacturing concerns previously 
discussed because of the potential for high speed, automated textile processes. Knitted 
preforms consist of highly wavy or looped in-plane fibres. The high degree of fibre 
misalignment and relatively low fibre volume fraction limit the in-plane tension and 
compression properties of the final composite [21], although modest increases to fibre 
content have been achieved through nesting of adjacent layers when multiple layers 
are stacked [8]. For these reasons, knitted composites are generally not considered 
suitable for primary structural applications. On the other hand, the high degree of fibre 
misalignment allows large plastic deformations to occur prior to failure, making these 
composites highly damage tolerant [8]. The high drapeability of knitted and circular 
braided preforms makes them suited to curved secondary structures such as 
aerodynamic fairings and engine cowlings. One example is the GEnx aircraft engine 
manufactured by General Electric, which contains ducts made from 2D braided 
composites [22]. 
2D woven composites offer less design flexibility than knitted and braided structures 
but possess superior mechanical properties in the warp (0º) and weft (90º) directions 
due to better fibre alignment and higher fibre volume fractions. 2D woven composites 
are therefore the most suitable and most widely used textile composites for aerospace 
structural applications [21, 23]. However, despite adequate in-plane mechanical 
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properties and good damage tolerance, their low through-thickness properties and 
poor delamination resistance pose the same challenges as those of other 2D laminates. 
1.3 INTERLAMINAR TOUGHENING OF TEXTILE COMPOSITES 
Two general approaches to improving the delamination resistance of textile 
composites are toughened resin systems and through-thickness reinforcement [24, 25]. 
Toughening of the resin matrix is achieved by mixing particulates into the uncured 
resin matrix or by inserting layers of thermoplastic or particulate modified resin 
between the textile preform layers. Through-thickness reinforcement involves the 
insertion of fibres or pins oriented to the z-axis of the composite. This can be done by 
insertion into the dry preform or preimpregnated laminate (prepreg) prior to 
consolidation, or via the integrated weaving of z-fibres into the textile preform. The 
improvement to GIc imparted by any of the toughening methods mentioned above is 
dependent on the composite constituent materials and a variety of material and 
geometric properties of the toughening reinforcement. Therefore in the ensuing 
discussion a range of results are reported for each method. For toughened resins, 
stitched and z-pinned composites, the ratio of fracture toughness before and after 
toughening is used as a basis for comparison, however this has not been accurately 
done for 3D textile composites.  
The dispersion of elastomeric particles or carbon nanotubes within brittle thermoset 
resins such as epoxy can significantly improve their fracture toughness and raise the 
impact and delamination resistance of the composite [26-29]. The measured 
improvement to GIc of particulate toughened resin matrix composites ranges from a 
factor of  three to eight [29-31] and modest improvements to the ultimate tensile 
strength and strain-to-failure have also been reported [32, 33]. However particulate 
toughening has been found to reduce the in-plane composite stiffness [34, 35] and 
particulate modified resins are not suitable for RTM due to their high viscosity and 
the difficulty in achieving an even particulate distribution [28, 36-40]. Research has 
therefore focussed on developing low viscosity particulate modified resins [32, 41]. 
Another approach is the spray application of particulate modified binders to the 
preform prior to consolidation however the improvement to GIc is reduced [40, 42-
44]. 
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Interlayer toughening, or interleafing, involves the insertion of a tough, ductile 
thermoplastic resin film between adjacent layers of 2D textile preforms [45-47]. This 
method can improve the GIc by factors of two to seven [48] and improve tensile 
fatigue life [42, 49, 50], however interleafing reduces the in-plane compression 
strength [44] and it is difficult to achieve adequate resin impregnation during resin 
transfer moulding. Commingled thermoplastic fibres are being examined as 
alternative means of interlayer toughening that can overcome this problem [51]. 
Z-pinning involves the insertion of rigid pins, such as those shown in figure 1.2, into a 
laminate prior to consolidation. [14, 52-57]. Although it is more commonly applied to 
preimpregnated laminates (prepregs), z-pinning can be applied to textile preforms 
provided that a binder or tackifier is applied to hold the pins in place prior to 
consolidation [58]. Z-pinning can increase the GIc of a composite by factors of nine to 
sixteen and improve impact damage tolerance [58, 59]. The disadvantages of z-
pinning include reduced in-plane tension, compression and tensile fatigue properties 
due to fibre damage and fibre misalignment [58, 60, 61]. A mismatch of thermal 
coefficients can generate resin matrix cracking during the curing process [60]. While 
z-pinning has been promoted as a simple, one-step addition to the composite 
manufacturing process, the composite properties are highly sensitive to the pin 
insertion method used and further research is required to improve the automation and 
consistency of the z-pinning process [53, 56, 58, 62-64]. 
 
Figure 1.2 Micrograph of a 2D laminate reinforced with z-pins 
Stitching has improved the delamination resistance of 2D composites by factors of 
three to twenty [1, 65-68]. Stitching utilises pre-existing textile processes, and 
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commonly used stitch patterns shown in figure 1.3. Like z-pinning stitching involves 
only one extra step in the manufacturing process. Stitching is more easily applied to 
the dry textile preform than z-pinning, and this reduces the amount of damage to the 
in-plane fibres because the dry fibres can move to accommodate the stitches [1, 8]. In 
an extensive review of experimental research into stitched composites, Mouritz and 
Cox found that stitching usually reduces the in-plane stiffness, strength and fatigue 
resistance of a laminate by 10–20% [68]. Although the thickness and complexity of 
the  textile preforms that can be stitched is limited [58], stitching provides the 
potential for automated manufacturing and is suitable for RTM [1, 21] 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of the lock-stitch and modified lock stitch. After [69]. 
3D knitting is potentially a fast, automated manufacturing process which is suitable 
for RTM and can accommodate non-woven fabric layers (or ‘laid-in’ yarns) to 
improve the in-plane properties [1, 21, 70]. Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness 
values of 2-7 kJ/m2 have been reported for 3D knitted composites [67]. Due to the low 
fibre volume fractions and high degree of damage [21] and distortion of in-plane 
yarns (shown in figure 1.4), knitted composites possess low in-plane properties [1] 
however complex integrated preform shapes are possible [71, 72] and they are more 
drapeable than woven fabrics [65, 70]. Other challenges to the application of knitted 
composites for load-bearing structures includes fibre damage due to needle 
penetration [73], and ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ spots arising due to deformations in the knitted 
fabric [1, 8, 21, 74]. 
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of a plain knit structure, after [1] 
3D braiding can produce complex preform shapes [14, 75] and the braid architecture, 
shown in figure 1.5, allows them to endure twisting, shearing and impact better than 
woven preforms [8, 76]. Mode I delamination resistance values of up to 2 kJ/m2 have 
been measured for 3D braided composites [21]. 3D braiding is not considered a 
mechanically efficient use of fibres for in-plane loading [21], however its quasi-
isotropic characteristics make it suitable for applications in torsion and pressure 
vessels [8]. Limitations to 3D braiding technology include the speed of the 3D 
braiding process [77] and the width of the preforms that can be achieved [78]. 
 
Figure 1.5 Side-view of a 3D braided tube. After [79] 
1.4 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
The subject of this PhD research, 3D woven composites, offers a solution to the 
problems of manufacturing cost and delamination resistance of traditional 2D 
composites [80-83] while providing good in-plane mechanical properties and the 
ability to produce complex integrated parts [8, 84].  The 3D weaving process is 
potentially fast and highly automated, and the woven preforms can be consolidated 
using resin transfer moulding. Interlaminar fracture toughness values of 1.4-7.0 kJ/m2 
have been reported [78] and because they are non-interlacing the in-plane fibres retain 
much of their ideal strength and stiffness, however some distortion and localised 
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crimping has been found to degrade the in-plane properties [84]. Unlike stitching and 
z-pinning, the through-thickness reinforcement is integral to the woven preform and 
not forced through an existing fibrous structure, and this is expected to reduce the 
amount of fibre damage. 
3D woven composites comprise multiple layers of orthogonal, non-woven in-plane 
yarns which are highly aligned, making them suitable for structural applications. The 
in-plane yarns are interlaced with a z-binder yarn which provides the through-
thickness reinforcement. Variations to the 3D weave architecture are achieved by 
altering the weaving path of the z-binder yarn [14, 85, 86]. Figure 1.6 illustrates 
common z-binder weaving patterns: orthogonal, layer-to-layer interlock and offset-
layer-interlock.  
 
Figure 1.6 3D fibre architectures. Clockwise from top left: orthogonal, layer-to-layer 
interlock, and offset layer-to-layer interlock. Image courtesy of CRC-ACS. 
3D woven preforms can be fabricated using modified industrial Jacquard weaving 
looms [8, 33], and this can reduce the conversion cost to manufacturers. However 
specialized 3D weaving looms can achieve higher production speeds and can produce 
preforms with increasingly complex shapes that include non-orthogonal in-plane 
fibres [86, 87]. This improves the mechanical properties of 3D woven composites 
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under shear and torsional loading. By altering the weave pattern integrated ‘near-net-
shape’ preforms can be made, such as the integrally stiffened panel shown in figure 
1.7. This can reduce the structural weight and cost of manufacture by eliminating the 
need for fasteners. 
 
Figure 1.7 3D woven preform for integrally stiffened panel. Image courtesy of CRC-
ACS. 
The application of 3D woven composites to structural components is limited by the 
lack of understanding of the influence of weaving parameters over the final 
architecture and mechanical properties of the composite [88-90]. To exploit the 
opportunities presented by 3D weaving for structural design optimisation, the redesign 
and recertification of the relevant structural components is required [91]. To date the 
application of 3D woven composites in aerospace structures has comprised only 
secondary structures such as engine components and aerodynamic fairings. The main 
military applications for 3D woven composites in the U.S.A. have been armour for 
fighting vehicles and blast protection. Civilian applications include boat hulls, engine 
parts, roofing, sports equipment and protective clothing. [88, 92-95]. 
While some research centres have the capability for producing small batches of 3D 
woven composites, an industry search for commercial manufacturers of 3D woven 
composites revealed six, which are: 3TEX, Albany International Techniweave, 
Shikibo, Shape 3, Bally Ribbon Mills and Diaphorm Technologies. Of these, Shape 3 
and 3TEX are dedicated solely to the manufacture of 3D composites, whereas the 
others have diversified to include 3D woven composites or preforms in their existing 
business. 3TEX has developed a weaving process in which multiple weft layers are 
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inserted in the warp ‘sheds’ simultaneously, significantly increasing the speed of 
weaving [84]. The main applications for the 3D woven materials are marine 
composites and industrial components, and 3TEX claim that their patented 
3WEAVE® process can reduce the cost of fabrication due to the reduced layup time. 
3TEX have produced complex, drapeable shapes up to 25mm in thickness, and have 
also fabricated billets of 3D woven preform that can be consolidated and then 
machined to the desired shape [84, 96]. 
Many finite element analysis models have been developed for the elastic properties of 
3D woven composites, however the models for damage development and failure are 
generally semi-empirical and rely on a significant database of material properties. A 
large amount of testing and modelling is yet to be completed in order to bring this 
technology to maturity. 
Research into 3D woven composites is being conducted in research institutions 
worldwide including the U.S.A., U.K., Australia, Korea, China, Taiwan, Germany, 
Canada and India. The main centres of research into 3D woven composites are based 
in the U.S.A. and the U.K, although some of their projects involve participants located 
in Europe, Asia, Australia and Canada. Research in the U.S.A. is generally project-
based and the majority are for military applications. Examples of these include: 
- NASA Glenn Research Centre and Clarkson University,  
- NASA Langley textile composites program 
- U.S. Army Research Office and North Carolina State University, 
- U.S. Army STTR, University of Rhode Island and 3TEX  
Collaborative research in the U.K. generally occurs within the framework of 
government backed centres of excellence [97]. The following research groups in the 
U.K. are conducting research into 3D woven composites: 
- Northwest Composites Centre (Bolton, Lancaster, Liverpool and Manchester 
Universities), 
- Composite Structures Development Centre (the Universities of Ulster, Nottingham 
and Bristol, and industry participants Rolls Royce, Dowty Propellers, Advanced 
Composites Group, Deep Sea Engineering and Sigmatex). 
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The following project based collaborations for research into 3D woven composites 
exist in the U.K. [98]: 
− TexGen: Geometric and mechanical modelling of 3D textiles, by the University of 
Nottingham and the KU Leuven (Belgium)  
− 3-D-Coms: Led by Rolls Royce, to predict residual stresses and failure for 3D 
woven textile composites.  
In Australia, research relating to 3D woven composites has been conducted by the 
Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Composite Structures (CRC-ACS). This 
organisation is comprised of the following core members:  
− Hawker de Havilland 
− the University of Sydney 
− the University of New South Wales 
− RMIT University 
− Monash University 
− Composites Australia 
− Defence Science and Technology Organisation and  
− Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation. 
1.5 AIMS AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS 
The CRC-ACS Textiles Research Task (1-3-4) involved the design, manufacture and 
mechanical characterisation of 3D woven composites with the aim of contributing to 
the development of design and manufacture guidelines for 3D composite structural 
components. The program investigated the 3D weaving of carbon, glass and aramid 
fibres using a hand Dobby loom and an automated Jacquard weaving loom. A variety 
of structural demonstrator parts were fabricated such as integrally stiffened panels, T-
sections, I-beams and tapered panels. 
This PhD thesis project comprises part of the research work performed within the 
CRC-ACS task to establish the mechanical properties of 3D woven composites. Static 
tensile, tensile fatigue and mode I (tensile) interlaminar properties are examined for 
3D woven composites with different z-binder yarn thickness and distributions. The 
project focuses on 3D orthogonal woven composites made from E-glass yarns and 
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vinyl-ester resin. These materials were chosen due to availability, low material cost 
and good tolerance of glass fibres to the weaving process. Prior research indicated that 
relatively low z-binder contents could significantly improve the delamination 
resistance of 3D woven composites, but to the detriment of in-plane mechanical 
properties [87, 99-101]. It is assumed that as the z-binder content decreases the in-
plane mechanical properties should be partially restored to their 2D values, however 
this does not consider the mechanical interactions between the z-binder yarn and in-
plane fibres. In this research 3D woven composites are tested and with the use of 
fractography, tensile damage evolution and failure modes are examined and compared 
for a variety of z-binder contents and configurations. The 3D woven composites 
contain low z-binder contents ranging from 0 - 1.1% in order to establish an optimal 
balance between interlaminar reinforcement and in-plane properties. 
1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
Chapter two presents a comprehensive literature review of 3D woven composites 
covering their applications, manufacturing techniques and mechanical properties. 
Micromechanical models for 3D woven composites are examined and gaps are 
identified in our knowledge and understanding of the tensile properties and failure 
mechanisms of 3D woven composites. These findings form the basis of the research 
presented in this thesis. The remaining thesis report comprises a series of research 
investigations into: the effect of 3D weaving on glass yarn properties (Chapter 3), 
characterisation and modelling of the 3D fibre architecture (Chapter 4), in-plane 
tensile properties (Chapter 5), interlaminar fracture toughness (Chapter 6) and tensile 
fatigue properties (Chapter 7).  
Thus the main body of the thesis report is organised by topic, with each chapter 
containing the following elements: 
− assessment of current knowledge and models 
− description of the experimental and data analysis techniques 
− theoretical modelling results (where applicable) 
− experimental results 
− comparison of experimental observations against existing published data and/or 
models 
− review of the key findings, conclusions and recommendations 
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Chapter three examines the degradation of the tensile properties of the warp, weft and 
z-binder E-glass yarns during the 3D weaving process. Standard test methods for the 
tensile properties of textile yarns were assessed and an amended test method is 
developed and described. Experimental data is presented as cumulative probability 
distribution curves and Weibull modulus plots. Young’s modulus and tensile strength 
was measured for yarns extracted from the weaving loom after the warping, 
tensioning and weaving stages. The tensile properties of the dry yarns were compared 
with data for the consolidated yarns to determine the extent to which the stress 
transfer mechanism of the resin matrix ameliorated the weaving damage. The findings 
are discussed in terms of outcomes for the final 3D woven composite and 
modifications to the 3D weaving process are suggested. 
In chapter four the microstructural features of 3D woven composites that control their 
tensile properties are studied. These features include yarn spacing and alignment, 
local fibre and resin distributions and manufacturing. The specifications for warp, 
weft and z-binder yarn spacing and orientation are compared with actual 
measurements from the dry preforms and the consolidated composite. The WiseTex 
model developed by researchers at K U Leuven is applied to predict the final fibre 
architecture of 3D woven composites and the results are compared with the preform 
measurements. A method for measuring and reporting yarn alignment within the final 
composite is described which involves image analysis of scanning electron 
micrographs of the in-situ yarns to measure the alignment of successive yarn loci and 
the use of normal cumulative probability distributions. A parametric study is 
conducted to investigate the influence of variations to the 3D weave specifications to 
the final fibre architecture within the composite. 
The elastic and inelastic stress-strain response of 3D woven composites subject to 
quasi-static tensile loading is examined in chapter five. Specimens were loaded to 
failure to determine the Young’s modulus, ultimate tensile strength and strain-to-
failure of the materials, and to identify the influence of z-binder content on these 
properties. Existing analytical models for Young’s modulus, stiffness reduction due to 
crimp and tensile strength are applied to the materials and compared with the 
experimental data. Interrupted tensile tests were also conducted for various applied 
load levels in order to identify and describe the damage initiation and propagation 
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process. The failure modes of 3D woven composites are discussed and compared with 
similar 2D composites. 
Chapter 6 presents an analysis of the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of 3D 
woven composites. Double cantilever tests were conducted and the load-displacement 
curves and delamination resistance curves are generated and examined to compare the 
fracture toughness and stability of 3D woven composites during delamination crack 
growth. Two different approaches to varying the through-thickness reinforcement 
were examined; increasing the z-binder yarn thickness and increasing the z-binder 
density. These approaches are examined to determine the optimal method for 
increasing the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness. 
Chapter seven presents an investigation into the tensile fatigue performance of 3D 
woven composites. Fatigue life was measured for different maximum load values and 
fatigue life curves were generated for the materials. Strain data was measured 
continuously during testing to study the damage evolution as evidence by stiffness 
reduction during the fatigue life of the composites. This information was used to 
identify the different phases of fatigue damage evolution. Fatigue tests were 
interrupted at each phase of fatigue life and examined using a fractography to identify 
and describe the fatigue damage modes. 
In the concluding chapter the key findings of the PhD research program are 
summarised and drawn together for the purpose of discussing the bigger picture of 3D 
woven composites. Recommendations are made regarding the manufacture, design 
and modelling of 3D woven composites to achieve optimal interlaminar and in-plane 
tensile properties.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
The term ‘3D woven composites’ applies to composites fabricated from woven 
preforms which contain through-thickness interlacing yarns. The 3D weaving process 
involves the insertion of nominally straight weft yarns between layers of warp yarns. 
The warps lie parallel to the direction of the weaving process, which is designated the 
x-axis, figure 2.1. The weft yarns are oriented orthogonal to the warp yarns, and 
parallel to the y-axis. With the exception of a small amount of out-of-plane waviness 
the warp and weft yarns lie purely in the x-y plane without interlacing each-other in a 
similar manner to a 0/90 laminate. In 3D weaving a small proportion of in-plane yarns 
are woven such that they bind together the multiple layers of warp and weft yarns. 
These yarns are termed ‘z-binders’ because they are woven through the thickness of 
the preform, which is designated the z-axis. 
 
Figure 2.1 Left: Idealised schematic of a 3D woven  preform.  
Right: Surface view of a 3D woven E-glass preform showing z-binder and weft yarns. 
The main attraction of 3D woven composites is that interlaminar reinforcement is 
achieved with minimal disturbance to the in-plane yarns. Unlike stitching and z-
pinning the z-binder is integral to the fibre architecture rather than forced through an 
existing 2D preform or prepreg. Further, existing industrial Jacquard looms can be 
modified to weave carbon, glass and aramid yarns, which can reduce the cost to 
manufacturers of converting to this technology. These weaving looms are computer-
z-binders 
wefts 
warp 
Y 
X 
x 
y 
z 
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controlled and have the potential for a high degree of automation. Thus quality control 
and speed of production can be increased and labour costs reduced. 
The first reported application of 3D woven composites was published in 1972, and 
consisted of a 3D woven carbon-carbon composite to for use in aircraft brakes. The 
material was developed by AVCO to replace costly high temperature aluminium 
alloys [1]. Another early application of 3D woven preforms in aerospace structures 
was a carbon/carbon composite material used in a scramjet engine for a hypersonic 
missile in 1983. The engineering drawings for the preliminary design are shown in 
figure 2.2, and the components in which 3D woven carbon/carbon materials used in 
the combustor/exit nozzle section  have been circled and enlarged [2]. 
  
 
Figure 2.2 Extract from engineering drawings for the preliminary scramjet engine 
design showing 3D carbon/carbon components. After [2]. 
The Beech Starship, whose maiden flight occurred in 1988, is an example of the 
problems which can arise when the application of a new technology exceeds its 
maturity. The Starship had the first all-composite airframe before adequate 
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certification processes had been established, with some components made from 3D 
woven composites. By aiming for a drastically reduced all-up-weight for its class, 
Beechcraft intended to evade more stringent FAR-25 regulations by remaining within 
the acceptable weight range for FAR-23 certification. However, unforseen 
complications arose from the use of composites, largely due to the complexity of the 
new composite design and construction technologies [3] and the aircraft ended up 
exceeding time, cost and weight projections. This led to a lengthy FAR-25 
certification process, reduced aircraft performance and a higher price tag. Customer 
interest waned and the aircraft ceased production after only 50 aircraft were made, 
with only ten of these sold [3]. 
A more recent successful application of 3D woven composites to aerospace structures 
is the Joint Strike Fighter, shown in figure 2.3. The stiffeners for the air induct duct 
panels on the Joint Strike Fighter were developed by Bally Ribbons in collaboration 
with Northrop-Grumman. This has reduced the cost of the ducts by $200,000 USD 
and reduced the weight by approximately 80 pounds [4]. 
 
Figure 2.3 Photograph of the F-35 on its maiden flight. Photo courtesy of Lockheed 
Martin (http://www.lmaeronautics.com/f35firstflight/). 
During the 1990s the CRC-ACS and other research institutions investigated the 
weaving technology required to produce aerospace quality 3D woven preforms [5-7]. 
The CRC-ACS produced a number of demonstrator 3D woven composite parts, such 
as I-beams (figure 2.4) and T-sections, to investigate the potential for 3D woven 
composites in civil and aerospace structural applications. At the CRC-ACS, I-beams 
for a composite footbridge were fabricated from net-shape 3D woven preforms. These 
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preforms were designed for pultrusion, which is a technology commonly used in civil 
infrastructure applications. The use of net-shape preforms in pultruded composites 
with complex shapes has the potential to improve the speed and quality of the material 
feed into the mould [8]. The 3D woven glass/vinyl ester composite I-beams were 
tested and the mechanical properties were found to be comparable to commercially 
available I-beams made with steel and aluminium and offered a light weight, 
corrosion resistant alternative to metals, however they were more expensive to 
manufacture [9]. 
 
Figure 2.4 3D woven glass/vinyl-ester composite I-beam. Photo courtesy of CRC-ACS. 
3D woven integral T-sections were fabricated from carbon fibres and epoxy resin 
using rein-film infusion (figure 2.5). T-sections are often used as stiffeners in post-
buckling panels where the predominant failure mode is separation of the stiffener 
from the flanges. The 3D woven composite T-sections showed a 30% improvement to 
tensile pull-off failure strength compared with T-sections fabricated from 2D prepreg 
laminates [10]. This improvement was attributed to the fibre interconnectivity 
between the stiffener and flanges. The T-section stiffeners were then incorporated into 
an integrally stiffened 3D woven panel as shown in figure 2.6. Due to the low shear 
resistance of 3D woven composites, extra layers of ±45° fibres were required to fulfil 
the structural requirements. Nevertheless the use of 3D weaving decreased the panel 
lay-up time and provided improved resistance to skin-stiffener separation [11]. 
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Figure 2.5 3D woven carbon/epoxy T-section. Photo courtesy of CRC-ACS. 
 
Figure 2.6 3D woven E-glass preform for an integrally stiffened composite panel.Photo 
courtesy of CRC-ACS. 
A prototype missile fin, figure 2.7, was manufactured from integrally woven preforms 
in order to improve the structural stability of the fin after resin burn-off. The 3D 
woven missile fin maintained its shape whereas identical fins manufactured from 2D 
composites delaminated excessively, degrading their aerodynamic performance. 
Further, the 3D weaving process reduced forming operations, leading to a cost saving 
of 30% [8]. 
 
Figure 2.7 Integrally woven missile fin. Photo courtesy of CRC-ACS. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive review into the 
manufacture and applications of 3D woven composites and from this identify gaps 
and deficiencies in our understanding of these materials. The chapter describes the 
weaving processes used to manufacture preforms with through-thickness 
reinforcement. The effect of the weaving process on the architecture of the preform is 
examined as part of the review. Following this, a comprehensive review of the in-
plane mechanical properties, strengthening mechanisms and fracture modes of 3D 
woven composites is presented. This includes an overview of previous research into 
the tension, compression and fatigue properties. The improvement to the damage 
tolerance of woven composites due to the z-binder reinforcement is also examined. In 
particular, the increase to the delamination toughness and impact tolerance of 3D 
composites is reviewed. 
2.2 THE 3D WEAVING PROCESS 
3D woven preforms can be manufactured using most types of commercial weaving 
looms, although Jacquard looms are the most popular because of their high degree of 
automation and good control of the fibre structure [7, 12]. According to Grant [13] the 
benefits of automation are: reduced manufacturing costs through reduced labour 
hours, reduced scrap rates, reduced process inspection, increased repeatability and 
quality control. Further, the loom can be used to manufacture integrated, net-shape 
preforms such as blade stiffened panels. The Bonas Jacquard electronic weaving loom 
shown in figure 2.8 was used to manufacture the fabric investigated in this study. This 
computer-controlled industrial loom was purchased by the CRC-ACS and modified 
for use with glass and carbon yarns. Technical specifications of the loom are given in 
table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.8 Computer controlled Jacquard loom at RMIT 
 
Table 2.1 Technical specifications of the Jacquard weaving loom 
Make and model # Bonas BLJ/IBJ 1344 
Controller type Series 400 with Bonas PCedit system, v. 3.10 
Harness configuration, ends/cm 40 
Total number of ends 5760 
Heddle eye size 350 x 1080R 
Number of jacquard hooks 1152 
Repeat size 288 x 5 mm 
Number of warp beams 8 
Maximum weaving width, mm 1480 
Minimum weaving width, mm 800 
Weft insertion method Flexible Somet rapier, blade type race-board 
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The 3D weaving process using the Jacquard loom can be divided into separate 
operations. In order from start finish they are: 
(i) warp beam winding, or warping, 
(ii) warp let-off, 
(iii) warp tensioning, 
(iv) shedding, 
(v) weft insertion, 
(vi) beating, and; 
(vii) take-up 
The stages of these operations are shown in the schematic of the weaving process in 
figure 2.9 and photographs of some of the stages are shown in figure 2.10- 2.11. 
 
Figure 2.9  Schematic of the 3D weaving process 
In brief the function of each weaving operation for a Jacquard loom can be described 
as follows: 
(i) Warping. Before weaving the as-received (pristine) warp yarns are wound onto 
warp beams to secure the warp yarns in place for weaving. During the winding 
process the warp yarns pass through a comb-like device similar to the reed used 
in the weaving process. With the Jacquard loom used in this study, six warp 
beams were used for the warp yarns and the z-binder yarns were wound onto 
separate beams. Because of the very high stiffness of the yarns used for textile 
preforms, individual warp yarn tensioning is required in order to produce a 
Direction of process 
warp beams tension devices heddles reed 
(vii) take-up (v) weft insertion (vi) beating (iv) shedding (iii) tensioning (ii) let-off 
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uniform 3D woven preform. This has led to the use of warp creels that contains 
individual cones of yarn for each warp yarn in the 3D woven fabric. Large 3D 
woven preforms may require the use of a large number of warp cones making 
the creels extremely large and costly to set up. A tensioning device was 
developed by the CRC-ACS to control the tension in individual warp yarns and 
enable the use of warp beams. This is described further in stage (iii). 
(ii) Let-Off. At the start of weaving the pristine warp and binder yarns are drawn 
off the warp beams towards the tensioning device as shown in figure 2.10. 
(iii) Tensioning. The purpose of the tensioning operation is to take-up any slack in 
the warp yarns to ensure they are taut for the next stages of weaving. The 
tension in the warp yarns must be carefully controlled to prevent over-tensioning 
which could cause fibre damage, and to prevent too much slack which could 
cause entanglement during the shedding stage of weaving. The warp yarns pass 
through a tensioning device which consists of yarn guides loaded by weights 
(figure 2.11). Tension in the yarns is generated during shedding and take-up of 
the finished fabric. As the tension increases the weights move up until they 
break an infra-red beam, and this activates the warp beam controller to let-off 
more warp yarn. Let-off is stopped when the weights ‘break’ another infra-red 
beam positioned below the weights. 
(iv) Shedding. The warp yarns pass through the eyes of heddles that control the 
vertical displacement of the yarns during weaving. Each layer of yarn is raised 
and lowered in turn to form a gap, known as a shed, through which the weft 
yarns are inserted. Separate heddles are used to weave the z-binder yarns into 
the fabric (figure 2.9), and in this way the basic weave structure of the 3D fabric 
is produced.  
(v) Weft insertion. A rapier is used to pull pristine weft yarns through the sheds 
formed between the warp yarns. The weft yarns are inserted at an angle of 90º to 
the warp yarns. 
(vi) Beating. A comb-like device called a reed is used to pack the weft yarns tightly 
into the fabric. 
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(vii) Fabric take-up. The 3D woven fabric is pulled along the loom so that the 
weaving process can be repeated.  The woven fabric that is pulled off the loom 
is complete, and ready to be processed into a 3D woven composite. 
 
Figure 2.10 Photograph of warp and binder yarn let-off and tensioning stages of weaving  
 
 
Figure 2.11 Close-up of yarn tensioning system.
suspended weights 
warp beams 
tensioning device 
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2.3 ARCHITECTURE OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
The properties of a composite material can be described on different scales depending 
on the fibre architecture. The structure of a unidirectional laminate varies (in theory) 
on the fibre scale whereas the properties of multidirectional laminates vary on the ply 
level, with ply thicknesses usually between 0.1 to 0.5 mm. In textile composites, the 
smallest volume of material that contains all the elements of the fibre structure is 
termed the ‘unit cell’. The dimensions of the unit cell are in the order of 2-15 mm and 
therefore the geometric properties of textile composites vary on a larger scale than 
most composite materials. The unit cell of a 3D woven composite is defined largely 
by the z-binder yarn weave pattern, although changes can also be made by altering the 
thickness (tex) and spacing of the warp, weft and z-binder yarns [14-16].  
In early 3D weave architectures all or most of the warp yarns interlaced the weft yarns 
to provide through-thickness reinforcement, and these composites were found to 
compare poorly to 2D woven composites due to greater warp yarn waviness [17-19]. 
The 3D fibre architecture evolved to consist of mainly in-plane warp yarns, with a 
small proportion of the warps interlacing the weft yarns (typically less than 10% of 
the total fibre content). These composites were found to possess less warp yarn 
misalignment than 2D woven composites [20-22]. 3D fibre architectures include 
orthogonal, layer-to-layer interlock, offset layer-to-layer interlock, and angle 
interlock. The unit cell for an angle interlock structure is shown in figure 2.12.  
 
Figure 2.12 Ideal schematic of angle interlock architecture. Image courtesy of CRC-ACS. 
The real fibre architecture of the final 3D woven composite can depart significantly 
from the idealised schematic. Research into the structural variations of 3D woven 
composites has revealed the following deviations, which are categorised according to 
the textile hierarchy of scale; unit cell, yarn and fibre [23-28]. 
unit cell 
z-binder 
warp 
weft 
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- Unit cell; distortion of the unit cell via deviations to the z-binder path, nesting 
between layers of in-plane yarns and lateral displacement of the in-plane fibres 
(collimation), large scale voids around the z-binder. 
- Yarn; distortion of the yarns due to compression, pinching, twisting, waviness and 
crimping, microvoids or dry spots in the warp and weft yarns. 
- Fibre; abrasion and damage to the individual fibres. 
These variations are difficult to predict because the z-binder path and in-plane yarn 
spacing can vary across the width of the fabric during weaving [29], and the amount 
of nesting and fibre waviness can vary depending on the unit cell architecture and 
yarn properties such as flexural rigidity and friction [30]. Handling of the preform and 
compaction pressure during consolidation can also influence the fibre architecture in 
the final composite [30-32]. 
Geometric models of 3D woven composites aim to produce a realistic representation 
of the fibre structure for the purpose of visualisation and micromechanical analysis. 
Coman and colleagues generated a computer-based visualisation of a 3D woven 
composite using a serial sectioning technique and combining the 2D micrographs of 
composite specimens to create a 3D graphic [29, 33]. Wang et al created a geometric 
model for the 3D preform architecture which incorporates yarn compressibility data 
but ignores non-linear effects of friction [34]. By contrast, models developed by Chen 
et al and Lomov et al consider friction as well as flexural rigidity and compressibility 
of the yarns to predict the real structure of the preform from the weavers 
specifications [28, 30]. The ‘WiseTex’ model developed by Lomov and colleagues 
uses minimum energy principles to predict the ‘real’ geometry of a textile preform. 
The weave specifications are input into the model via a graphical user interface, and 
material data such as flexural rigidity, compressibility and friction are entered 
numerically. The model can be used to predict the crimping, distortion and 
collimation of yarns and local changes in fibre content of the fabric [30]. The WiseTex 
model can be input directly into computational micromechanical models such as 
TexComp to predict the linear elastic properties of the composite [30]. In this thesis 
the WiseTex model is tested using preform data for the 3D woven composites 
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(Chapter 4), and the elastic properties modelled by TexComp are compared with the 
measure elastic tensile properties of the composites (Chapter 5). 
2.3.1 Variations to the z-binder architecture 
The structure of the unit cell is controlled mainly by the path of the z-binder yarn as it 
weaves through the layers of in-plane yarns. An orthogonal structure refers to a square 
wave z-binder path in which the z-binder yarn traverses the entire thickness of the 
fabric. In an ideal orthogonal design the vertical legs of the z-binder are aligned to the 
z-axis and the horizontal portions or ‘loops’ are located at the outer surfaces of the 
perform, as shown in figure 2.13. Experimental characterisation of orthogonal 3D 
woven composites has found that the real fibre structure departs significantly from the 
ideal pattern, mainly due to tension in the z-binder yarn. This causes the z-binder yarn 
path to assume a sinusoidal shape in which the vertical z-binder ‘legs’ are inclined 
with respect to the z-axis as shown in figure 2.13 [35, 36]. 
 
Figure 2.13 Left: Idealised schematic of an orthogonal 3D weave pattern. Right: 
Inclination of a weft-inserted orthogonal z-binder leg. 
Layer interlock is a square wave pattern in which the z-binder traverses a specified 
number of warp and weft layers before returning to the surface of origin. Figure 2.14 
compares an ideal schematic of a layer-interlock pattern with the actual z-binder path 
within the composite. It is seen that the real z-binder has assumed a sinusoidal shape 
similar to that of the orthogonal z-binder pattern.  
unit cell 
z-binders 
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Figure 2.14 Ideal and real z-binder yarn path in a layer-interlock structure. Image 
courtesy of the CRC-ACS. 
Previous studies have reported misalignment angles for z-binder legs of up to ~45o 
[35, 37]. The CRC-ACS investigated z-binder distortion and found that weft-inserted 
z-binders experienced greater tension during shed closure due to friction between the 
yarns, and this generated a non-uniform z-binder path [32]. By adopting an individual 
warp tensioning system, z-binder insertion in the warp direction was accomplished 
and this resulted in better uniformity of the z-binder structure [29, 32]. Another source 
of z-binder yarn distortion is compaction pressure during consolidation of the 
composite [31, 35, 36]. Cox et al studied the effect of varying the compaction pressure 
during the VARTM of 3D woven carbon/epoxy composites. It was found that 
increasing the compaction pressure distorted the z-binder yarns, and the distortion was 
more severe for z-binders that had been woven with insufficient tension [31].
unit cell 
z-binders 
Z-binders 
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2.3.2 Distortion to the in-plane yarns 
In previous research on the 3D fibre architecture, the z-binder yarn was identified as 
the primary source of distortion and displacement of the in-plane warp and weft yarns 
[35, 38, 39]. The tension that causes z-binder distortion also generates a compressive 
force between the z-binder and in-plane yarns at the cross-over point. The 
compressive forces cause a bunching together of the in-plane yarns referred to as 
‘collimation’ [35], and this creates localised regions of high fibre content within the 
yarn ‘columns’, and resin-rich regions between them [35, 38]. The effect of 
collimation on the mechanical properties of 3D woven composites has not been 
studied, although it has been suggested that the resin-rich zones may act as sites for 
early crack initiation under static tensile loading [40, 41]. Another effect of the 
compressive force of the z-binder is a ‘pinching’ action on the in-plane yarns in the 
outer layers of the composite. This generates areas of highly localised distortion 
known as ‘crimping’ [42-45]. The mechanism of warp and weft crimping has been 
described by Cox et al [46], and a schematic of the crimping mechanism is displayed 
in figure 2.15.  
 
Figure 2.15 Schematic of the warp yarn crimping mechanism due to a warp-inserted z-
binder yarn. After [46]. 
The crimping that occurs in 3D woven composites differs significantly from the yarn 
waviness observed in 2D woven composites. In 2D woven composites the warps and 
weft interlace, causing a periodic pattern of undulation in both yarns. The warp and 
weft waviness is less regular and predictable in the 3D woven preform, although it has 
been suggested that maximum misalignment occurs at the sites where the z-binder 
wraps around the in-plane yarns [31]. Two methods for quantifying the amount of 
warp yarn misalignment are by direct measurement of the misalignment angles within 
z-binder 
weft  
warp  
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the composite material, and determining the ratio of the length of the warp yarn to the 
length of the composite specimen from which it was extracted, which is known as the 
‘crimp factor’ [31, 37, 47].  
The amount of crimping in 3D preforms varies due to differences in weave 
architecture, processing and, to a lesser degree, the measurement techniques 
employed. It is expected that parameters such as z-binder architecture, compaction 
during consolidation, and yarn properties such as tex and flexural rigidity will 
influence the amount of in-plane yarn crimping, and this is an area that is explored 
further in chapter 4 of the thesis. Although computational models have been 
developed, there has been no systematic study of the relationship between warp yarn 
crimping and z-binder architecture. In previous work, Cox et al observed changes to 
warp yarn crimp due to compaction pressure, and found that increasing compaction 
pressure during consolidation of the composite increased the fibre volume content and 
the amount of warp yarn crimping [31]. In prior research by Rudov-Clark et al it was 
found that z-binders inserted in the weft direction generated more severe warp 
crimping than z-binders inserted in the warp direction [48]. This occurred because 
weft-inserted z-binders impinge directly on the warp yarns, and because tension in the 
weft-inserted z-binder is more difficult to control. In a comparison of 2D and 3D 
woven composites, Yan and Ding found that a 3D woven composite with a high z-
binder content (approximately one third of all warp yarns were z-binders) possessed 
around six times more warp yarn crimp than a similar 2D woven composite [49]. 
However in that study, the warp fibre content included the z-binder yarns. In work by 
Callus and colleagues the z-binder yarns are not included in the warp fibre volume 
fractions, and lower warp crimp angles were measured. In that study the maximum 
misalignment angle for 90% of all warp yarns (ξ90) in an orthogonal woven composite 
(containing 0.55% z-binder yarns) was 5.10º. Cox et al measured the warp yarn crimp 
angles of a lightly compacted layer-to-layer interlock composite fabricated from 
carbon/epoxy [50]. That material contained 5.6% z-binder was found to possess a 90th 
percentile crimp angle (ξ90) of only 4º. Tong et al collated and plotted published warp 
fibre crimp angles for different types of composite materials and this is reproduced in 
figure 2.16. The chart indicates that the warp yarns in 3D woven composites are more 
heavily crimped than those in prepreg tape laminates and 2D woven composites, 
however it is unclear whether the misalignment angles presented were the means or 
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the 90th percentiles, and the warp fibre volume fractions were not given. In this thesis, 
the warp yarn misalignment angles are to be measured for the 3D woven composites 
studied and for a 2D woven composite manufactured by the same resin transfer and 
consolidation processes. A parametric study will examine the influence of the 
weaving parameters on warp yarn crimp and compare the severity of warp yarn crimp 
in 2D and 3D woven composites. 
 
Figure 2.16 Comparison of warp crimp angles for prepreg tape, 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites. After [12]. 
2.3.3 Fibre damage 
Damage can occur to the fibres during processing, transportation, handling and the 
weaving process [36, 51]. Andersons and colleagues found that the tensile strength of 
‘as-received’ (non-woven) E-glass fibres can be reduced from the ‘ideal’ strength 
value of 3.5 GPa to between 1-3 GPa due to damage during fibre processing and 
handling [51]. Sha Jihan and colleagues conducted tensile tests on dry yarns which 
had been damaged due to handling and monitored individual fibre breaks using an 
acoustic emission technique. The Weibull statistical approach was applied to the 
experimental results and it was found that the failure of glass fibres within the yarn 
displayed a bi-modal strength distribution. The two failure modes corresponded to 
tensile stress ranges of 0-1 GPa (Mode I) and 1.53-3 GPa (Mode II). This was 
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attributed to a bi-modal flaw population consisting of fibres with inherent flaws 
(undamaged) and fibres damaged during processing and handling [52].  
Little work has been done to quantify the degradation of fibres due to the weaving 
process. Kamiya et al suggested that the shedding stage damages fibres through the 
repeated abrasion of adjacent yarns during weaving, but this was not confirmed 
experimentally [53]. Falzon and Herszberg reported a 20% reduction to the tensile 
strength of carbon fibre tows due to damage during braiding [54] and Lee et al found 
that the 3D weaving process degraded the strength of carbon tows by 3-12% but the 
Young’s modulus was unaffected [55]. There are currently no published reports on the 
damage to E-glass fibres generated by the 3D weaving process. In this project the 
effect of 3D weaving damage to E-glass yarns will be examined and reported. The 
Weibull approach to statistical analysis will be applied in a similar manner to that 
adopted by other researchers [51, 52, 56-60], as described herewith. 
Because of the variability of the material properties of brittle fibres it is useful to 
apply a statistical theory to the tensile modulus and strength data. The most 
commonly used method is to apply the “weakest link theory” (WLT), in which a 
brittle fibre is idealised as a chain of segments whose cumulative probability of 
survival is modelled by calculating the probability of the simultaneous non-failure of 
each link. A general form of this theory is presented below: 
( )[ ]σnLPs .exp −=       (2.1) 
where Ps is the probability of survival and n(σ) is the distribution of fibres having a 
strength lower than σ. Hence the probability of failure, Pf, can be expressed [61]: 
( )[ ]σnLPP sf .exp11 −−=−=
               (2.2) 
Weibull found that the strength distribution in most brittle materials can be expressed 
in the following parametric form known as the Weibull distribution [62]: 
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where m is the shape parameter known as the Weibull modulus and σ0 is the scale 
parameter, usually the failure strength of a unit length fibre. Substituting the Weibull 
distribution into equation (2.2) yields a complete expression for the probability of 
failure for a fibre:  
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Equation (2.4) can be expressed as a linear relationship:  
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )LmmPf lnlnln1lnln 0 +−=−− σσ
  (2.5) 
Weibull analysis will be applied to a set of tensile strength data to calculate the 
Weibull modulus, m [63] as follows. The measured tensile strength of the glass yarns 
will be ranked in ascending order and to establish the failure probability distribution 
using equation 2.6. 
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where r is the tensile strength ranking for a particular data point and n is the sample 
size. The Weibull parameters ( )( )fP−− 1lnln  and ( )σln  in equation (2.5) can then be 
plotted and using linear regression analysis and the Weibull modulus, m, found from 
the slope of the curve. The Weibull modulus is useful in evaluating damage to glass 
fibres because it indicates the variability in the mechanical properties. A high value of 
m implies a low degree of scatter in the strength data, as shown in figure 2.17. Most 
engineering fibres, including E-glass, have a Weibull modulus in the range of 2 to 15 
[64, 65]. For the purpose of this research the Weibull modulus will be used to evaluate 
the effect of weaving damage to the strength distribution of the yarns. 
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Figure 2.17 Effect of Weibull parameter, m, on failure probability distribution. After [61]. 
2.4 TENSILE PROPERTIES OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
2.4.1 Young’s modulus 
Prior research has compared the Young’s modulus of 3D woven composites against 
2D composites with mixed results. Some claim that the Young’s modulus of a 3D 
woven composite is lower than a 2D laminate  [19, 66] while others have found the 
reverse to be true [67, 68]. In order to assess these claims a consistent approach to 
defining the different yarn types and fibre volume fractions is required. Figure 2.18 
presents a collection of published values of the Young’s Modulus data for 0/90 cross-
ply, 2D woven and 3D woven polymer composites containing glass or carbon fibres. 
The Young’s modulus of each composite is plotted against the product of the Young’s 
modulus of the pristine fibre reinforcement (Ef) and the warp fibre volume fraction 
(Vwarp). In this way different materials and architectures can be compared. Where 
necessary the values of warp fibre content for the 3D woven composites were adjusted 
to exclude the z-binder yarns. The regions of the graph corresponding to glass and 
carbon fibre composites are distinct, and this reflects the greater influence of the warp 
fibres on the Young’s modulus of carbon fibre composites. The graph gives a general 
indication of the range of warp fibre contents and Young’s moduli that can be 
achieved by each type of fibre structure. A great deal of scatter is seen in the graph, 
and the Young’s moduli of 3D woven composites appear to be comparable to 0/90 
cross-ply and 2D woven composites with similar warp fibre contents. It is suggested 
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that the disagreement in previous research findings occurred because any difference in 
the Young’s modulus was masked by material data scatter and different approaches to 
defining fibre fractions. 
 
Figure 2.18 Tensile Young’s modulus data for cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites [29, 31, 36, 37, 66, 69-89]. 
The general approach to computational modelling of 3D woven composites is to 
subdivide the textile unit cell into smaller elements whose elastic properties can be 
calculated. Early examples are the mosaic, fibre undulation and bridging models [90-
94]. The mosaic approach divides the unit cell into unidirectional elements and 
applies either isostrain or isostress conditions depending on the orientation. The fibre 
undulation approach distinguishes between linear portions of the laminate and 
elements representing the localised yarn cross-over points (in which the yarns 
undulate). According to Chu this approach takes into account fibre continuity but does 
not consider the effects of load transfer at yarn cross-over points [90]. The fibre 
bridging approach extends the undulation approach by taking into account the stress 
transfer mechanisms of the fibre cross-over points. Two computational models are 
examined in this research: TexComp and the Binary model, and these are outlined 
below. 
carbon fibre 
glass fibre 
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A theoretical model for the fibre architecture of 3D woven composites, WiseTex, was 
discussed in section 2.3. This geometrical model is input into the TexComp program 
to predict the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of textile composites. The 
TexComp micromechanical model is based on the ‘method of inclusions’ developed 
by Huysmans et al. in which the yarns are represented by elliptical inclusions in a 
resin matrix [28]. Input data is limited to basic material properties such as the 
diameter and mechanical properties of the fibres and the properties of the resin matrix. 
The WiseTex model for the geometric properties of the yarns is used in place of the 
idealised fibre structure that is usually assumed by most Finite Element Analysis 
models. Realistic features of the WiseTex model include crimping and nesting of the 
yarns, variations to the yarn cross-section geometry and changes to the local fibre 
content within the yarns. TexComp then computes the homogenised stiffness matrix of 
the yarns. Using the WiseTex model of the unit cell geometry, the yarns are 
subdivided into smaller elements represented by elliptical inclusions. The orientation 
of each inclusion corresponds to the predicted local orientation of the corresponding 
yarn segment within the unit cell. The Mori-Tanaka theory is then applied to calculate 
the homogenised parameters of the unit cell [95, 96]. 
The Binary approach to modeling 3D woven composites separates the material into 
two phases: yarn axial properties that are modeled as line elements, and the transverse 
and shear properties that are modeled by an effective medium consisting of resin and 
transverse fibres in series [97, 98]. The global stiffness of a composite is found by 
calculating the weighted average of these constituent phases within the unit cell. The 
Binary model can predict the three elastic properties: Young’s modulus, Poisson’s 
ratio and shear modulus. This technique provides accurate results for in-plane elastic 
properties, but underestimates the shear modulus and slightly over-estimates 
longitudinal Young’s modulus [50]. The effects of z-binder distortion were 
approximated by assigning transverse values to the longitudinal properties of the 
highly distorted yarns. It was found that this had negligible influence on the elastic 
properties of the composite except for ν13 and G13 which were reduced to values for a 
2D laminate [50]. 
Callus et al and Cox et al assert that the z-binder architecture per se has no significant 
impact on the Young’s modulus of a 3D woven composite [37, 50],  but is responsible 
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for crimping of the warp yarns and this can significantly influence the Young’s 
modulus [50]. The published Young’s moduli of 3D woven composites have been 
collated from a variety of sources and grouped according to z-binder architecture, 
namely: orthogonal, layer interlock and through-thickness angle interlock. The 
Young’s moduli are compared in figure 2.19 and it is evident that a clear distinction 
between the three architectures cannot be made.  The Young’s modulus data could not 
be plotted against warp yarn crimp because of the differences in measuring and 
reporting this quantity; however Tang and Whitcomb compared the Young’s moduli 
of 2D weaves with varying amounts of fibre waviness and found that the elastic 
modulus increased with increasing proportions of straight fibre segments [89]. In 
chapter 4 of the thesis, the influence of altering specific z-binder parameters on the 
crimp of the warp yarns is examined via a parametric study of 2D and 3D woven 
composites whose fabrication processes and measuring techniques are consistent. The 
influence of warp yarn waviness on the measured tensile Young’s modulus of the 
materials is examined in chapter 5 and compared to the Binary and TexComp 
approaches. 
 
Figure 2.19 Young’s moduli for 3D woven composites with orthogonal, layer-interlock 
and angle-interlock z-binder architectures [31, 36, 37, 49, 99]. 
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Using a modified laminate analogy, the influence of fibre misalignment on the 
Young’s modulus is usually modelled by transforming the compliance matrix 
according to the distribution of misalignment angles. However, the isostrain 
assumption is not valid for undulating yarns because they undergo a mixed mode 
loading condition (tension and shear) depending on the misalignment angle. This has 
been modelled for yarns in 2D woven composites by assigning a sinusoidal shape to 
the yarns and then calculating the stress distribution within the yarn as a function of 
misalignment angle, ξ [33, 98, 100]. Cox and Dadkhah suggest that the crimped warp 
yarns in 3D woven composites do not necessarily follow a periodic, sinusoidal 
pattern. They modelled the wavy warp yarns as a chain consisting of straight, 
unidirectional segments, with a random distribution of orientation angles to the 
loading direction. It was assumed that the misalignment angles could be represented 
as a symmetric normal distribution so that measured data could be fitted by maximum 
likelihood estimators. Each misaligned segment was assumed to undergo a 
combination of shear and tensile stresses depending on the misalignment angle, and 
the expression was then integrated for all segments within the warp yarn [50, 98]. The 
stiffness knockdown factor for the entire wavy yarn was then simplified to the 
following approximation: 
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where ηt is the stiffness knockdown factor applied to the warp yarns. The distribution 
width for the misalignment angle,σξ, can be calculated using the maximum likelihood 
estimator for a symmetric normal distribution and is expressed in radians.  
Stiffness averaging techniques can estimate the Young’s modulus of 3D woven 
composite with reasonable accuracy for low angles of misalignment and low z-binder 
contents because it can be assumed  that the z-binder yarn does not contribute 
significantly to stress transfer in the linear-elastic loading regime [50, 91]. The 
stiffness knockdown factor can then be applied to correct for warp yarn waviness. The 
Binary approach to stiffness averaging estimates the Young’s modulus of the 
consolidated warp yarns, Es, according to [98]: 
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where fs is the proportion of fibres that lie within the warp yarns (also known as 
stuffers), V is the overall fibre volume fraction, and As is the areal fraction of the warp 
yarns within the composite. Thus the term 
s
s
A
Vf
 represents the fibre volume fraction 
within a consolidated warp yarn.  The Young’s modulus of the effective medium, Em, 
is estimated using equation 2.10 in which the moduli of the weft fibres and resin are 
summed as springs acting in series: 
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is the fibre volume fraction within the effective medium. The 
Young’s modulus for the 3D woven composite can then be calculated by combining 
the two moduli using the rule of mixtures: 
( ) msss EAEAE −+≈ 11      (2.10) 
McGlockton et al simplified equation 2.11 for carbon fibre 3D woven composites by 
neglecting the effective medium, thus eliminating the need to measure the areal 
fraction of the warp (stuffer) yarns. The assumption was valid because the carbon 
fibres displayed an anisotropy ratio of ≈ 20 and the fibre-to-resin stiffness ratio was 
approximately 60. Therefore the weft yarns contributed by no more than 4% to the 
total stiffness of the composite and can be neglected whilst retaining reasonable 
accuracy [97]. In this study the Binary approach to Young’s modulus estimation is 
assessed for glass fibre 3D woven composites. The study aims to determine whether 
the Binary approach combined with the stiffness knockdown factor accurately 
predicts the effect of warp yarn waviness on the global Young’s modulus of a 3D 
woven composite. The results of the TexComp computational model for Young’s 
modulus are also compared and discussed. 
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2.4.2 Transition to inelastic (plastic) deformation 
A bi-linear stress-strain curve is observed for certain types of laminates and textile 
composites under tensile loading. The point of inflection signifies the transition from 
elastic behaviour to permanent deformation and usually results in reduced stiffness. 
This has been observed in unidirectional (90º), cross-ply and textile, and is generally 
attributed to transverse cracking [17, 33, 39, 49, 66, 83, 89, 101-104]. In cross-ply 
laminates and unidirectional laminates oriented at 90° to the loading direction, 
transverse cracks have been observed in the resin matrix or at the fibre/matrix 
interface, depending on which medium is weaker [83, 104, 105]. Transverse cracks in 
cross-ply laminates were found to generate strain concentration in the 0° plies of a 
sufficient magnitude to precipitate failure of individual 0º fibres. This cross-ply 
interaction produces an additional mechanism for stiffness reduction for 0/90 
laminates [101].  
Tang and Whitcomb confirmed that the inflection-point in the stress-strain curves of 
2D woven composites corresponded with damage initiation within the weft yarns. 
They also found that the applied stress at which the inflection-point occurred varied 
for different weave architectures [89]. Computational analysis indicated that 
transverse cracking was caused mainly by through-thickness stresses generated during 
tensile loading. This was unexpected because until then it was assumed that the 
cracking was initiated by longitudinal tensile stresses as per unidirectional composites 
[89]. The finding is supported by Hale and Adams who found that in-plane yarn 
waviness generates significant interlaminar shear strain concentrations in woven 
composites [106]. Using Moire Interferometry techniques, they observed interlaminar 
strain concentrations of up to five, and the magnitude increased with the misalignment 
angle, as shown in figure 2.20. Thus the transition to inelastic behaviour in textile 
composites is initiated by through-thickness strains arising from interactions between 
the warp and weft layers and warp yarn waviness. 
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Figure 2.20 Interlaminar strain concentrations for misaligned fibres. After [107] 
It has been observed that 3D woven composites transition to plastic deformation at 
relatively low tensile stress levels, although direct comparisons with 2D composites 
have not been published [17, 19, 37, 55]. Stress-strain curves published in the research 
literature were analysed to determine the transition stress for different types of 
composites. The transition stress was normalised with respect to the ultimate tensile 
strength of the material, and these values are presented for cross-ply, 2D woven and 
3D woven composites in figure 2.21. The chart indicates that although the average 
transition stress for 3D woven composites is slightly lower than for cross-ply and 2D 
woven composites, the data scatter is large. Some of the scatter is due to error in 
defining the transition stress as well as the inherent differences in processing 
techniques, materials and test techniques for each source. An example of material 
differences is modelled by Naik and Thuruthimattam, who predicted that the tensile 
stress for transverse failure of the weft yarns in 3D woven composites would be lower 
for glass fibre composites than for carbon fibre composites [108].  
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Figure 2.21 Published transition stresses for cross-ply (0/90), 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites [31, 37, 66, 67, 77, 78, 80, 89] 
For the main part, the transition to inelastic deformation in 3D woven composites has 
been attributed to transverse weft cracking [19, 33, 49, 108]. However, in a study of 
3D woven carbon/epoxy composites, Cox et al rejected this notion because the 
observed reduction to the secant modulus exceeded the maximum reduction that could 
be generated by failure of the weft yarns. Instead, they hypothesised that the transition 
occurred due to plastic straightening of the initially wavy warp yarns [39]. According 
to this theory, the most heavily distorted yarns begin to straighten when the applied 
tensile strain reaches a critical value sufficient to induce permanent shear flow of the 
resin within the fibre bundle. A theoretical approximation for the critical tensile stress 
(σa) for plastic tow straightening is [31]: 
σ
τ
ξa
sf
=
13
      (2.11) 
where fs is the volume fraction of load-bearing tows, τ13 is the axial shear strength of 
the tow, and ξ  is a fibre waviness parameter which is defined as the average 
misalignment angle for 90% of all load-bearing tows.  
Callus et al examined plastic straightening for glass/vinyl-ester 3D woven composites 
and observed that at applied strains of 1.0 to 2.25% the average warp yarn 
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misalignment angle decreased from 5.0º to 3.5º [37]. However, the strain at which the 
inflection point occurred in the stress-strain curve was around 0.4%, which is 
significantly lower than the strain at which plastic straightening of  the warp yarns 
was observed. It is however, close to the transverse failure strain of a vinyl-ester resin 
impregnated glass fibre yarn [109]. Further, it was found that the 90th percentile crimp 
angle, which is considered critical to plastic straightening, did not reduce appreciably 
until just prior to tensile failure. Guess and Reedy observed a second inflection point 
in the stress-strain curve of 3D woven Kevlar/epoxy composites as the applied load 
approached the ultimate tensile strength of the material. They hypothesised that 
plastic straightening of the warps occurred at this second transition point [19]. 
The damage progression that occurs beyond the first transition point has been found to 
reduce the secant modulus of 3D woven composites to 20% to 50% of the Young’s 
modulus, depending on the type of composite [40]. However the mechanism by which 
this occurs is still unclear. It is useful to consider the damage mechanisms that have 
been observed in other types of composites during plastic deformation. For cross-ply 
laminates, Katerelos and colleagues observed a directly proportional relationship 
between stiffness reduction and transverse crack density in the 90º plies [101]. 
Further, Hoiseth and colleagues observed that after transverse crack saturation has 
occurred further damage is generated as the cracks either penetrate the 0° fibres or 
deflect at the fibre/matrix interface as shown in figure 2.22 [110]. 
 
Figure 2.22 Schematic of warp yarn penetration (LHS) and deflection of transverse 
cracks in 0/90 laminates.  After [111] 
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 Pandita et al found that the stiffness loss in 2D woven composites increased 
according to the misalignment angle of the specimen to the loading axis [78]. They 
also found that at applied strains approaching the composite failure strain the secant 
modulus increased and this was attributed to the reorientation of off-axis plies with 
respect to the loading direction. This was only observed in the most severely 
misaligned test specimens, and has not been reported for 2D woven composites that 
are aligned at 0° or 90° to the loading direction [78, 89]. The reason that plastic 
straightening was not observed in the composites at 0° and 90° orientations is the 
superior stiffness at these orientations which significantly lowers the failure strain. 
Callus et al reported matrix cracking and progressive z-binder debonding during this 
phase as well as a reduction to the misalignment angles prior to failure, [37]. The 
significance of this damage is unclear because the stress-strain curve remained highly 
linear until failure. In contrast, the inelastic portion of the stress-strain curves for the 
carbon fibre 3D woven composites tested by Cox et al were non-linear. The difference 
in plastic behaviour of carbon and glass fibre 3D woven composites is demonstrated 
by their stress-strain curves which are presented in figures 2.23 and 2.24, and the 
reason for this is unclear. The mechanism for stiffness reduction is further obfuscated 
for carbon fibre composites by a competing mechanism known as the ‘stress intensity 
phenomenon’. This has been observed in unidirectional composites and some cross-
ply laminates (depending on the proportion of 0° plies). At high strain levels the 
microscopic structure of carbon fibres changes as the crystals realign to the loading 
direction, and this has been found to impart greater stiffness to the composite [82, 83]. 
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Figure 2.23 Tensile stress-strain curve for a 3D woven carbon/epoxy composite. After 
[39] 
 
Figure 2.24 Tensile stress-strain curve for a 3D woven glass/vinyl-ester composite. After 
[37]  
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The question remains as to whether the transition to inelastic behaviour in 3D woven 
composites is caused by transverse cracking, warp yarn straightening or a 
combination of these mechanisms. Strain concentrations could induce plastic 
straightening in some warp yarns at relatively low applied strains, with the remaining 
yarns straightening at the second transition point. Such strain concentrations could 
arise at the lower transition point due to the 0/90 ply interactions during transverse 
cracking that were observed for cross-ply laminates, or due to the waviness effect 
described by Hale and Adams. Alternatively, transverse cracking could be arrested by 
the z-binder before saturation is reached.  This idea is based on the observation by 
Wisnom that overwinding unidirectional rods suppresses splitting in transverse 
tension. [111]. A second modulus reduction could then occur when z-binder yarns 
fail, allowing transverse weft cracking to resume. 
2.4.3 Tensile failure 
An earlier review of the tensile strength of 3D woven composites found that their 
strength is either equal to or less than 2D laminates by no more than 20% [12]. More 
current published data has been combined with the earlier research data and is 
presented in figure 2.25. In this graph the tensile strength of 3D woven composites is 
compared with 2D woven and cross-ply laminates. Strength is plotted against the 
product of 0° fibre volume fraction and nominal strength of pristine glass or carbon 
fibres (as appropriate). It is seen that the tensile strength of 3D woven composites is 
not significantly higher or lower than the 0/90 laminates and 2D woven composites 
with similar amounts of 0° fibre reinforcement.  
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Figure 2.25 Ultimate tensile strength data for cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites [29, 35, 37, 46, 67, 75, 77-80, 82, 89, 99] 
Figures 2.23 and 2.24 demonstrated the difference in stress response of glass and 
carbon fibre 3D woven composites during the plastic deformation phase. This 
difference indicates that damage progression is not identical in these composites. The 
carbon fibre composite undergoes an ongoing reduction to the secant modulus 
throughout this phase, whereas the stress-strain curve of the glass fibre composite 
remains linear. In some of the stress-strain curves of the carbon fibre composites, Cox 
et al observed a series of jagged load-drops prior to the primary load drop; an example 
of this is presented in figure 2.26. These were attributed to failure of individual warp 
yarns, and visual inspection of a preloaded specimen revealed that most of the warp 
yarns had ruptured at one or more sites before the primary load drop [39]. It was 
further suggested that the z-binder improved stress transfer between fractured warp 
yarns and delayed ultimate tensile failure of the composite until the z-binders had 
failed, enabling the failed warp yarns to spring apart. This feature of the stress-strain 
curve has not been reported for other 3D woven composites [35, 37].  An alternative 
explanation proposed by Cox et al is that further plastic straightening of the warp 
yarns occurs at this load level. This suggestion is supported by large strains that were 
at the end of the plastic or hardening phase just prior to ultimate tensile failure. 
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Leong et al have studied the effect of the z-binder on failure of the 3D woven 
composite. In that study the z-binder tension was modified from the baseline design to 
produce a composite with a looser z-binder configuration. It was found that the tauter 
z-binder constrained the size of the failure zone whereas the looser z-binder 
arrangement allowed extensive longitudinal splitting which increased the size of the 
failure zone [35]. The looser z-binder yarn also reduced the amount of collimation in 
the transverse yarns and the amount of crimping in all in-plane yarns, and these 
factors were thought to contribute to the tensile strength of the composite. The overall 
result of the looser z-binder yarn was a 30% increase in the mean tensile strength of 
the composites [35]. This contradicts the theory that delamination suppression raises 
the tensile strength by improving load redistribution between failed warp yarns, and 
highlights that the mechanics of delamination and tensile failure require further 
investigation. 
 
Figure 2.26 Stress-strain curve for an orthogonal 3D woven carbon fibre composite. 
 After [39] 
A ‘pull-out’ phase was observed in the carbon fibre 3D woven composites at strains 
beyond ultimate tensile failure in which the material continued to bear very low 
tensile loads [31, 39]. Cox et al attributed this to frictional resistance to sliding of 
adjacent yarns with respect to each-other and suggested that frictional resistance is 
enhanced by the waviness of yarns. Pullout of the warp fibres was confirmed by 
fractography of the broken specimen and by the jagged appearance of the fracture 
surface of the composite as shown in figure 2.27 [39]. 
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Figure 2.27 3D woven carbon/epoxy composite after tensile failure, showing pulled-out 
carbon warp yarns. After [39] 
Similar pull-out phases have not been reported for glass fibre 3D woven composites 
or other carbon/epoxy 3D woven composites [35, 40]. It is suggested that the pull-out 
phase only occurs for composites that can provide adequate resistance to delamination 
in the through-thickness direction after the primary load drop. This would be 
influenced by the post-failure effectiveness of the z-binder yarns and the flexural 
rigidity of the composite material.  In figure 2.26 the z-binders are thought to have 
failed prior to the primary load drop and the load-bearing capability of this composite 
is significantly lower than the composite in figure 2.23, where z-binder rupture was 
not observed. 
The influence of 3D fibre architecture on tensile strength is a complex question 
because competing mechanisms have been observed which alternately raise the local 
stress levels within individual yarns and disperse the flaw distribution throughout the 
composite. It has been observed that collimation of the in-plane yarns by the z-binder 
causes very high fibre volume fractions within the yarns and areas of neat resin 
between them. It is known that in areas of high fibre content the failure of one fibre 
can trigger failure in neighbouring fibres [112] and it has been suggested that this 
occurs in 3D woven composites in regions of high local fibre content within the warp 
yarns [35].  
Crimping of the warp yarns can also generate stress concentrations [35, 49]; however 
these flaws are broadly dispersed throughout the material due to the repeating pattern 
of textile composites. Opinion is divided over whether warp crimp reduces the tensile 
strength  [36, 44, 55] or acts as a global load-sharing mechanism and therefore does 
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not precipitate catastrophic failure [39, 97]. Tang et al investigated the effect of warp 
yarn crimp on the tensile strength of 2D woven composites, and these data correspond 
to the value of Vfσultf = 1250 MPa in figure 2.25. It is seen that the tensile strength of 
2D woven composites can be degraded by as much as 25% due to warp yarn crimp 
[89]. In a study on the tensile failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites, Cox et al 
proposed that the waviness of warp yarns generates an uneven distribution of loads in 
which the highly aligned yarns carry a greater proportion of the tensile load [39]. The 
critical external load for the failure of the most highly aligned yarns is therefore 
inversely related to the distribution of warp yarn misalignment angles. The crimp 
angle distribution can either be measured from micrographs or inferred by estimating 
the stiffness knockdown factor from the measured and rule-of-mixtures estimate of 
the Young’s modulus of the composite. For the materials studied by Cox et al this the 
maximum strength reduction that could be achieved through this mechanism was 10% 
[39]. 
Callus et al compared the tensile properties of 3D woven composites with different z-
binder architectures, namely: orthogonal, layer-interlock and offset layer-interlock (in 
which there is a phase shift in the z-binder pattern of adjacent layers). They found that 
the difference in tensile strength and stiffness was within the experimental scatter for 
the material, and concluded that the z-binder architecture per se had negligible effect 
on the tensile properties [40]. These findings agree with Xu’s theory that axial stress 
distribution within the 3D woven composite is insensitive to changes in weave 
architecture and that extensive modelling of the subtle nuances of 3D reinforcement 
weave architecture is pointless. This is because the z-binder yarn is usually very small 
and the z-binder fibre content is typically 10 times less than the warp fibre content 
[98].  
A simple approximation for tensile strength of composites is the rule-of-mixtures in 
which only the volume content and strength of the warp fibres is considered: 
ultffSult V σσ ≈
     (2.12) 
Applying Hooke’s Law to the rule-of-mixtures forms the basis for micromechanical 
models of unidirectional and multidirectional laminates. Using this approach, tensile 
damage progression is modelled as successive incremental gains to the global 
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compliance matrix as ply failures occur within the composite. This approach is limited 
for textile composites because in textiles large scale material and geometric variations 
exist. The z-binder cross-over points, crimping and distortion of the in-plane yarns, 
and extreme variations to fibre volume fraction can all occur within the unit cell, 
whose dimensions are on the scale of 10-15 mm [113]. Nevertheless the rule-of-
mixtures is useful as an idealised baseline for comparison with the measured strength 
of 3D woven composites. The distribution of flaws within a composite is often 
modelled using two or three parameter Weibull distribution in the failure model [62, 
64, 114]. Monte-Carlo simulations can then identify the possible combinations of 
fibre flaw locations and the associated tensile strength of the composite. However, if 
tensile strength is also sensitive to the z-binder yarn and distortion of the warp yarns, 
then statistical distributions of these parameters must also be included in the Monte-
Carlo simulations. 
2.5 COMPRESSION OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
Compression loading of a polymer-encased fibre is analogous to the buckling of an 
end-loaded column. For optimal compression resistance the column requires perfectly 
aligned axial loading through the centroid and sufficient lateral support to promote 
local crushing rather than Euler buckling. In composites the lateral support is provided 
by the resin matrix, and therefore the compression behaviour relies not only on the 
fibre content but on the resin. The parameters that are required for high compression 
properties are [115]: 
− High fibre/matrix bond strength 
− Good fibre (yarn) impregnation 
− High matrix Young’s modulus 
− High matrix yield stress 
− High fibre Young’s modulus 
− Large fibre diameter 
− High degree of fibre alignment 
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Fibre waviness is a particular problem for textile composites because any non-axial 
component of stress will promote buckling. The general form for the critical stress 
(within a yarn) for kink band formation is [116]: 
φ
τ
σ rk =
     (2.13) 
where  τr is the critical stress for shear flow of the resin and φ is the misalignment 
angle of the fibres. Yang et al compared the compression strength of 2D woven 
composites to 0/90 tape laminates, and found that the woven composites possessed 
lower compression strength due to more severe fibre waviness. It was found that the 
compression strength decreased with increasing amounts of fibre waviness [117]. 
Dickinson and colleagues examined the compression of 3D woven and stitched 
composites. They noted that the compression strength was reduced by warp yarn 
waviness and that the amplitude of the waviness was proportional to the diameter of 
the through-thickness reinforcing fibres [118]. In 3D woven composites the warp yarn 
crimping was found to be contained to the yarns closest to the outer surfaces of the 
composite and removal of the surface layers improved the compression strength 3D 
woven composites [118]. 
Cox et al adjusted the generic equation (2.12) to predict kink band formation to 
account for the random distribution of the warp yarn crimp angles, asserting that 
kinking will first occur to the most severely crimped warp yarn segments [31]: 
90ξ
τ
σ rk =
      (2.14) 
Cox et al also suggested that under compression loading the binder yarns will exert a 
lateral load on the warp yarns, which could reduce the critical stress from the 
prediction of equation (2.13). A similar mechanism has been found to reduce the 
compression strength of 2D woven composites compared with uncrimped 0/90 
laminates [119]. In contrast, Hirokawa et al found that orthogonal 3D woven 
composites performed better than 2D woven composites due to better alignment of the 
warp yarns and delamination suppression by the z-binder yarn. It was further observed 
that the performance improved with increasing z-binder content [20]. A compilation 
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of published compression strength values for cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites is presented in figure 2.28. The compression strength of each composite 
has been plotted against the theoretical compression strength of the 0 degree plies in 
the composite. It is seen that there is a large degree of scatter in the compression 
properties of the textile composites, which makes any comparison between them 
invalid without further data such as warp yarn misalignment angle distributions. 
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Figure 2.28 Compression strength of 0/90, 2D woven and 3D woven composites [29, 46, 
67, 75, 99, 117, 120]. 
The observed behaviour of cross-ply, 2D and 3D woven composites under 
compression is substantially different. In 2D woven composites the waviness of the 
warp yarns promote delamination which reduces the buckling support to the warp 
yarns and promotes compression failure via large-scale buckling of the laminate [67, 
117]. In contrast to this behaviour, cross-ply laminates fail due to the formation of 45° 
shear bands, and the compression failure mode is analogous to local crushing rather 
than global buckling. As a result cross-ply laminates demonstrate significantly higher 
compression strength than 2D woven composites with similar warp fibre content 
[117]. The z-pinning of laminates to improve delamination resistance was found to 
degrade the compression strength of the laminates by up to 30% due to warp fibre 
damage and misalignment [121]. Dadkhah and colleagues observed that warp 
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crimping at the z-binder cross-over points in 3D woven composites promoted kinking 
of individual yarns, however this did not necessarily promote compression failure of 
the composite because of the widespread geometric distribution of the crimping sites. 
Failure of the composite did not occur until a sufficient number of warp yarn kinks 
had accumulated in one region. This behaviour resulted in very high strains-to-failure 
under compression loading [122]. It is therefore seen that the mechanics of 
compression failure in 3D woven composites is influenced by competing factors: 
warp yarn waviness and crimping lowers the compression resistance of the yarns, 
however the z-binder yarn provides large-scale delamination resistance and also 
disperses the sites for warp yarn kinking such that the formation of a critical kink 
band for global failure is delayed. 
2.6 FATIGUE PERFORMANCE OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
The problem of fatigue failure in aircraft structures arose in the late 1940’s with the 
emergence of jet propelled aircraft [123, 124] and remains a significant problem 
today. Fatigue failure often occurs at load levels that are well below the static strength 
of the material, and can lead to significant weight penalties in the design of aircraft 
structures. For example, the design limit load for the skins of pressurised cabins is 
generally reduced to 30% of the tensile strength to avoid fatigue failure [125]. 
Unidirectional , woven and 0/90 laminated carbon/epoxy composites were found to 
possess superior tensile fatigue properties to metals such as aluminium [126, 127], 
however the nature of damage progression and failure is complex and specific to the 
architecture of the weave or laminate stacking sequence [128]. Extensive testing 
programmes were conducted in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s to generate adequate 
data to confidently predict the fatigue behaviour of composites for aero-structural 
applications [126]. Where 3D woven composite materials are concerned fatigue 
prediction becomes problematic because they are still relatively new to these 
applications and the historical database of fatigue performance is scant. 
The fatigue of composites is more complex than that of monolithic materials such as 
metallic alloys: fatigue damage does not progress as a single crack but may take the 
form of many micro-cracks dispersed throughout the laminate. The presence of 
damage in composites does not necessarily lead to immediate catastrophic failure. 
Instead, the stiffness and residual strength of the composite gradually reduce during 
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the fatigue life until the material is sufficiently weakened to precipitate catastrophic 
failure. Damage progression during the fatigue process is often observed by plotting 
changes to the elastic modulus of the composites over the fatigue life [126, 129]. 
Studies of damage progression in 2D composites describe a three stage damage 
accumulation process for tensile fatigue. Figure 2.29 shows an example of a stiffness 
degradation plot for unidirectional glass fibre composites from Gamstedt et al, which 
illustrates the three stages of damage accumulation [130]. Stage (i) is observed during 
the first 5-20% of composite fatigue life and is attributed to the formation of 
transverse matrix cracks [126, 131]. Stage (ii) typically represents fatigue cycles 
occurring between 20% and 80% of the composite fatigue life. During this stage the 
rate of elastic modulus reduction decreases significantly, signifying that the material 
has reached the characteristic damage state whereby no further transverse matrix 
cracks can be produced by fatigue [126, 131]. During this stage other types of fatigue 
damage occur, such as longitudinal crack coupling in which transverse cracks are 
‘blunted’ by the fibres and are reoriented along the longitudinal direction, usually in 
the form of fibre/matrix debonding [126]. Near the end of fatigue life the elastic 
modulus of the composites drops sharply, signifying stage (iii) of the fatigue process. 
This sudden drop is attributed to the fracture of load-bearing fibres that quickly leads 
to complete tensile fatigue failure of the composite [78]. 
 
Figure 2.29 Stiffness degradation of unidirectional glass composites with polypropylene 
resin matrix under tensile fatigue loading. After [130]. 
(i) (ii) (iii) 
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These stages of fatigue damage progression and the extent to which they occur depend 
on the material; properties and the maximum stress or strain that is applied to the 
material. In figure 2.29 the composite containing a modified resin (GF/MA-PP) 
possesses a stronger fibre/matrix interface. The effect of the interface is negligible in 
phase (i) where transverse cracking occurs, but it is seen to suppress stage (ii) type 
damage which is essentially longitudinal fibre/matrix delamination. This led to a 
longer fatigue life for the modified composites and a ‘sudden-death’ failure, whereas 
the baseline composite demonstrated a more extensive and continuous degradation 
during stages (ii) and (iii).  
The effect peak stress on the fatigue behaviour of composites is demonstrated in the 
fatigue life (or S-N) curve presented in figure 2.30. The S-N curve is divided into 
three regions of peak stress, each one characterised by a different type of fatigue life 
degradation [132]. The slope of the S-N curve in each region represents the sensitivity 
of the material to the dominant fatigue mechanism [133]. At very high loads the 
material fails due to rupture of the axially loaded fibres; this is referred to as the static 
region of fatigue loading (region I) [134]. In region II the applied loads initiate 
transverse cracks in the resin which then evolve into longitudinal delaminations. In 
this region all three of the aforementioned stages of fatigue damage occur and this is 
referred to as the progressive region of fatigue loading. Fatigue damage at low applied 
loads is considered to be resin-dominated and resin cracking is the dominant fatigue 
mechanism in this region [134, 135]. The upper limit of region III is referred to as the 
fatigue limit. Gamstedt and colleagues examined the fatigue damage mechanisms in 
cross-ply laminates and found that even at very low tensile loads, a small proportion 
of the weaker fibres will break, and these serve as sites for transverse crack initiation 
[85]. In region III these transverse cracks are arrested at the fibre/matrix interface and 
fatigue damage does not progress beyond this stage. 
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Figure 2.30 Schematic of the regions of tensile fatigue loading in composite materials. 
After [85]. 
In figure 2.31 the fatigue life curves of cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites are compared. All data was taken from fatigue tests conducted at an R 
ratio of 0.1 and a loading frequency of between 4 to 10 Hz. The general trend is 
reduced fatigue endurance of the 2D and 3D woven composites compared with the 
cross-ply laminate, with very little difference in the fatigue performance of the 2D and 
the 3D woven composites. The difference between fatigue endurance of the cross-ply 
and woven composites is more pronounced in loading regions II and III than for 
region I, and this is highlighted on the graph by the double-headed arrows. The 
fatigue limit of the 0/90 laminate occurs at approximately 50% of the ultimate tensile 
strength, while the fatigue limit of the woven composites occurs at around 20-30% of 
the ultimate tensile strength.  
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Figure 2.31 Fatigue life curves for cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven composites [77, 
78, 82, 134]. 
Research into the influence of through-thickness reinforcement on the fatigue 
properties of composites has yielded mixed results. The findings have been collated 
and are discussed in terms of fibre-dominated and resin-dominated fatigue 
mechanisms. In region I (fibre dominated fatigue loading) it has been found that the 
insertion of any type of 3D reinforcement reduces the tensile fatigue life of a 
composite material due to damage to the load-bearing fibres [133, 136-138]. However 
Ding and colleagues found that the residual strength and stiffness of 3D composites 
during region I tensile fatigue loading were superior to a comparable 2D woven 
composite. Extensive delaminations were observed in the 2D woven composite and 
were not seen in the 3D woven composites. It was concluded that the z-binder 
increased the fatigue life of the 3D woven composite by suppressing delaminations 
[66]. 
In regions II and III of the S-N curve the fatigue performance of a composite is more 
heavily influenced by the resin matrix and the presence of defects [84, 139]. Lee et al 
observed that the fatigue life of 3D woven composites containing 10% voids was 
severely degraded compared to the original material with 2% void content. This 
degradation occurred in region III fatigue loading, and to a lesser extent, in region II 
loading [134]. Studies on stitched laminates have also found that the fatigue life of 
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heavily stitched specimens can be significantly reduced due to fibre damage, and this 
effect is more pronounced in loading regions II and III [137]. 
2.7 SHEAR AND BENDING 
Tarnopolskii et al found that due to complex nature of strain distributions within 
textile composites, it is difficult to obtain consistent shear stress and modulus results 
for 3D woven composites [140]. It was further found that a modified version of the 
Iosipescu shear test was the most appropriate for 3D woven composites. Other 
researchers believe that the Iosipescu test is inappropriate because it involves 
introducing surface notches which can cut the z-binder loops [113], however 
Tarnopolskii argues that 3D woven composites are notch insensitive and therefore the 
effect of cutting z-binder loops would be insignificant [140]. 
Kamp suggested 2D and 3D woven composites are not expected to perform much 
better than the resin matrix in shear loading due to the 0/90 alignment of the fibres. It 
is further asserted that the z-binder yarns could provide a modest improvement by 
resisting the shear deformation of the warp and weft yarns, and a similar statement has 
been made by Tarnopolskii [9, 140]. The data presented in figure 2.32 is a collection 
of research results for shear of ± 45° cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven composites. 
Although there is significant scatter in material properties for each type of composite, 
the chart nevertheless indicates a general trend in the shear properties. It is confirmed 
that the 3D woven composites possess superior shear strength than 2D woven 
composites but are inferior to 45° angle-ply laminates. Shear tests conducted by 
Kamp found that the shear strength and moduli of 3D orthogonal, layer-interlock and 
offset-layer interlock weave architectures were more or less the same. The problem of 
in-plane shear strength for 3D woven composites has been addressed in two ways. 
Commercial manufacturers of 3D woven composites such as 3TEX have designed 
multi-axial weaving machines that can insert ±45° yarns to resist shear loads. Off-axis 
yarns cannot be inserted using Jacquard weaving technology, therefore extra bias 
layers are added to the outer surfaces of the preforms [7, 141]. 
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Figure 2.32 Shear strength and modulus for 2D and 3D woven composites, compared 
with a cross-ply laminate [9, 75, 140-144]. 
The flexural properties of 3D woven composites have been found to be inferior to 2D 
composites [17, 19, 31]. The reduced flexural properties are thought to be due to the 
crimping and increased misalignment of the tows by the z-binders [12, 31]. In 
composites possessing lower compression (buckling) resistance, the flexural strength 
is degraded by microbuckling at the compressed side [115]. Therefore yarn waviness 
would lower the flexural strength by promoting kink-band formation on the 
compressed side.  
Cox et al. propose that warp yarn crimping delays the kinking failure of warp yarns 
near the compression surface of the composite. Kinking during bending requires out-
of-surface arching on the concave compression surface of the composite, however the 
maximum crimping of warp tows is convex with respect to the outer surface. Hence 
the curvature induced by bending reduces the maximum misalignment of the near-
surface warp yarns and delays the kinking failure [31]. 
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2.8 IMPACT TOLERANCE 
Impact resistance and damage tolerance are critical parameters for composite 
materials because the damage generated is often hidden but can reduce mechanical 
performance [145]. In aerospace applications the impact hazards are classified as 
either low velocity or ballistic. Low velocity impact arises from hail and bird strikes 
during flight, kick-up of debris during taxi, or dropped tools during maintenance and 
repair operations. Ballistic impact usually arises from bullets or shrapnel during 
military operations [12]. The impact tolerance of a composite consists of two aspects 
which are controlled by different material properties. The first is impact resistance 
which refers to the ability of a material to absorb impact energy with minimal 
damage. Impact damage tolerance is the ability to sustain impact damage with 
minimal reduction to mechanical properties such as compression strength. During 
impact, energy is absorbed via the following damage mechanisms [145]:  
(i) Matrix cracks arising from the through-thickness shear stresses generated by 
the impact force. 
(ii) Delamination initiation due to the opening forces of the matrix cracks. 
(iii) Delamination propagation driven by interlaminar shear stresses that arise 
due to bending of the material during impact. 
(iv) Fibre fracture by tensile failure or shear-out during penetration of the 
impactor.  
Figure 2.33 presents a radiograph of impact damage to a composite with resin 
cracking and extensive delamination. During impact the bending and shear moduli of 
the composite determines the amount of energy that can be absorbed without damage 
being generated. Shear and bending resistance also influence the initiation and 
propagation of delaminations, however the main parameter governing impact 
tolerance is the fracture toughness of the material: that is, the amount of energy that 
can be absorbed before tensile (mode I) and shear (mode II) delamination cracks 
initiate and grow. Shear is considered to be the dominant fracture mechanism during 
an impact event, followed by mode I delamination as the material deforms and 
buckles. 
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Figure 2.33 Radiograph of impact damage to a composite laminate. After [147]. 
Figure 2.34 plots the energy absorption of 2D and 3D woven composites under 
impact. It is seen that the 3D woven absorbs significantly more impact energy than 2D 
woven composites [147]. Despite absorbing more energy smaller impact damage 
areas are observed in 3D woven composites [147] and there is virtually no 
delamination [148]. The superior impact damage resistance of 3D woven composites 
is therefore attributed to the z-binder which suppresses the growth of delaminations 
from the impact site [12, 148].  
 
Figure 2.34 Impact energy absorption of textile composites. After [147]. 
resin matrix 
cracking 
delaminations 
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Although some 3D woven composites have been found to possess inferior in-plane 
mechanical properties to 2D composites, their high impact damage resistance usually 
results in superior post-impact mechanical properties [12]. In figure 2.35 it is seen that 
3D woven composites retain more of their post-impact compression strength than 2D 
woven and cross-ply laminates. Figure 2.36 shows a similar trend for post-impact 
flexure strength of a 3D woven composite and 2D laminate. It has therefore been 
shown that the through-thickness reinforcement of 3D woven composites imparts 
superior impact resistance and damage tolerance to the material by suppressing 
delamination and containing the impact damage area. 
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Figure 2.35 Post-impact compression strength of cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven 
composites [46, 99, 117]. 
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Figure 2.36 Post-impact flexural strength for 2D and 3D woven composites. After [12]. 
2.9 INTERLAMINAR FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 
The problem of delamination in 2D composite materials is extensively documented 
and has been studied over many years [38, 149-157]. This damage mode can occur 
due to interlaminar stresses generated by impact loading [158] or from stacking 
sequences in which there is a mismatch of Poisson or thermal expansion coefficients 
[159, 160]. The amount of energy required to propagate a tensile (mode I) 
delamination crack is known as the fracture toughness of the material, GIc. In 2D 
laminates GIc is determined by the toughness of the resin matrix, although fibre 
related toughening mechanisms such as fibre bridging and crack branching exist under 
certain conditions [153, 158, 161].  In-plane fibre bridging occurs when fibres cross 
over into the plane of an adjacent layer during consolidation of the laminate. The 
interlaminar crack must either deflect or break the bridging fibres in order to continue 
to propagate [162-164]. Sorensen observed this type of bridging in unidirectional 
laminates and found that it raised the mode I fracture toughness of the composite four-
fold [162]. 
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Figure 2.37 Fibre bridging in a unidirectional composite. After [162] 
Crack branching has been observed in multi-directional and cross-ply laminates where 
material non-linearity forces the crack path to deflect from the longitudinal axis [161]. 
The deflection of the crack path from a straight line increases the damage area and 
hence the energy required to propagate the crack along the axis of delamination. 
Compston and Jar found that a mixed-mode loading condition (I/II) was generated at 
the warp/weft cross-over point during mode I testing and this raised the fracture 
energy required for crack growth due to the higher resistance of composites to mode 
II crack sliding [165]. Dry spots within the laminae can also deflect the interlaminar 
crack via preferential intralaminar cracking [161, 165]. 
 
Figure 2.38 Crack branching in a 0/90 laminate. Image After [161]. 
The double cantilever beam (DCB) test is used to measure the resistance to mode I 
delamination crack growth. The test specimen consists of the laminate with a 
prefabricated ‘starter crack’ at the mid-plane of one end. Crack opening displacements 
are applied at the same end to propagate the delamination crack. Crack opening 
displacement, applied force and crack length are recorded during the test and are used 
to calculate the strain energy required for crack growth (GIc). The crack resistance 
90° ply 
0° ply 
Crack growth 
direction 
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curve (R-curve) is generated from this data and shows the change in delamination 
resistance (GIc) versus crack length. The R-curve for a unidirectional laminate is 
reproduced in figure 2.39. The first 50-75 mm of crack length represents the length of 
the starter crack. This is followed by growth of a fibre bridging zone over the next 25-
30 mm of crack propagation during which the crack growth resistance values increase 
from the crack initiation value, GIi ~0.2 KJ/m2, to around 0.7-0.9 KJ/m2. At these 
values the resistance to crack growth (fracture toughness) remains more or less 
constant, and this represents stable crack propagation. During the crack propagation 
phase the size of the bridging zone remains constant and translates along the 
delamination axis as the crack progresses through the material. The average value of 
fracture toughness during this phase is referred to as the steady-state crack 
propagation value (GIc) [162]. 
 
Figure 2.39 R-curve for a unidirectional glass/vinyl-ester composite. After [165]. 
Compston and Jar observed that for 2D woven composites the crack propagation 
phase was less stable than for unidirectional laminates. Fibre bridging was less 
effective in the 2D woven composites and cracking progressed in an unstable ‘stick-
slip’ manner. Figure 2.40 compares the load versus crack opening displacement 
curves for the unidirectional and 2D woven composites tested by Compston and Jar. 
The graph for the unidirectional composite displays the three key stages of the 
delamination process. The initial linear portion of the graph represents the bending 
stiffness of the specimen as the pre-crack opens under the applied displacement. The 
length of 
starter crack 
GIi 
stable crack propagation 
growth of 
bridging zone 
GIc 
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onset of the non-linear portion of the curve represents the initiation of a delamination 
crack from the starter crack. The remaining portion of the curve represents crack 
propagation. The applied load for crack propagation slowly decreases with crack 
length as the moment arm to the crack tip increases accordingly. The unstable ‘slip-
stick’ behaviour of the 2D woven curve is evidenced by the jagged portion of the 
load-displacement curve. During this phase the load increases to a peak value as the 
crack is arrested and resists further crack opening displacement. When the arresting 
mechanism is overcome, the load drops sharply and crack suddenly opens and 
continues to grow until the next crack arrest. The peaks of the load-displacement 
curve of the 2D woven composite were found to coincide with the location of 
warp/weft yarn cross-over points, and it was concluded that the unstable crack growth 
was caused by the interlocking of bridging fibres at the warp/weft crossover point 
[165]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.40 Load versus crack opening displacement graphs for (upper) unidirectional 
and (lower) 2D woven glass/vinyl ester composites. After [165] 
Initial investigations into the effect of 3D reinforcement on mode I fracture toughness 
found that improvements of up to ten-fold could be achieved with respect to a 
baseline 2D laminate [166]. Even relatively modest amounts of z-binder 
reinforcement have been found to provide significant increases to the delamination 
resistance of the composite. This is seen in figure 2.41 which displays the mode I 
fracture toughness values of 3D reinforced composites plotted against the amount of 
z-reinforcement. It is seen that through-thickness reinforcement can improve the mode 
Displacement, mm Displacement, mm 
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I fracture toughness by around twofold at very low concentrations, to approximately 
ten-fold at high concentrations. The 3D woven composites studied by Tamusz and 
Tanzawa are seen to possess comparable effectiveness to the other forms of z-
reinforcement, namely z-pinning and stitching. 
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Figure 2.41 Fracture toughness of through-thickness reinforced composites compared 
with a 2D woven laminate [14-16, 167, 168]. 
Most of the toughening imparted by through-thickness reinforcement is due to the 
formation of a z-binder bridging zone [12]. The z-binders that bridge the delamination 
crack resist the applied crack-opening force thereby reducing the interlaminar stresses 
at the crack tip. Figure 2.42 illustrates the formation of a z-binder bridging zone, 
where the crack is growing from right to left. Initially the bridging zone grows as the 
number of intact z-binders bridging the crack increases. The z-binders bridging the 
delamination experience different amounts of strain depending on their distance from 
the (moving) crack tip. The maximum number of intact bridging z-binders is reached 
when the z-binders furthest from the crack front reach their failure strain. After this 
point the bridging zone remains more or less constant in size and translates along the 
delamination axis with the crack tip. 
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Figure 2.42 Schematic representation of a z-binder bridging zone. After [12] 
The mechanisms by which the bridging z-binder yarns absorb delamination crack 
propagation energy have been described as [149, 169, 170]: 
(i) thread/matrix interfacial debonding; 
(ii) elastic stretching;   
(iii) failure and/or pullout of the reinforcement.  
Dransfield et al tested stitched composites with the surface stitch loops machined off 
and found that this reduced, but did not eliminate, the toughening effect of the 
stitches. It was suggested that the surface loops provide additional fracture toughness 
via extra length over which debonding and stretching of the z-binder can take place 
[169]. When the z-binders break near the outer surface they are gradually pulled-out 
of the composite, and the work done during the binder pull-out adds to the toughness. 
However, the location of fracture of the z-binders appears to vary according to the 
materials tested. Guenon et al observed that most of the z-binders in a 3D woven 
composite failed at the curved sections at the outer surfaces of the composite, 
however Tanzawa and colleagues compared 3D woven composites containing carbon 
and aramid z-binders and found that only the carbon z-binders demonstrated this 
behaviour [14, 166]. The aramid z-binders consistently failed in the crack plane, and 
this difference in behaviour was attributed to the larger failure strain of the aramid 
fibre and different interface characteristics [14]. Tanzawa and colleagues also tested 
two different z-binder contents and found that increasing the z-binder content 
increased GIc but at the expense of greater instability and scatter of material properties 
[14]. 
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Byun and colleagues modelled the effects of z-binder bridging and pullout on the 
delamination resistance of 3D woven composites [149]. Crack branching was not 
included because of the difficulty in accurately modelling this process. The model 
found that the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of 3D woven composites is 
enhanced by increasing the Young’s modulus, tensile strength and volume content of 
the z-binders. Factors that can reduce effectiveness of z-binder include weaving 
damage to the z-binders which will reduce their tensile strength and distortion to the 
z-binder during consolidation of the composite [12].  It has been suggested that 
distorted z-binders will have lower tensile stiffness and strength, thereby reducing 
their effectiveness as bridging ligaments, however Tanzawa et al found that 
intentionally decreasing the tension in the z-binders, to create a ‘slack’ z-binder path, 
actually improved the toughening mechanism. This was attributed to the longer 
effective stretching and pull-out length of the slack z-binders, which generated a 
larger bridging zone [14].  
To compare the toughening effect of different types of z-binders, the fracture 
toughness of each type of 3D material should be normalised with respect to the 
inherent delamination toughness of the material without the through-thickness 
reinforcement. Most comparisons are made by normalising the GIc of the 3D 
reinforced material by the GIc value of a comparable 2D composite. The problem with 
this technique is that the 2D composite is often not produced using identical materials 
and manufacturing processes [136].  
In this research program the effect of altering the z-binder thickness and distribution 
to the GIc of 3D woven composites is examined. The trade-off between improvements 
to GIc and degradation to in-plane properties is assessed to assist in the optimal design 
of z-binder configurations in 3D woven composites.
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CHAPTER 3 DAMAGE TO GLASS YARNS DURING 3D 
WEAVING 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
Experimental research was conducted to characterise the weaving damage to glass 
fibre yarns during the 3D weaving process. A comprehensive set of static tensile tests 
was designed to compare mechanical properties of the yarns after the following key 
stages of the weaving process: warping, tensioning and weaving. The amount of yarn 
damage caused by each stage of the 3D weaving process was identified and 
recommendations made for reducing the impact of weaving damage to fibres in a 3D 
woven composite. Resin impregnated yarns were also tested to determine the strength 
and stiffness recovery that could be achieved by stress transfer in the resin matrix.  
3.2 PUBLICATIONS 
The results of this research have been reported in the following journals and 
conference proceedings: 
− Mouritz, A. P., L. Lee, et al. Fibre damage in the manufacture of advanced three-
dimensional woven composites. Composites Part A: Applied Science and 
Manufacturing. 2003. 34(10): 963-970. 
− Lee, L., S. Rudov-Clark, et al.. "Effect of weaving damage on the tensile 
properties of three-dimensional woven composites." Composite Structures. 2002. 
(57) 405-413. 
− Rudov-Clark, S., A. P. Mouritz, et al. Weaving damage to three-dimensional 
glass-polymer composites. 44th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, 
Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference. 2003. Norfolk: AIAA.
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3.3 INTRODUCTION 
A drawback of 3D woven composites is that the load-bearing fibres are damaged and 
distorted during weaving. Fibre damage appears to occur during weaving by the 
repeated actions of abrasion and bending as the glass fibre yarns advance through the 
weaving loom. Abrasion damage occurs between the fibres and the weaving loom as 
the yarns are in tensile loading and repeatedly pulled back and forth over and through 
various components of the loom. The yarns are subject to bending as they pass 
through the warping mechanism, tensioning device and the eyes of the heddles which 
possess small radii of curvature. Very little research work has been performed to 
determine the effect of this damage on the mechanical properties of 3D woven 
composites. In the only reported study into the damage caused by 3D weaving it was 
found that the tensile strength of carbon yarns is reduced by up to 12% due to 
abrasion and bending [1].  Fibres are also distorted during weaving and this can lead 
to significant in-plane tow waviness and crimping within the 3D woven composite 
which can also reduce stiffness and strength [2-5]. 
It is generally accepted that 3D reinforcement through stitching or pinning produces 
more damage to the in-plane load-bearing fibres than 3D weaving [6, 7]. This is 
because stitching introduces the reinforcement into the preform after it has been 
woven and must therefore break or distort the in-plane fibres during insertion. 
Similarly the z-pins must break or distort fibres as they are inserted into the pre-
impregnated composite. In contrast the 3D reinforcement is created during the 3D 
weaving process. The initially horizontal z-binder yarns are inserted at the same time 
as the in-plane fibres during the 3D weaving process and this process is expected to 
generate less fibre damage. The combined effects of fibre damage and tow waviness 
degrade the in-plane mechanical properties of 3D woven composites. In previous 
studies the tensile properties of a 2D carbon/epoxy pre-impregnated (non-woven) 
laminate were compared with a 2D woven carbon/epoxy composite of identical fibre 
content. It was reported that the stiffness and strength of the 2D woven composite was 
degraded by 40% and 30-50% respectively and this was attributed to fibre damage 
and distortion [3, 8, 9].  Fibre damage and tow waviness are also believed responsible 
for reductions to the in-plane compression, bending and fatigue properties of 3D 
woven carbon composites [3, 10]. 
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Research into weaving damage has concentrated on 3D composites containing carbon 
fibres because of their potential use in aerospace structures. No work has been 
reported on the effect of weaving damage to the mechanical properties of 3D glass 
fibre composites that are used in non-aerospace applications such as marine and civil 
structures. Glass fibres offer a low cost, high strength reinforcement solution for 
traditional composites, however their poor abrasion resistance poses significant 
problems for textile applications [8, 11]. The vulnerability of glass fibres to surface 
damage is highlighted by Shah Jihan et al who reported a reduction to the tensile 
strength of glass fibres due to damage incurred during handling [12]. It is expected 
that weaving damage to glass will be significantly different to that already reported 
for carbon because of differences in the fracture toughness, abrasion resistance and 
bending stiffness of the fibres. Further, while it is known that fibre damage incurred 
during weaving reduces the mechanical performance of 3D woven composites, the 
operations of the weaving process that cause this damage are not clearly understood.  
It is essential to determine which weaving operations cause fibre damage so that 
improvements to loom machinery and manufacturing processes can be made to 
overcome this problem. 
This chapter presents research into the damage mechanisms during the 3D weaving 
process by examining the damage and changes to the tensile properties of glass fibre 
yarns at various stages of weaving. In particular, the warp (load-bearing) and the z-
binder yarns are studied by examining samples taken at different stages of weaving 
starting from the as-received yarn and finishing with yarns extracted from the final 3D 
woven fabric.
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3.4 RESEARCH METHOD 
3.4.1 Materials and weave architecture 
3D fabric with an orthogonal fibre structure was woven using a Jacquard loom. The 
various stages of the weaving process are described in detail in Chapter 2 of the 
report. An idealised schematic of the orthogonal 3D fibre structure is shown in Figure 
3.1. In this structure the z-binder yarns pass through the entire thickness of the 
preform at 90º to the in-plane warp and weft yarns. This structure was studied because 
it is the most commonly used fabric type in 3D woven composites.  
 
Figure 3.1 Idealised schematic of the orthogonal fibre architecture. 
The fabric was woven with 300, 1200 and 68 tex E-glass yarns supplied by Colan 
Products Pty. The supplier coated the yarns with a resin-compatible sizing agent, the 
details of which are commercially sensitive and therefore not published. Sizes used on 
glass fibres are usually ~0.1 µm thick and contain organo-silanes, a film former, 
antistatic agent and lubricant. Their function is to improve fibre/matrix bonding, 
protect the fibres from damage and reduce the build-up of static electricity [13].  
Before weaving, the tensile strength of individual glass filaments from the as-received 
yarns was measured according to the ASTM D3822 standard for tensile testing of 
single fibres [14].  The average failure strength was 3.45 GPa, which is a typical value 
for pristine E-glass fibre. The effect of weaving on the quality of the warp yarns was 
determined by extracting specimens from the preform after different stages of the 
x 
y 
z 
weft yarns 
warp yarns 
z-binder yarns 
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weaving process to measure any change to the tensile properties and examine for fibre 
damage. All samples were extracted from the width-wise centre of the preform as 
preliminary testing found that the properties of the yarns vary according to their 
width-wise position within the final preform. Specimens of 300 tex warp yarns and 68 
tex z-binder yarns were taken from the as-received (pristine) material before being 
placed on the Jacquard loom.  Warp and z-binder yarn specimens were also taken 
from the following stages of weaving as shown in figure 3.2. Stage 2: after being 
wound off the warp beams, stage 3: after passing through the tensioning device and 
stage 7: after take-up of the finished fabric. 
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the 3D weaving process 
Because warp yarns can slide forward and backward through the tensioning device 
many times during weaving, yarn specimens were taken from the tensioning stage 
after 1, 5, 10, and 20 cycles through the device. It was not possible to extract samples 
from the shedding, weft yarn insertion and beat-up stages of weaving because the 
available specimen length was too short for conducting tensile tests. 
stage 7 stage 3 stage 2 
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3.4.2 Tensile testing 
The ASTM method for tensile testing of continuous glass filament yarns describes a 
method of specimen preparation in which the impregnated yarns are cured under 
tension to produce straight (uncrimped) specimens, and their ends are flattened to 
provide adequate gripping area for tensile testing. The test method recommends the 
use of rubber faced jaws for gripping the specimens [15]. In this research minor 
modifications were made to both the method of impregnation and testing. The method 
for impregnation of the yarn specimens was modified to improve fibre volume 
fraction control. After immersion in a resin bath the wetted yarns were consolidated to 
produce a fibre volume fraction of approximately 0.5. This procedure involved 
threading the wetted yarns through a circular hole drilled in a flat aluminium plate. 
The holes were flared at the entrance to facilitate threading. The minimum diameter of 
the holes controlled the final diameter of the consolidated specimen which in turn 
determined the fibre volume fraction. The resin used for this study was LF11350 
Derakane® vinyl ester resin prepared with 0.3% of Cobalt Napthenate (CoNap) and 
2% of cumene hydroperoxide (CHP). Weights were attached to the ends of the 
specimens which were then suspended and allowed to cure at room temperature for 
approximately 12 hours. Specimens were then post-cured in an oven for one hour at 
100º Celsius. 
Preliminary tensile tests were conducted using rubber-faced gripping jaws to hold 
both the dry and impregnated yarn specimens however this method produced an 
unacceptably high rate of failure in or near the grips. Cast resin tabs did not alleviate 
the problem so the test rig was modified to reduce the stress concentration in the 
specimen near the grips. Threaded circular rollers of 75 mm diameter were used, and 
the yarns were wrapped around the metal rollers so that the tensile stress was 
introduced into the material gradually via belt friction over a contact angle of 2pi 
radians. The ends of the specimens were clamped by a nut and washer assembly and 
protected by soft wood washers as shown in figure 3.5. Over 1000 dry and 
consolidated yarn specimens were tested using this modified test rig, and 95% of 
those specimens broke within the gauge length. 
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Figure 3.3 Tensile test rig for dry and consolidated yarn testing 
The average strength of glass fibres is known to be dependent on their length [16, 17]. 
Even in as-received glass fibres, small flaws are present due to damage during the 
manufacturing process and handling [12]. Preliminary tensile tests were conducted on 
yarn specimens of varying gauge length and it was confirmed that the average 
strength decreased as the gauge length increased. The cumulative frequency 
distribution is constructed by plotting the percentage of all yarns possessing less than 
a measured value for tensile failure against that value. Figure 3.4 shows cumulative 
probability distributions for the tensile failure strength of dry glass yarn samples with 
various gauge lengths between 35 and 200 mm. The plots clearly show that the 
average strength decreases as the gauge length increases from 35 mm through to 100 
mm and then remain constant for gauge lengths greater than 100 mm. It was 
concluded that specimens with a gauge length of 100 mm would best represent the 
tensile properties of the continuous glass yarn used in weaving, and all test specimens 
for this research had 100 mm gauge lengths. 
Nut and washer assembly 
Specimen 
gauge length, L 
Circular roller, 
φ = 75mm 
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Figure 3.4 Cumulative probability curves for the tensile strength of 300 tex dry glass 
yarns with different gauge lengths. 
3.4.3 Analysis techniques 
The Young’s modulus of each yarn was determined from the tensile tests using the 
formula: 
LW
PL
E
f
f
∆
=
ρ
            (3.1) 
where P is the applied force in the elastic regime of the yarn, L is the gauge length of 
the yarn specimen, ρf is the yarn density, Wf is the weight per unit length of yarn, and 
∆L is the yarn extension. ∆L was measured from the cross-head displacement (stroke) 
of the tensile machine. The tensile strength of each yarn was determined from the 
maximum applied breaking force (Pmax) using the formula: 
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The material properties of brittle fibres can vary unpredictably even when samples are 
taken from within the same yarn. It is therefore useful to apply a statistical theory to 
the tensile modulus and strength results to provide a general description of the overall 
material properties. The most commonly used method is to apply the “weakest link 
theory” (WLT) in which a brittle fibre is idealised as a chain of segments whose 
cumulative probability of survival is modelled by calculating the probability of the 
simultaneous non-failure of each link. An overview of this theory, and its application 
to experimental data is presented in section 2.3.3 of the literature review. The Weibull 
modulus is useful in evaluating damage to glass fibres because it indicates the 
variability in the mechanical properties. A high value of m implies a low degree of 
scatter in the strength data and most engineering fibres, including E-glass, have a 
Weibull modulus in the range of 2 to 15 [21, 22]. For the purpose of this research the 
Weibull modulus is used to evaluate the effect of weaving damage to the strength 
distribution of the yarns.  
3.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.5.1 Strength and stiffness of the dry yarns 
Figure 3.5 shows representative load vs. extension curves for dry warp yarns after 
various stages of weaving. A significant reduction to the ultimate tensile strength 
(UTS) and failure strain is observed for yarns after the warping and weaving stages. 
Again it is seen that the elastic modulus is unaffected by fibre damage to the 
representative yarns displayed in the graph. 
The low strain regions of the curves in Figure 3.5 are initially non-linear. These 
portions of the curves represent the straightening of initially slack fibres within the 
yarns [23]. The presence of slack fibres will cause variations to the stress and strain of 
individual fibres within a yarn. After the initial straightening of slack fibres, the 
stiffness of the fibre bundle is constant and the curves are linear until applied stress 
levels up ~80% of the failure stress. The non-linearity at high load levels is consistent 
with observations by Brown et al who attribute the non-linearity to two 
complementary mechanisms [13]. The first is stress transfer via dry friction between 
broken fibres and neighbouring intact fibres which causes the neighbouring fibres to 
be more highly stressed and results in a multiple fibres failure mode. These fibres are 
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also damaged when neighbouring fibres recoil as they fail, causing surface damage 
and premature failure of the fibres. After the peak breaking stress, the load does not 
immediately drop to zero as it does in tensile tests on single fibres. This can be 
attributed to friction induced shear stress transfer between the broken fibres within the 
yarn.  
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Figure 3.5 Stress-elongation curves for dry warp yarns at various stages of 3D weaving. 
The cumulative probability distributions for tensile strength and stiffness of the yarns 
after different weaving stages are plotted in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. From these plots it 
can be seen that there is a significant shift in the tensile strength distributions due to 
damage generated at each stage of weaving. The width of the failure probability 
distributions also shows that there is significant scatter in the yarn strength properties. 
This scatter is seen to decrease as the yarns progress through the weaving stages and 
become increasingly damaged. The Young’s modulus distributions show less scatter 
and very little reduction due to weaving until the final stage of weaving, where there 
is a significant reduction to Young’s modulus and an increased scatter of data. 
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Figure 3.6 Cumulative probability distributions for the tensile strength of dry warp 
yarns at various stages of weaving. 
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Figure 3.7 Cumulative probability distributions for the Young’s Modulus of dry warp 
yarns at various stages of weaving  
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The average tensile properties of dry warp yarns after each stage of weaving, except 
tensioning, are given in table 3.1. Degradation due to tensioning is discussed later in 
section 3.3.2, as the amount of damage varies with the number of tensioning cycles. 
The yarn strength degraded significantly with each stage of the weaving process and 
yarns in the final fabric were ~30% weaker than the as-received yarns. 
The dry yarns possess significantly lower tensile properties than the dry fibre. The 
difference between yarn and fibre tensile properties is large because individual fibre 
testing requires fibres that are intact over the required gauge length and the gripping 
length. Thus weaker fibres are automatically eliminated from the sample where they 
have broken. In contrast a fibre bundle, or yarn, of identical length contains a mixture 
of broken and intact fibres. These findings are corroborated by the research of Sha 
Jihan et al who observed fibre failure within dry glass yarns using acoustic emission 
detection. They found that manufacturing and handling defects reduced the tensile 
strength of fibres within dry yarns. The weaker fibres failed at 0-1 GPa whereas the 
stronger(undamaged) fibres failed at 1.5-3.0 GPa [12]. 
The percentage values represent the change in Young’s modulus and strength, and are 
normalised to the properties of the as-received yarn. The scatter values represent ± 
one standard deviation. It is seen that the Young’s modulus did not decrease 
significantly during the warping and tensioning stages, and were reduced by only ~6% 
overall. The Weibull modulus values in table 3.1 show that the distribution of strength 
values for the yarns becomes narrower as damage to the yarns increases and this 
suggests that as the damage progresses the weaker outer fibres of the yarns fail, and 
the strength of the remaining fibres in the yarns becomes more uniform. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of tensile properties for dry 300 tex warp yarns. 
Condition Young’s 
modulus, GPa Strength, GPa 
Weibull modulus 
for strength, m  
Sample size, 
n 
As-received 
26.4 ± 0.61 
(100%) 
1.25 ± 0.12 
(100%) 11 24 
After 
warping 
25.7 ± 1.01 
(97%) 
1.00 ± 0.11 
(93%) 14 25 
Final fabric 
24.8 ± 0.81 
(94%) 
0.84 ± 0.06 
(71%) 24 25 
3.5.2 Effect of tensioning cycles 
The repeated rubbing of the yarn over the tensioning device in the loom generates fire 
damage by abrasion. The amount of rubbing that occurs depends on the number of 
times the yarns pass over the tensioning device and this is mainly dependent on the 
number of layers to the fabric and the density of the z-binder weave pattern. 
Increasing the number of layers or decreasing the wavelength of the z-binder weave 
pattern both increase the number of times the warp yarns move back and forth through 
the tensioning device before progressing to the next stage of weaving.  
The effect of tensioning cycles on the tensile properties of dry warp yarns is 
summarised in table 3.2. The ultimate tensile strength is 15% less than the ‘after 
warping’ strength and does not decrease significantly with increasing cycles until 20 
cycles (which gave a 22% reduction). The Young’s modulus does not decrease 
significantly due to tensioning up to 20 cycles. The cumulative probability curves for 
Young’s modulus and tensile strength shown in figure 3.8 (a) and (b) confirm that 
these observed trends apply to all yarns tested. The Weibull modulus values for 
strength presented in table 3.2 show that the strength distribution does not vary 
significantly until 20 cycles, when the modulus increases to m≈22. The number of 
times a warp yarn passes through the tensioning device depends on the number of 
shedding actions in one cycle of weaving. Thus by limiting the shedding actions to ten 
the damage incurred due to tensioning can be diminished.  
The trend in Weibull modulus values for tensile strength is compared with the 
findings that were presented in table 3.1 for the yarns in the as-received, after warping 
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and after weaving conditions. It is seen that in both cases the Weibull modulus 
increases with increasing damage. This supports the notion that the yarn properties 
become more uniform as fibre damage increases by eliminating the weakest fibres 
from the yarns. 
Table 3.2 Tensile properties of dry warp yarns after tensioning cycles. 
Condition Young’s modulus, GPa Strength, GPa 
Weibull modulus 
for strength, m 
Sample 
size, n 
After 
warping 
25.7 ± 1.0 
(100%) 
1.00 ± 0.11 
(100%) 14 25 
One cycle 
26.4 ± 0.6 
(100%) 
0.85 ± 0.12 
(85%) 13 24 
Five cycles 
26.6 ± 0.6 
(100%) 
0.84 ± 0.56 
(84%) 17 25 
Ten cycles 
25.9 ± 0.7 
(100%) 
0.86 ± 0.06 
(86%) 11 24 
Twenty 
cycles 
25.0 ± 0.6 
(97%) 
0.78 ± 0.05 
(78%) 22 24 
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Figure 3.8 Cumulative probability distributions for the tensile strength of dry warp 
yarns after various cycles of tensioning. 
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Figure 3.9 Cumulative probability distributions for the Young’s Modulus of dry warp 
yarns after various cycles of tensioning. 
3.5.3 Z-binder yarns 
The tensile properties of the z-binder yarn in the as-received, warped, and woven 
condition are presented in figures 3.10 and 3.11. The cumulative probability 
distributions for Young’s modulus and tensile strength show that the z-binder yarn 
experiences a small reduction in elastic modulus but a large drop in strength due to 
weaving. The strength of the z-binder yarn was degraded by ~50%, which is a larger 
reduction than experienced by the warp yarn.  It is believed the loss in strength is 
greater because the z-binder yarn is bent more severely than the warp yarn during 
weaving as it is forced to follow an orthogonal profile through the fabric. In addition, 
the z-binder yarn (68 tex) is finer than the warp yarn (300 tex), making it more 
sensitive to damage of the outer fibres. 
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Figure 3.10 Cumulative probability distributions for the strength of dry z-binder yarns. 
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Figure 3.11 Cumulative probability distributions for Young’s modulus of dry z-binder 
yarns. 
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3.5.4 Visual examination of fibre damage 
Samples of warp and z-binder yarns taken from the different weaving stages were 
examined for fibre damage.  There was clear evidence of damage by the broken fibres 
seen on the loom.  For example, figure 3.11 shows broken fibres at the circular guide 
through which the yarn passes during weaving and figure 3.12 shows the underside of 
the 3D fabric after the final weaving stage with broken fibres protruding from the 
material. 
 
Figure 3.12 Breakage of fibres as the yarn passes through a guide on the loom. 
 
Figure 3.13 Underside of the 3D woven fabric showing broken fibres protruding from 
surface. 
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Fibre damage was also observed in the fine debris that accumulated under and around 
the loom during weaving. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) of the chemical 
composition of this debris confirmed that it was glass. Figure 3.14 shows a scanning 
electron micrograph of the debris and it is seen to consist of small filaments that are 
less than 0.5 mm long. The tips of these glass filaments were jagged, as shown in 
figure 3.15, which indicates brittle fracture. 
 
Figure 3.14 Scanning electron micrograph showing broken glass fibres collected from the 
loom. 
 
Figure 3.15 Scanning electron micrograph showing the fractured tip of a broken glass 
fibre. 
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While there is clear evidence of fibre breakage during weaving, it did not occur to a 
large extent. The tensile strength and stiffness of glass yarns are sensitive to the 
presence of broken fibres. The overall reduction in Young’s modulus of the warp 
yarns after weaving was 6% and this relatively modest reduction indicates that only a 
small percentage of fibres were broken.  The tensile strength results presented in 
Table 3.2 show that the strength of the glass yarns was degraded by significantly more 
than 6%. Therefore, in addition to fibre breakage, another degradation mechanism 
must have been present which specifically degrades strength but not stiffness. The 
mechanism is believed to be abrasion damage caused by fibres rubbing against other 
fibres and the loom machinery during weaving. It is proposed that the abrasion will 
remove some of the protective size that coats the glass fibres and expose the fibres to 
further damage during subsequent weaving stages. Figure 3.16 shows a glass fibre 
after weaving and regions where the size has been removed can clearly be seen. The 
ultra-small scratches on the fibres created by abrasion damage may reduce the tensile 
strength of a glass fibre, but not the Young’s modulus, because surface flaws create 
stress concentrations which only influence the stress at which the fibre ruptures. 
 
Figure 3.16 Glass fibre showing areas where abrasion damage has removed the size. 
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Linear elastic fracture mechanics can be used to estimate the critical scratch depth 
needed to cause a reduction in strength of the glass fibres. The half crack length, a, in 
a brittle material (such as glass fibre) can be estimated using the Griffith failure 
theory: 
2
1








=
σpi
cEG
a
    (3.3) 
where E is the Young’s modulus, Gc is the critical strain energy release rate and σ is 
the failure strength of the fibre.  The E-glass fibres in the yarns have a critical strain 
energy release rate of approximately 10 J/m2 [24], a measured Young’s modulus of 69 
GPa and tensile strength of 3.45 GPa. By applying these values to the Griffith’s 
equation it is estimated that scratches as small as ~0.18 µm deep will reduce the fibre 
strength.  
While the results presented here are for fibreglass yarns, it is expected that weaving 
will also degrade the tensile properties of other types of brittle yarns used in 3D 
woven fabrics for composites, such as carbon and ceramic fibres.  The effect of 3D 
weaving on the tensile properties and damage mechanisms of other fibre types has not 
been examined, although Lee et al. [1] reported that warp yarns used to produce 3D 
woven carbon/polymer composites lose up to 12% of their tensile strength due to 
weaving. The finding that abrasion is the damage process most responsible for the 
degradation to the yarn strength suggests that the weaving operation should be 
modified to minimise the severity of abrasion damage.  One possible way to achieve 
this is to coat the loom machinery that is in contact with the yarns with a wear-
resistant material with a low coefficient of friction.  This will allow the yarns to slide 
more easily over the loom machinery, and thereby reduce the occurrence of abrasion.  
However, the cost and practicality of covering the machinery with the low friction 
material would have to be assessed to determine whether this method is feasible.  
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3.5.5 Strength and stiffness of consolidated yarns 
Tensile tests were also conducted on yarns which were consolidated with vinyl ester 
resin after extraction from the various weaving stages. Results are presented in table 
3.3 and compared with dry yarn properties in figures 3.17 and 3.18. The Young’s 
modulus values of the consolidated yarns agree with the theoretical model by Naik et 
al, which predicts a Young’s modulus value of 47-51 GPa for resin-impregnated E-
glass fibre yarns made from twisted, but completely undamaged fibres [26]. 
It can be seen that the Young’s modulus is completely restored by the presence of 
resin, and that the reduction to tensile strength is also ameliorated by around 10%. 
The Weibull modulus for tensile strength increases for increases between the ‘as-
received’ and ‘after warping’ as expected. The Weibull modulus for consolidated 
yarns in the after weaving condition is lower than for the ‘as-received’ and ‘after 
warping’ conditions. This was not observed for the dry yarns and the reason for this 
anomaly is not known. 
Table 3.3 Strength and stiffness of consolidated warp yarns after the various 
stages of weaving. 
Condition 
Young’s Modulus 
(GPa) 
Strength 
(GPa) 
Weibull 
Modulus, m 
Sample size, n 
As-received 
33.0 ± 2.0 
(100%) 
2.64 ± 0.09  
(100%) 33 16 
After 
warping 
32.4 ± 1.3 
(98%) 
2.49 ± 0.07 
(94%) 39 16 
Final fabric 
33.5 ± 1.8  
(100%) 
2.13 ± 0.14 
(81%) 27 16 
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Figure 3.17 Tensile strength of dry and consolidated warp yarns after stages of weaving. 
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Figure 3.18 Young’s modulus of dry and consolidated warps after stages of weaving. 
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The improved tensile strength and stiffness in the consolidated yarns is due to the 
shear lag effect, in which tensile load is transferred between broken fibre ends through 
shear stresses in the resin matrix [25]. This mechanism allows a broken fibre to bear 
some of the applied tensile stress along its unbroken portions. It is speculated that 
shear lag causes the following failure sequence in the consolidated yarns: 
(i) Individual fibre breakage 
(ii) Fibre pull-out generates shear stress between neighbouring fibres 
(iii) Shear fracture of the matrix 
Shear fracture of the matrix, and associated hackle marks, can be seen in figure 3.19 
which shows a scanning electron micrograph of a failed consolidated yarn.  
 
Figure 3.19 Failed consolidated yarns showing shear failure in the matrix 
In dry fibre bundles shear lag may occur to a much lesser degree through friction 
between the fibres, particularly if the yarn is twisted. The yarns used in this study had 
a low degree of twist and friction may have been reduced by the silane sizing, making 
it reasonable to assume that shear lag is negligible in the dry fibre bundles compared 
with the consolidated yarns. The shear lag mechanism restores some, but not all, of 
the tensile load capacity of a yarn. The multiple segments of a broken fibre can carry 
only a fraction of the tensile load of the unbroken fibre due to the high stress 
concentrations at the broken ends of each segment which cause matrix yielding at 
these sites. The results for consolidated yarns shown in table 3.3 show complete 
restoration of the Young’s modulus of the fibres and partial restoration of tensile 
strength. This suggests that the weaker damaged fibres were intact during the elastic 
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loading phase of the tensile tests and failed at load values that were higher than the 
elastic limit but well below the failure stress of the pristine or ‘as-received’ fibres. 
This adds weight to the previous argument that the predominant weaving damage 
mechanism is the introduction of surface flaws into the fibres rather than fibre 
breakage. 
3.6 CONCLUSION 
This research has revealed that weaving degrades the tensile properties of continuous 
fibreglass yarns used in 3D woven fabrics for advanced composite materials. The 
strengths of the dry warp and z-binder yarns are reduced at most stages of the weaving 
process, with total reductions of 30% and 50% being measured, respectively.  The 
Young’s modulus of the dry yarns is not reduced significantly by weaving, with a loss 
of only 5-7% being determined.  
The large reduction to strength is attributed to abrasion damage caused by fibres 
sliding against each other and the loom machinery during weaving.  It is believed that 
abrasion removes the sizing agent and creates ultra-small scratches on the brittle 
fibres, which will lower the tensile failure stress of the yarns. Some fibres are also 
broken during weaving, and this accounts for the small loss in stiffness and 
contributes slightly to the loss in strength. The loss in stiffness is recovered when the 
woven yarns are impregnated by resin. The yarn strength recovers slightly when resin 
is present due to the stress transfer function of the resin via shear lag. 
The damage generated in the yarns as they repeatedly rub against the tensioning 
device produces a constant strength reduction of 15% for between 1 and 10 tensioning 
cycles. For the same range of tensioning cycles the Young’s modulus is unaffected. 
By 20 tensioning cycles the effect of yarn damage reduces the tensile strength by 
22%, and the Young’s modulus by 3%. Each tensioning cycle corresponds to the 
shedding action for one layer of weft yarns, and it is therefore suggested that limiting 
the weft layers to 10 will provide optimal results for tensile strength of the yarns.  
It is suggested that the loss in strength experienced by weaving could be minimised by 
coating the loom machinery that is in contact with the yarns with a wear-resistant 
material having a low coefficient of friction.  This is expected to reduce the amount of 
abrasion damage, however the practicality of coating the loom machinery has not 
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been evaluated. The large loss in yarn strength due to weaving is a concern when 3D 
woven composites are used in 3D woven composites for structural components for 
aircraft, marine craft, civil infrastructure, etc.  Design engineers usually assume that 
the fibres are not damaged during weaving, and take the tensile properties to be the 
same as the pristine material.  While this is not a major concern when designing for 
stiffness because the Young’s modulus of the yarns is only slightly reduced by 
weaving, it is a greater issue when designing for strength because the yarn strength is 
reduced considerably.  Further research is needed to determine the loss in the tensile 
properties of other types of 3D woven fabrics used in advanced composite structures.     
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CHAPTER 4 MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION 
OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
4.1 ABSTRACT 
Experimental research was conducted to characterise the microstructure of 3D woven 
composites. A comprehensive set of measurements were made of the yarn alignment, 
fibre volume fraction, and variations to the local concentrations of fibre and resin 
within the unit cell. The aim of this research is to identify the various geometric 
artefacts inherent to 3D woven composites and assess their influence on the 
mechanical properties of the composite. In this chapter the geometric characteristics 
of 3D and 2D woven composites are examined and compared. 
The geometric computer model ‘WiseTex’ was developed by Lomov and colleagues at 
the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven to describe and evaluate the characteristics of 3D 
woven composites before production [1]. Using weave topology and yarn properties 
as input parameters, WiseTex utilises minimum energy principles to predict the fibre 
architecture of a 3D woven preform, and considers features such as yarn crimp and 
regions with low fibre content. The final 3D fibre structure of the composite can then 
be an input into the mesomechanical model - TexComp - to predict the elastic 
properties of a 3D woven composite [2]. Selected 3D woven composite types were 
modelled using WiseTex, and the results were compared with the features observed 
experimentally in 3D woven specimens. In this chapter the WiseTex model is 
evaluated against simple methods for predicting and assessing the architectural 
features of 3D woven composites. 
4.2 PUBLICATIONS 
Some of the results of this research have been reported in the publication: Rudov-
Clark, S., A. P. Mouritz, S. V. Lomov, I. Verpoest and M. K. Bannister Geometric 
and mechanical modelling of 3D woven composites. in 14th International Congress on 
Composite Materials, 2003. San Diego: Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
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4.3 INTRODUCTION 
Research into the mechanical performance of 3D composites has revealed that the 
properties are highly dependent on the fibre architecture.  Figure 4.1 shows the ideal 
fibre architecture of a 3D orthogonal woven preform in which the warp, weft and z-
binder yarns are straight and orthogonal to each other. By contrast the real 
architecture can be changed due to crimping, misalignment and local changes in 
volume content of the in-plane yarns by the through-thickness reinforcement during 
weaving [3-5].  The through-thickness yarns themselves can be distorted during 
weaving and subsequent consolidation into a composite. As a result, the fibre 
architecture of 3D woven composites is often significantly different from the idealised 
architecture.  
 
Figure 4.1 Idealised model of an orthogonal 3D woven preform. 
Changes to the fibre architecture can reduce the stiffness, strength, fatigue life and 
other in-plane mechanical properties of 3D woven composites [3-9]. Furthermore, the 
distortion to the through-thickness yarns may affect the delamination resistance and 
impact damage tolerance. Unfortunately, many micromechanical models for 
predicting the mechanical properties of 3D woven composites assume the ideal fibre 
architecture such as depicted in figure 4.1, and do not consider important 
microstructural features such as crimping, distortion and variations in local content of 
the load-bearing fibres.  As a result, the theoretical estimation of the mechanical 
properties of 3D woven composites can be unreliable. 
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x 
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A novel modelling approach has been developed by Lomov and colleagues [1] at the 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven to predict the elastic properties of textile composites.  
The geometric properties of the fibre architecture of a textile preform are modelled 
using a computer model called ‘WiseTex’. This model uses minimum energy 
principles to predict the ‘real’ geometry of the preform, including such features as 
crimping, distortion and collimation of yarns and local changes in fibre content of the 
fabric. Figure 4.2 illustrates a typical orthogonal weave based on the WiseTex model, 
showing crimping of the weft yarns; a typical feature of 3D woven composites. 
 
Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of a 3D weave in WiseTex. 
The accuracy and limitations of the WiseTex model for fibre architecture of 3D woven 
composites are discussed in this chapter. The predictions from WiseTex are compared 
with the measurement of geometric parameters such as warp fibre crimp, resin rich 
areas and fibre volume fraction. From this study, the architectural parameters that 
most influence the elastic modulus of 3D woven composites are identified.
crimped weft yarn 
z-binder yarn 
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4.4 MATERIALS 
A variety of 3D woven preforms and composites were manufactured for this study.  
The 3D preforms were woven into an orthogonal architecture from E-glass yarns 
using a computer-controlled Jacquard loom. The glass fibres had a Young’s modulus 
of 72.4 GPa, shear modulus of 30 GPa and, Poisson’s ratio of 0.22 [10]. The 
orthogonal architecture of the 3D woven preforms contains six layers of warp yarns 
and seven layers of weft yarns. Five different orthogonal architectures were woven by 
changing the binder path or linear density (or tex) of the binder yarn. The differences 
between the 3D woven preforms are summarised in table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Variations to the 3D woven preform fibre architecture. 
 
3D Preform 
Type 2 
3D Preform 
Type 3 
3D Prefrom 
Type 4 
3D Preform 
Type 5 
3D Preform 
Type 6 
Z-binder 
Path 
Over/under 
two surface 
weft yarns 
Over/under 
two surface 
weft yarns 
Over/under 
two surface 
weft yarns 
Over/under 
two surface 
weft yarns 
Over/under 
one surface 
weft yarn 
Z-binder 
spacing, 
ends/cm 
2.02 1.40 0.32 1.40 1.34 
Z-binder 
density, 
tex 
68 204 68 408 68 
 
A 2D woven composite with a similar warp fibre content was made as a basis for 
comparison. In order to achieve similar warp contents, the balanced 2D woven 
composites contain less weft fibre content, thereby reducing the overall fibre volume 
fraction compared with the 3D woven composites.  
The 3D woven preforms were consolidated with vinyl ester resin (Derakane 411-
C50 from Dow Chemicals) using vacuum assisted resin transfer moulding. After 
moulding, the panels were held under pressure at a cure temperature of 110°C for one 
hour followed with a six hour post-cure at ambient temperature under platen pressure. 
The composites had an average fibre volume fraction of 0.5, of which the warp fibre 
volume fraction comprises 0.23. The vinyl ester resin had a Young’s modulus of 3.38 
GPa, shear modulus of 1.2 GPa and Poisson ratio of 0.41.  
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4.5 MICROSCOPY 
All composite specimens were dissected parallel to the warp (x) and weft (y) axes, and 
encased in a polymer resin. The specimens were then polished using progressively 
finer particles and the final polish was completed using a suspension of 1 micron 
diamond particles to provide a smooth surface for viewing. The polished specimens 
were sputter coated with gold to enhance viewing with a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). A Phillips XL-30 scanning electron microscope was used to view 
the specimens. 
The use of SEM was chosen due to the high levels of magnification and the excellent 
quality of the images that can be produced compared with optical images. Vinyl-ester 
resins and glass fibres have similar refractive indices of around 1.5 [11]. When a glass 
fibre is completely encased by the resin it is visually indistinguishable within the 
composite, with only the fibre/matrix interface being clearly observable. Dark-field or 
transmitted light optical micrography techniques present additional problems because 
surface-level features are obfuscated by features existing throughout the depth of the 
specimen. Scanning electron micrography produced images with sufficient contrast 
between the resin and glass fibres due to the atomic number contrast between the 
carbon-based polymer matrix and the silicate-based fibres [12]. 
4.6 Z-BINDER YARN ORIENTATION 
A key feature of 3D woven composites is that the z-binder is the only type of yarn that 
is woven. The warp and weft yarns are non-interlacing and in the ideal structure 
shown in figure 4.1 they are straight. In figure 4.3 the ideal and real geometries of the 
z-binder yarns are compared. The z-orientated sections of the binder (‘legs’) are 
misaligned from the z-axis, typically by as much as  ± 20o [13]. 
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Figure 4.3  (a) Ideal and (b) real z-binder orientation for a 3D orthogonal woven 
composite. 
The orientation of  the z-binder yarns is not considered significant in itself, as its 
effect on the local stresses and damage progression within the 3D composite during 
tensile loading is generally thought to be negligible [14, 15]. However, the z-binders 
exert compression forces on adjacent weft yarns during consolidation and this results 
in crimping and distortion of the weft and warp yarns  as shown in figure 4.4 [3, 16].  
 
Figure 4.4 SEM image taken parallel to the weft yarns in a 3D woven composite
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4.7 WARP YARN MISALIGNMENT 
Warp fibre crimping has been discussed at length by Cox et al [3, 16-20] who 
distinguish crimp from waviness by the severity of misalignment angle and highly 
localised spatial distribution of crimping. Fibre waviness in a 2D woven composite is 
widely distributed over the interlacing warp and weft yarns. By contrast, the weft 
yarns in a 3D woven composite are crimped in the regions adjacent to where the 
binder yarns wraps around them. The crimping effect is then transferred by the 
compressed weft yarns to adjacent warp yarns. 
The image processing technique used to measure the misalignment angles of the warp 
yarns in the 3D woven preforms is described with the aid of figure 4.5. Low 
magnification SEM photographs are processed using the Adobe Photoshop® software 
(figure 4.5a). The images are converted to 8-bit greyscale mode and a threshold 
technique applied to differentiate between the fibres and resin matrix within the yarns. 
The warp yarns are manually outlined as an automated procedure would require 
sophisticated optical recognition techniques to distinguish between patterns, since the 
fibres and resin in the warp and weft yarns possess identical greyscale values. 
The outlined warp yarns are then filled in with black and the threshold command 
applied to isolate the black warp yarns from the surrounding composite (figure 4.5b). 
A layer of regularly spaced white lines of 1 pixel thickness is overlaid on the image to 
divide the warps into 120 regularly spaced segments. Each warp yarn is separated into 
an individual image file and imported into the IBM compatible version of NIH image 
analysis software developed by ScionCorp (http://www.scioncorp.com/ last accessed 
16/05/2006). The image is converted to binary mode to enable the skeletonise 
function to be applied. The skeletonise function in NIH image removes successive 
pixels from either side of an object until only the median pixels remain. The result is 
the representation of a warp yarn by a black segmented line, 1 pixel thick (figure 
4.5c). The ‘measure particles’ command is then used to record the x-y coordinates of 
the centre of each warp segment and the total length of the image is recorded for 
scaling purposes. 
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Figure 4.5 (a) SEM photograph of a 3D woven composite taken parallel to the warp 
yarns (b) skeletonised warp yarns (c) warp line segments 
All coordinates are imported into Microsoft Excel and the misalignment angles 
calculated for successive pairs of coordinates according to equation 4.1. 
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where ξ represents the misalignment angle in degrees. xn and yn are the x and y 
coordinates of the nth warp line segment. The cumulative frequency distribution is 
constructed by plotting the percentage of all yarns possessing less than a measured 
value for warp yarn misalignment against that value. The cumulative frequency 
distribution was plotted from the ranked data, as shown in figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Cumulative probability distribution for warp yarn misalignment angles in 2D 
and 3D woven composites. 
Useful features of the misalignment angle distribution plots are:  
(i) P0: The proportion of straight yarn segments in a warp yarn 
(ii) ξ50: the 50th percentile or median warp yarn misalignment angle 
(iii) ξ90: the 90th percentile misalignment angle, referred to as the crimp angle 
(iv) σξ the distribution width of misalignment angles (one standard deviation) 
These parameters are used throughout the research when the mechanical properties 
and failure mechanisms of the various 3D woven composites are analysed, modelled 
and discussed. The effect of z-binder content on warp yarn waviness is shown in 
figure 4.7 which plots the measured warp yarn waviness parameters P0, ξ50, ξ90 and σξ  
against the percentage z-binder content. Results for the zero z-binder yarn composite 
and the 2D woven material are plotted on the y-axis, and values for the 2D woven 
composite  have been circled to differentiate them from the zero z-binder yarn 
composite values. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of waviness characteristics for 2D (circled) and 3D woven 
composites. 
The graph shows a general trend of increasing distribution width, mean and 90th 
percentile warp yarn waviness with increasing z-binder content until 0.5% z-binder 
content was reached. For z-binder contents of 0.5 and 1.1% these parameters 
remained constant or decreased slightly. The exception to this general trend is the 3D 
woven composite containing 0.4% z-binder. This composite contained a different z-
binder architecture, in which the wavelength of z-binder undulation was decreased 
from over/under 2 weft yarns to over/under 1 weft yarn. The change to z-binder 
architecture resulted in a slight reduction to ζ90 and σζ, and an increase to ζ50 and P0. 
This indicates that the distribution of warp yarn misalignment angles within the 
composite was reduced for only the most severe crimp angles. There is a general 
tendency for all warp misalignment characteristics to be greater or more severe in the 
2D woven composite. Not only is there significantly reduced proportion of aligned 
warp yarns, but the magnitude of ξ50 and ξ90 and the variance of the misalignment 
angle are all magnified by factors greater than two. 
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4.8 RESIN-RICH ZONES 
Tension in the z-binder yarn during weaving causes collimation of the weft yarns. 
This creates local areas of high fibre volume fraction in the weft yarns and local areas 
of pure resin between them. The z-binder yarn also displaces the warp yarns as it 
traverses the thickness of the composite, forming resin-rich channels between the 
displaced yarns and this is shown in figure 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.8 SEM image taken parallel to the weft yarns showing displacement of warp 
yarns by a z-binder yarn. 
The resin rich regions are considered by Callus et al. to be sites for crack initiation in 
static tensile loading [14]. The volume of the resin-rich zones within the 2D and 3D 
woven composites was measured from microscopic images by manually outlining the 
yarn cross-sections and thresholding the image in Adobe Photoshop® to isolate the 
resin matrix from the yarn cross-sections. The white areas representing the resin 
matrix were then measured using the NIH Image software. This process was 
conducted for both warp and weft yarns to determine the extent of the resin rich areas 
in both directions, and the results are given in table 4.2. The results show that for most 
3D woven composites yarns the proportion of resin rich areas remains more or less 
identical, however for 3D woven composites containing 1.1% z-binder content the 
proportion increases by approximately 25%. The 2D woven composite possessed the 
highest proportion of neat resin, although this gives no indication of the size of these 
zones.  
Vertical leg of 
a z-binder yarn 
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Table 4.2 Volume fractions of neat resin between warp and weft yarns in 2D and 3D 
woven composites. 
z-binder 
content, % Vneat resin between weft yarns Vneatresin between warp yarns 
0 0.30 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.05 
0.3 0.33 ± 0.08 0.24 ± 0.08 
0.5 0.25 ± 0.14 0.38 ± 0.05 
1.1 0.40 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.03 
0 – 2D woven 0.47 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.03 
Of particular interest are the volume fractions of neat resin areas between the weft 
yarns, since the in-plane longitudinal properties of the weft yarns are resin-dominated. 
Enhanced images showing the areas of neat resin in the weft layers of all composites 
are shown in figure 4.9. There appears to be little variation in the size and shape of the 
neat resin columns between the weft yarns in most 3D woven composites in figure 
4.9. The exception is the 3D woven composite with reduced z-binder wavelength 
which shows thinner columns of neat resin spaced more frequently between the weft 
yarns. The 2D woven composite contains a greater proportion of neat resin zones and 
these are diagonally dispersed through the material (figure 4.9f). It can therefore be 
concluded that for low z-binder content 3D woven composites the size and proportion 
of neat resin areas between weft yarns is dependent on weave architecture rather than 
the thickness or tex of the z-binder yarn, and that unlike a 2D woven composite, these 
zones form columns which traverse the entire thickness of the composite. 
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Figure 4.9 Processed micrographs showing black areas of neat resin between weft yarns 
of 3D woven composites type (a) 0.3% z-binder, (b) 0.5% z-binder, (c) 0% z-binder, (d) 1.1% 
z-binder, (e) 0.4% z-binder (reduced z-binder wavelength), and (f) 2D woven composite. 
The total area of the neat resin zones between the warp yarns is plotted as a function 
of z-binder tex for 3D weave types 2-5 in figure 4.10. There is a definite trend of 
increasing amounts of neat resin between the warp yarns with increasing z-binder tex, 
although not in a linear manner. From these results it can be concluded that increasing 
the tex of the z-binder yarn increases the resin-rich areas between the warp yarns. 
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Figure 4.10 Proportion of neat resin areas between warp yarns in 2D and 3D woven 
composites vs. % z-binder content (increasing tex) 
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4.9 FIBRE VOLUME FRACTION 
The total fibre volume fractions for all types of composite specimens were calculated 
three ways. The first method is based on the weaving specifications and reflects the 
target fibre content of the 3D woven composite. Another method is based on the 
measurements of warp, weft and z-binder yarn spacing within the dry preforms. This 
method calculates the expected fibre volume fraction based on the areal weight of the 
dry preform and the measured thickness of the final composite panel. The final 
method involves either acid digestion or high temperature incineration of the organic 
resin matrix. By comparing the weight of the composite with the weight of the fibres 
after removal of the resin, the proportions of fibre and resin can be calculated. This 
method is conducted in accordance with ASTM D2584-02 Standard Test Method for 
Ignition Loss of Cured Reinforced Resins [21] and is considered the most accurate 
measurement of the actual fibre content. The fibre content of the composites 
determined by the three methods is given in table 4.3. It can be seen that the estimated 
fibre volume fractions calculated using weaving specifications and preform 
measurements are generally slightly less than the resin burn-off values and this is 
attributed to through-thickness shrinkage that occurs during the curing of the vinyl-
ester resin. 
Table 4.3 Total fibre volume fractions, Vf, for 3D woven composites calculated from 
weaving specifications, preform measurements and resin burn-off tests. 
Panel No. Weaving 
specifications 
Preform 
measurements Resin burn-off test* 
2  0.5 0.524 0.540 ± 0.00 
3  0.5 0.527 0.550 ± 0.04 
4  0.5 0.532 0.580 ± 0.01 
5  0.5 0.541 0.540 ± 0.05 
6 0.5 0.539 0.540 ± 0.00 
7 0.390 0.390 0.430 ± 0.00 
* N= 3 
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Figure 4.11 compares the data for the warp, weft and z-binder fibres in a 3D woven 
composite. To obtain these data the warp, weft and z-binder fibres were extracted 
from the burnt specimens and measured separately. While all due care was taken to 
prevent loss of fibres during the extraction and weighing, it is expected that small 
fragments of broken fibres could have fallen during this procedure. From the chart in 
figure 4.11 it can be seen that the preform measurements give reduced values of warp 
fibre content and the burn-off test data give a corresponding lower value of weft and 
z-binder fibre content. 
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Figure 4.11 Relative proportions of warp, weft and z-binder fibres for 3D woven 
composites with 1.1% z-binder, as determined by three different methods. 
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4.10 MATERIAL FLAWS 
SEM examination revealed that small cracks and voids exist within the warp and weft 
yarns before the composite specimens were loaded. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show 
micro-voids in the weft yarns and micro-cracks in the warp yarns. 
 
Figure 4.12 SEM photograph of a 3D woven composite showing micro-voids within the 
weft yarn cross-sections. 
 
Figure 4.13 Cross-sectional SEM photograph of 3D woven composite showing whitish 
micro-cracks within the warp yarn cross-sections. 
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During the vacuum assisted resin transfer process the liquid resin flows preferentially 
through the void spaces between the densely packed yarns, and this is often referred to 
as ‘race-tracking’. This effect can be seen in the photographs of 2D and 3D woven 
composite panels shown in figure 4.14. A perfectly impregnated yarn appears almost 
transparent due to the similar refractive indices of E-glass and vinyl-ester resin [11]. 
At high fibre volume fractions any points along the fibre surface to which the resin 
has not adhered possess micro-voids or small air pockets which deflect light 
transmitted through the composite and give a whitish appearance to the composite. 
The photographs of typical 3D and 2D woven composite panels were taken using an 
SLR camera with macro lens, and all panels were photographed against a solid red 
background under identical lighting conditions. The high fibre concentration in the 
warp and weft yarns of the 3D woven composites, and the superior wet-out of the 2D 
woven composite is evident by the relative transparency of the 2D panel compared 
with the 3D panel. Cracks have been observed in other 3D composites and have been 
attributed to residual stresses that are generated in the material as the areas of neat 
resin shrink during the curing process [3]. Further examination of the warp yarn cross-
sections shown in figure 4.13 reveal that the extent of the cracking is less in the 
centrally located warp yarns.  
 
Figure 4.14 Photographs of 3D (left) and 2D (right) woven composite panels.
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4.11 WISETEX MODELLING 
WiseTex is a textile geometry pre-processor for mechanical modelling of woven 
composites [1]. The function of the WiseTex model is to provide a readily available 'a 
priori' geometric modelling tool using input data from the manufacturer's fabric and 
yarn specifications. The geometry of the preform is calculated by considering the 
equilibrium of the yarn forces that are required to maintain a particular weave 
topology. These yarn forces include transverse forces generated by bending resistance 
and sliding friction between the yarns. The crimping and waviness of the warp and 
weft yarns is modelled using minimum energy principles, whereby the total bending 
energies of the yarns within a defined volume are considered simultaneously. The 
final cross-section shapes of the yarns are predicted using compressibility laws for the 
yarns. To model the fibre architectures using WiseTex it is necessary to provide input 
data of the preform and fibre properties. The following information is required: 
− Tex and fibre count of the yarns  
− Coefficient of friction between the yarns, yarn compressibility and flexural 
rigidity or, alternatively, yarn dimensions measured within the fabric 
− Diameter, tensile strength, Young's modulus and Poisson ratio of the fibres  
− Number of warp/weft layers and yarn spacing. 
Most of this information is readily obtained from data sheets and yarn supplier, 
however some data must be measured directly from the yarns and woven preform.  In 
particular, if the law of yarn compression is not experimentally determined, then the 
compressed yarn dimensions d1 and d2, which are defined in figure 4.15, must be 
measured from samples of the composite. To this end, scanning electron micrographs 
taken of 3D woven composite samples were prepared and the yarn dimensions were 
measured using the image analysis software Scion Image®.  
The unit cell is defined as the smallest repeating pattern that can be used to recreate 
the overall textile pattern of the preform. The unit cell dimensions for the 3D woven 
preforms were measured from scaled digital photographs. The geometric input data 
for WiseTex modelling of the 3D woven preforms is given in table 4.4 
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d2 
d1 
 
Figure 4.15 Schematic of weft yarns showing d1 and d2 yarn dimensions 
Table 4.4 Geometrical input data for WiseTex modelling 
3D 
Preform 
Yarn 
system 
Yarns/
cm 
Linear 
density, TEX d1, mm 
d2, 
mm 
Fibre 
diameter, µm 
A Warp 2.05 1800 0.3 3.66 13 
 Weft 1.78 2400 0.33 3.74 17 
 Binder 2.05 68 0.1 0.74 9 
B Warp 1.41 1800 0.3 6.05 13 
 Weft 1.90 2400 0.33 2.83 17 
 Binder 1.41 204 0.2 1.45 9 
C Warp 2.42 1800 0.3 5.81 13 
 Weft 2.04 2400 0.33 2.98 17 
 Binder 2.42 408 0.23 1.65 9 
D Warp 1.35 1800 0.3 6.59 13 
 Weft 1.82 1200 0.3 2.10 17 
 Binder 1.35 68 0.2 0.71 9 
Data provided by Colan Industries Pty. Ltd. 
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Due to material availability at the time, only 3D woven composites with z-binder 
contents of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 1.1% were examined. These composites are identified in 
the modelling as weave types A, B, C and D respectively as shown in table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Identification of 3D woven composites for Wisetex modelling. 
Panel No. Weave type % Binder yarn ID for Wisetex 
modelling 
2 3D, over/under 2 weft yarns 0.3 A 
3 3D, over/under 2 weft yarns 0.5 B 
5 3D, over/under 2 weft yarns 1.1 C 
6 3D, over/under 1 weft yarn 0.4 D 
 
Figure 4.16 shows the 3D geometry of a unit cell for the different 3D woven fabrics 
predicted using WiseTex. It is seen that the model can represent the complex fibre 
architecture of the preforms.  Figure 4.17 shows the plane-view of the unit cell 
geometry determined using WiseTex superimposed on photographs of the 3D woven 
fabrics, and excellent agreement is observed.  A further comparison of the predicted 
and actual 3D fabrics is given in table 4.6, which compares calculated areal density 
and unit cell dimensions of the 3D woven preforms modelled using WiseTex against 
measured values.  WiseTex is able to determine these parameters to within an 
accuracy of 10%, which demonstrates the model is able to predict the geometry of 
complex fibre architectures with good accuracy. 
Table 4.6 WiseTex and measured geometry of 3D woven preforms. 
Unit cell dimensions, mm 3D 
Preform 
Preform areal density, 
g/m2 Parallel to warp Parallel to weft 
 WiseTex Measured WiseTex Measured WiseTex Measured 
A 5235 5020 9.8 9.9 4.14 3.74 
B 5525 5170 14.5 14.2 4.14 3.85 
C 5823 5280 14.0 14.0 4.14 3.83 
D 5287 5200 14.7 14.7 3.90 3.78 
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Figure 4.16 WiseTex models of a unit cell to the 3D woven fabrics. One tick on the scale 
equals 1 mm. 
Using the measured values of the yarn dimensions, the WiseTex model can also 
predict the thickness and fibre volume fraction of textile composites. Table 4.7 
compares the WiseTex and measured values for thickness and fibre content of the 3D 
woven composites, and again good agreement is observed. The WiseTex thickness 
values are slightly higher than the measured values, and this contributes to the 
theoretical fibre volume values being lower. It is believed that this small discrepancy 
is because of the effect of fibre nesting, which occurs in 3D woven fabrics, but was 
not considered when modelling the fibre architecture using WiseTex because the 
compressibility of the fabric and compression laws and flexural rigidity of the yarns 
were not known. 
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Figure 4.17 WiseTex surface view overlaid on photographs of the 3D woven fabrics. 
Table 4.7 WiseTex and measured values of thickness and fibre content of 3D woven 
composites 
Thickness, mm Fibre volume fraction, Vf 3D woven 
composite WiseTex Measured WiseTex Measured 
A 4.14 3.74 0.498 0.524 
B 4.14 3.85 0.526 0.527 
C 4.14 3.83 0.553 0.541 
D 3.90 3.78 0.534 0.539 
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4.12 CONCLUSION 
This study is a systematic evaluation of the geometric and material characteristics of 
2D and 3D woven composites. Important features such as z-binder orientation, warp 
yarn misalignment and crimp, fibre volume fraction, variations to the local neat resin 
concentrations, and processing-induced material flaws were identified, measured and 
compared for each weave type. These characteristics form the basis for the discussion 
and comparison of experimental results for static tensile, interlaminar shear strength 
and tensile fatigue tests which were performed on the materials, which are presented 
in the following chapters. 
The WiseTex modelling approach to predict the fibre architecture of 3D woven 
composites was tested for four types of 3D woven fibreglass composites with 
complex fibre structures.  It was shown that the unit cell geometry, fabric density, 
fibre content and thickness of the 3D woven preforms can be modelled using 
WiseTex. However, the WiseTex model does not readily determine local imperfections 
caused by the 3D weaving process, such as localised crimping of the in-plane yarns by 
the through-thickness reinforcement or variations in the waviness of the yarns. To 
model these parameters data such as flexural rigidity of the yarns and compressibility 
of the preform must be experimentally determined. This type of testing is not 
normally done by textile manufacturers and published data on the yarn properties are 
difficult to obtain. It is concluded that WiseTex could be a useful tool for weavers 
provided that a substantial database of yarn properties is established first. Until such 
time, the model remains an appropriate tool for optimising the weave architecture for 
composite manufacturing, and requires measurement of the woven preform. It can 
therefore be regarded as an a-priori tool for composites manufacture rather than for 
the weaving of the preform. Nevertheless the data generated in this research has 
progressed the potential use of the WiseTex modelling approach to design composite 
structures using 3D woven composite materials by providing further verification of 
the model.
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CHAPTER 5  TENSILE PROPERTIES OF 3D WOVEN 
COMPOSITES 
5.1 ABSTRACT 
The static tensile properties and strengthening mechanisms of 3D woven composites 
were investigated through experimental testing and SEM examination. The 
observations and data were compared with those for a non-interlacing composite and 
a 2D woven composite with similar warp fibre content. Interrupted tensile tests were 
also conducted so that the damage progression at each stage of the tensile stress-strain 
curve could be identified and evaluated using scanning electron micrography. It was 
found that the 3D woven composites possessed a higher in-plane Young’s modulus 
compared with 2D woven composites, and this was attributed to improved warp yarn 
alignment. There was no appreciable difference in the in-plane ultimate tensile 
strength of the 2D and 3D woven composites. The presence of the z-binder was found 
to suppress longitudinal splitting however there was no conclusive evidence that 
increasing z-binder content altered the in-plane tensile properties of 3D woven 
composites. It is suggested that weaving damage, warp yarn distortion and crimp are 
the significant parameters for the tensile performance of 3D woven composites. These 
parameters depend more on z-binder architecture and manufacturing processes than 
the volume content of z-binder fibres. 
5.2 PUBLICATIONS 
Some results of this research have been reported in the following peer-reviewed 
conference proceedings: 
− Rudov-Clark, S., A. P. Mouritz, Lomov, S. V., Verpoest, I., Bannister, M. K.. 
Geometric and mechanical modelling of 3D woven composites. in 14th 
International Conference on Composite Materials. 2003. San Diego: Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers. 
− Rudov-Clark, S., A. P. Mouritz, Callus, P.J., Bannister, M.K., Herszberg, I. Effect 
of binder configuration on the tensile properties of 3D woven composites. in 13th 
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International Conference on Composite Structures-13, 2001. Beijing: International 
Committee on Composite Materials.  
5.3 INTRODUCTION 
3D composites generally have superior through-thickness mechanical properties 
compared with traditional 2D laminates. The through-thickness reinforcement has 
been found to increase interlaminar fracture toughness, improve impact damage 
tolerance and reduce notch sensitivity [1]. Research has also shown that the through-
thickness reinforcement influences the in-plane mechanical properties, and in a review 
of published data for 3D reinforced composites it was concluded that the through-
thickness reinforcement may either improve or degrade the elastic modulus and 
strength by up to 20% [3-5]. Guenon and colleagues also found that 3D reinforcement 
improved the in-plane fracture toughness of the composite by up to 25% compared 
with a similar 2D woven specimen [6]. 
An understanding of the influence of the 3D fibre structure on the tensile properties 
and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites is needed to optimise the design and 
manufacture to produce high-quality materials. The primary objective of this chapter 
is to evaluate the tensile properties and damage mechanisms of 3D woven composites 
during tensile loading.  
Key geometric features of the 3D woven composites have been identified and 
characterised in Chapter 4. 2D and 3D woven composites with varying z-binder 
content are characterised, tested and compared to determine the influence of the key 
features on the elastic modulus, damage mechanisms and tensile strength. Theoretical 
and numerical models for estimating the mechanical properties of the composites are 
discussed and evaluated against the experimental observations to determine a realistic 
approach to modelling 3D woven composite materials.
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5.4 ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 
5.4.1 Young’s modulus estimates 
In chapter two an application of the rule-of-mixtures for Young’s modulus was 
discussed in which the 3D composite was treated as warp fibres embedded in a so-
called ‘effective medium’ [6]. The model is applied to the 3D woven glass/vinyl ester 
composites studied in this research. To apply the model areal fraction of the warp 
yarns was measured from micrographs of composite specimens using NIH Image 
analysis software developed by ScionCorp® (http://www.scioncorp.com/ accessed 
16/05/2006).  The images were converted to 8-bit greyscale mode and a threshold 
technique applied to differentiate between the fibres and the resin matrix within the 
yarns as shown in figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1 Contrast enhanced micrograph showing cross-sectional areas of 
consolidated warp yarns in effective medium. 
McGlockton et al found that for carbon/epoxy 3D woven composites the effective 
medium could be neglected in the rule-of-mixtures estimate without sacrificing 
accuracy of the model. For E-glass/vinyl ester composites the neat resin and 
consolidated weft yarn properties are more significant because the glass fibres are 
isotropic and the resin-to-fibre stiffness ratio is approximately 20. Ignoring the 
effective medium in these materials is likely to cause a significant underestimation of 
Young’s modulus for E-glass/vinyl-ester 3D woven composites for this model. It is 
also anticipated that the estimation of the transverse stiffness of the effective medium 
by modelling the weft fibres and resin matrix as springs in series may underestimate 
the transverse stiffness of E-glass weft fibres. 
warp yarn 
effective medium 
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A proposed modification is to treat the composite as a stack of unidirectional plies 
oriented at 0 and 90 degrees to the loading axis. The neat resin zones between the 
yarns are included in the warp or weft layers, as shown in figure 5.2a and 5.2b. The 
rule-of-mixtures is applied to the warp layers and to estimate the Young’s modulus of 
the entire composite. Chamis’ equation for transverse stiffness of a unidirectional 
composite is applied to the stiffness of the weft layers [7]. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Contrast enhanced images of 3D woven composite cross-sections showing 
cross-sections of (a) warp layers and (b) weft layers 
It was observed that the warp and weft layers are approximately equal in thickness, 
and so their volume fractions within the composite can be approximated by: 
T
SL
SL N
N
V =
     (5.1) 
where NT is the total number of layers in the composite and NSL is the number of warp 
layers in the composite. An identical formula is used for the weft layers, substituting 
the subscript *F to denote a weft layer. The fibre volume fraction within the warp 
layers, VfSL, is calculated using: 
SL
s
fSL V
Vf
V =
     (5.2) 
warp layer 
a 
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where fs is the fraction of all warp fibres and V is the total fibre volume fraction within 
the composite, in keeping with the terminology used by Cox et al.. The rule of 
mixtures is applied to predict the elastic modulus of the warp layer: 
( )
rfSLffSLSL EVEVE −+= 1
    (5.3) 
The transverse Young’s modulus of the weft layers, EtFL,  is estimated using Chamis’ 
equation for a unidirectional composite [7]: 
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The rule of mixtures in equation 5.5 combines the warp and weft layers to estimate 
the Young’s modulus of the composite: 
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    (5.5) 
Using this method, the Young’s modulus estimates for warp layers should produce 
nearly identical results to the Cox et al method, with the only significant difference 
being the estimated warp layer thickness. An additional benefit of this method is that 
it does not require microscopic measurements of the areal fraction of the warp yarns 
within the composite. It is expected that the revised method will provide higher 
estimates of transverse Young’s modulus for the isotropic glass/vinyl ester weft yarns 
and therefore produce a higher estimate of the Young’s modulus for the composite.  
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The contribution of the z-binder yarns to the Young’s modulus is estimated by 
assigning to them a square-wave binder path as shown in figure 5.3.  
 
 
Figure 5.3 Dimensions of idealised z-binder path 
The volume fraction of x and z oriented fibres within the binder yarn is estimated by 
calculating their projections onto the x and z axes: 
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The dimension λ represents the wavelength of the idealised square wave and is equal 
to the length of the unit cell along the x-axis. The dimension t represents the 
amplitude of the square wave pattern and is equal to the thickness of the material. 
Both λ and t were measured as input for the WiseTex model and reported in chapter 4. 
The rule of mixtures models were recalculated to include the contribution of the 
segments of z-binder yarns oriented along the x and z directions, using equations 5.6 
and 5.7. The models were adjusted by adding xfV to the total warp fibre volume 
fraction, and 
z
fV to the total weft fibre volume fraction.  
The input values for the model and the results are shown in table 5.1. The Young’s 
modulus of the z-binder yarns is expressed as a percentage increase to the Young’s 
modulus of the composite.  It is seen that the contribution of the z-binder yarns 
amounts to no more than 3% of the total Young’s modulus values for the composites, 
λ 
t 
z 
y 
weft 
x 
warp 
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and it is concluded that the z-binder yarns may be ignored when modelling Young’s 
modulus of 3D woven composites with reasonable accuracy, for the z-binder contents 
studied here. 
 Table 5.1 Estimated contribution of z-binder yarns to Young’s modulus 
Dimensions, mm Increase to Young’s modulus 
of composite z-binder content, % 
λ t % 
0.3 9.9 3.74 0.67 
0.5 14.2 3.85 1.21 
1.1 14.0 3.83 2.64 
 
The effect of warp yarn waviness on the Young’s modulus has been modelled using a 
stiffness knockdown factor. This factor was calculated by assigning a sinusoidal shape 
to the wavy warp yarns and calculating the stress distribution as a function of warp 
yarn misalignment angle,ξ. The stiffness knockdown factor for the entire wavy yarn, 
ηt, is calculated by [8]: 
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 σξ2 represents the distribution of warp yarn misalignment angles measured in the x-z 
plane. The terms Ex(UD), Gxy(UD) and νxy(UD) represent the mechanical properties of the 
unidirectional warp yarns and are estimated using the formulations developed by 
Chamis [7].  
A theoretical model for the fibre architecture of 3D woven composites, WiseTex, was 
discussed in chapter 4. This geometrical model is input into the TexComp program to 
predict the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of four types of 3D woven 
composites that had different fibre architectures. Micromechanical calculations were 
performed using the ‘method of inclusions’ developed by Huysmans et al. [9, 10]. The 
TexComp program read the geometrical data computed by the WiseTex model, 
including information about the fibre structure of the yarns, fibre diameter, local fibre 
volume fraction inside the yarns, and mechanical properties of the fibres.  Using the 
method of inclusions, TexComp computes the homogenised anisotropic stiffness 
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matrix of the yarns from the properties of the fibres and polymer matrix. Then, 
according to the WiseTex description of the internal geometry, the yarns were 
subdivided into small elementary intervals, represented by elliptical inclusions, with 
their orientation corresponding to the local orientation of the yarn and stiffness matrix. 
The Mori-Tanaka theory was then applied to calculate the homogenised parameters of 
the unit cell of the composite.  
5.4.2 Damage mechanisms and failure 
 The stress-strain curve for 3D woven composites has been found to consist of two 
linear segments. This bilinear behaviour has been attributed to the inelastic 
 straightening of initially wavy warp yarns. The applied stress for the onset of plastic 
straightening has been modelled by Cox and colleagues according to: 
90
13
ξ
τ
σ sc
f
=
     (5.9) 
where fs is the volume fraction of fibres aligned in the x-axis or warp direction, τ13 is 
the critical stress for shear flow in the consolidated warp yarns, and ξ90 is the 90th 
percentile warp yarn misalignment angle  measured in radians [11]. The critical stress 
for plastic tow straightening was estimated for the 3D woven and non-interlacing 
composites and the input data for the model is summarised in table 5.2. It is seen that 
the 3D woven composites are expected to transition from elastic to inelastic behaviour 
at a lower applied stress than the non-interlacing composite due to the more severe 
warp yarn crimping in these composites. The model predicts that the difference in 
critical stress for plastic tow straightening is negligible for the 3D woven composites 
containing varying amounts of z-binder.
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Table 5.2 Input data for modelling the critical stress for plastic tow straightening 
z-binder content, % ξ90, radians fs σcrit  predicted, MPa 
0.0 0.06 0.47 110 
0.3 0.09 0.41 71 
0.4 0.07 0.39 79 
0.5 0.10 0.40 60 
1.1 0.09 0.39 68 
A simplistic approach to predicting the tensile failure of a 3D woven composite is to 
apply the rule-of-mixtures analysis, considering only the volume content and strength 
of the warp fibres. The model can be adjusted to incorporate fibre damage that occurs 
due to the 3D weaving process. In Chapter 3 this damage was examined and was 
found to reduce the tensile strength of consolidated warp yarns by around 20% [12-
14]. For the materials studied, the tensile strength of the composites is estimated 
according to:  
ultffSult V σσ .8.0≈
     (5.10) 
where a knockdown factor of 0.8 is applied to incorporate the effects of weaving 
damage.  
5.5 MATERIALS AND TEST METHODS 
5.5.1 Woven composite materials 
The 3D woven composite materials discussed in Chapter 4 are used throughout this 
investigation. The published mechanical properties of the E-glass fibres [15] and the 
resin matrix [16] are shown in table 5.3.  
Table 5.3 Tensile mechanical properties of constituent materials. 
Material EL, GPa ET, GPa σUTS, GPa 
Poisson, 
ν12 
Shear modulus 
G12 , GPa 
E-glass 72.4 72.4 3.45 0.22 30 
Vinyl-ester 3.38 3.38 0.079 0.41* 1.2* 
*Chamis IMLS type matrix [8] 
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A 2D laminate containing plain woven glass fabric was fabricated using identical 
vacuum-assisted resin transfer moulding (VARTM) and curing processes to the 3D 
composites. This laminate was made to contain a similar volume fraction of load-
bearing warp yarns to the 3D woven composites so their tensile properties can be 
directly compared. Table 5.4 presents the fibre contents for all types of yarn in the 
various 2D and 3D woven composites. The proportion of fibres in the warp, weft and 
binder yarns was calculated from measurements of warp, weft and z-binder yarn 
spacing within the dry preforms.  
Table 5.4 Fibre and resin contents for 2D and 3D woven composites from preform 
data. 
z-binder content, % Warp Vf Weft Vf Binder Vf Total Fibre Vf 
2D woven 0.196 0.196 0 0.392 
0.0 0.266 0.304 0 0.570 
0.3 0.213 0.308 0.003 0.524 
0.4 0.209 0.326 0.004 0.539 
0.5 0.209 0.312 0.005 0.527 
1.1 0.211 0.319 0.011 0.541 
The 2D and 3D woven preforms were designed to contain identical warp fibre volume 
content, however the weft fibre contents varied significantly due to differences in 
weave architecture. In 3D woven performs the z-binder imparts structural stability to 
the dry fabric by interlacing the weft yarns. For this reason the outer layers of the 
fabric must consist of weft yarns and this raises the weft fibre content whereas in the 
2D woven fabric each ply contains an even number of warp and weft yarns.  
Fibre volume fractions were measured by burn-off tests and the results were within 
5% of the calculations using preform measurements except for the zero-binder 3D 
woven composite. Hence all fibre volume fractions quoted are the calculated values. 
For the non-interlacing composite the fibre volume fraction results differed by as 
much as 20% as shown in table 5.5. This is because the calculated values were based 
on preform measurements and represent the total fabric, which contained z-binder 
yarns spaced 30mm apart. All material test specimens were extracted from the ‘zero 
z-binder’ between the z-binder yarns. These specimens had well-aligned and highly 
concentrated warp yarns and contained neither z-binder yarns nor resin-rich channels. 
The difference between the 3D woven composite with and without the z-binder yarns 
is illustrated in figure 5.4.  
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The burn-off tests were conducted on the specimens used for testing and therefore 
accurately represent the material studied. Further, the weft and warp yarns in the test 
specimens contain less crimping, since this is restricted to areas in which the z-binder 
crosses over the weft yarns. For all zero z-binder 3D woven composites the quoted 
fibre volume fractions are the burn-off test values. 
Table 5.5 Comparison of values for fibre volume fractions in the zero-binder 3D woven 
composite (n=3). 
Fibre type Measured Calculated % difference 
Warp 0.266 0.211 21 
Weft 0.304 0.319 5 
All fibres 0.57 0.541 5 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Processed micrographs of 3D composites showing cross-sections of the warp 
yarns (white) with areas of neat resin shaded in black. Top image: without z-binder yarns. 
Bottom image: including z-binder yarns. 
5.5.2 Tensile tests 
Tensile tests were performed on the 2D and 3D woven composites using rectangular 
coupons cut to the dimensions given in table 5.6. The dimensions are illustrated on a 
schematic of the specimen in figure 5.5. Axes y and z represent width and thickness 
directions respectively. These specimen dimensions were selected as they are 
prescribed by the majority of tensile test specifications [17-20] The thickness, z, of the 
final composite determines the fibre volume fraction within the composite and is 
controlled by the dimensions of the mould during the RTM process. It was calculated 
Horizontal 
resin 
channels due 
to weft layers 
Horizontal 
resin 
channels due 
to weft layers 
Vertical resin 
channel due 
to z-binder 
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that a thickness of 3.8 mm would give a fibre volume fraction of approximately 0.5, 
although this can vary due to shrinkage of the cured resin. Specimens were cut using a 
water-cooled diamond saw and then lightly sanded to remove notches. Specimens 
were dried and placed in a desiccator for a minimum of 48 hours prior to testing.  
Table 5.6 Dimensions of tension specimens 
Dimension Measurement, mm 
Length 250 
Gauge length 150 
Length of gripped areas 50 
Width 25 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Axes representing dimensions of the tensile test specimens 
Static tensile tests were conducted according to the CRC-ACS method for tension 
testing of 3D woven composites [17]. Specimens were loaded parallel to the warp 
yarns using an MTS Model 810 100 kN test rig at a cross-head displacement rate of 
0.5 mm/min. Strain was measured using an MTS 632-12C extensometer with a gauge 
length of 25 mm, and data was recorded at a sampling rate of 1 Hz using the Test Star 
II control and data acquisition software. A minimum of five specimens were tested 
per material type to ensure that results were statistically significant. 
Samples of the 3D woven composites containing 0.3% z-binders were prepared and 
examined using a scanning electron microscope. Interrupted tensile tests were 
conducted by returning the applied tensile load to zero and removing the specimen for 
inspection. Samples were taken from the material prior to testing, after loading within 
the elastic limit, after loading within the inelastic regime and at tensile failure loads. 
The warp, weft and z-binder yarns are examined individually by assembling the 
images in chronological order and comparing the various flaw and damage features 
found in the samples. 
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Test specimens were disected and polished, and then examined using a Phillips XL-30 
scanning electron microscope to characterise the damage. Sections of the specimens 
were examined parallel and perpendicular to the warp direction so that cracks of any 
orientation could be identified. SEM was chosen due to the high levels of 
magnification and the excellent quality of the images that can be produced compared 
with optical images. In this study the microscopic level refers to damage in the micron 
range. Intra-yarn cracks, fibre damage, fibre/resin debonds and voids smaller than 
1mm are all classed as microscopic damage. The macroscopic level refers to damage 
on a scale greater than 1mm but still within the unit cell of the composite. Examples 
of macroscopic damage include yarn/resin debonds, yarn failure, cracks that traverse 
the entire yarn or bridge the gap between yarns and voids that exceed 1mm in length. 
5.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.6.1 Tensile stress-strain response 
A typical plot of tensile stress-strain data for a 3D woven composite is shown in 
figure 5.6 with the key features labelled. The curve comprises two linear portions; 
linear phase I, linear phase II, and two non-linear phases similarly labelled. The 
gradients of linear phases I and II represent the material stiffness during these two 
loading regimes and are termed EI  and EII . It is assumed that material damage occurs 
during the non-linear phases. In non-linear phase I the damage manifests as a 
reduction to global stiffness. The high degree of linearity of linear phase II suggests 
that there is no damage evolution during this phase. The damage generated during 
non-linear phase II directly precedes tensile failure and it is expected that this damage 
relates to fibre failure in the warp yarns. None of the stress-strain curves displayed the 
pull-out phase described by Cox et al [2]. The materials studied here generally 
displayed zero residual strength after the primary load.  
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Figure 5.6 Tensile stress-strain curve for a typical 3D woven composite 
5.6.2 Young’s modulus of 3D woven composites 
Figure 5.7 gives the average Young’s modulus values for the different types of woven 
composite. The data show that the 3D woven composites possess higher moduli than 
the 2D woven composites; however there is a significant difference in Young’s 
modulus between the zero z-binder composite and the other 3D woven composites. 
There is no clear correlation between Young’s modulus and z-binder content for the 
remaining 3D woven composites. The error bars represent one standard deviation, and 
this shows that the increase to Young’s modulus for 3D woven composites containing 
between 0.3% to 1.1% z-binder content are not considered significant. This agrees 
with the observation by [4] that the tensile properties of 3D woven composites are not 
strongly influenced by z-binder contents up to ~10%.  Based on a review of published 
tensile property data for 3D woven composites, Tong et al. concluded that the elastic 
modulus was usually improved or degraded by less than 20% by the through-
thickness reinforcement [3]. Mouritz and Cox discovered a similar effect for 3D 
stitched composites, where the reduction to the tensile properties showed no clear 
correlation to the z-binder (stitch) content [21]. 
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Figure 5.7 Young’s modulus values for 2D and 3D woven composites  
The rule-of-mixtures approximations for Young’s modulus are compared with the 
experimental results in figure 5.8. It is seen that the effective medium model 
significantly underestimated the Young’s modulus of the woven composites, as 
expected. The TexComp model overestimated the 3D woven composites containing 
0.3% and 0.4% z-binder fibres but was within one standard deviation of the 
experimental data for 3D woven composites with higher z-binder content. The layers 
model was consistently within two standard deviations of the experimental data; it is 
therefore considered a reasonable approximation for the Young’s modulus of these 
materials. 
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Figure 5.8 Measured and predicted Young’s moduli of 3D woven composites 
To explain the difference between the two rule-of-mixtures models, the stiffness 
estimates for the constituent materials are compared in figure 5.9. It is seen that the 
models provide similar estimates for warp stiffness, whereas the effective medium 
provides almost no stiffness contribution to the composite. In contrast the weft layers 
contribute as much as 25% to the overall composite stiffness in the layers model. 
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Figure 5.9 Estimations for Young’s modulus of 3D woven composites using (a) Effective 
medium model (b) Layers model. Bar segments represent contributions of warp and weft 
constituents to the total Young’s modulus value. 
Both models presented in figure 5.9 show that a higher Young’s modulus is expected 
for the zero z-binder 3D woven composite due to the increased warp fibre volume 
fraction. Although the proportion of warp and weft fibres was strictly controlled in the 
weaving of the preforms, the zero z-binder tensile test specimens were cut from 
specific locations within the composite panels to avoid including the z-binder yarn in 
the specimens, and these locations possessed high concentration of warp fibres. 
Further, the warp yarns in the zero z-binder composite were better aligned, as 
discussed in chapter 4, and this is reflected in the less severe theoretical stiffness 
knockdown factor presented in table 5.7. 
In figure 5.9 (b) the contribution of the weft fibres to the Young’s modulus of the 2D 
woven composite is slightly lower than the 3D woven composites. Table 5.7 also 
shows that the higher misalignment angles of the warp yarn result in a higher stiffness 
knockdown factor.  
a b 
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Table 5.7 Predicted and measured differences in Young’s moduli of 2D and 3D woven 
composites.  
 z-binder content, 
% 
Predicted Young’s modulus 
scaling factor 
Measured Young’s modulus 
scaling factor 
0 – 2D woven 0.62 0.70 
0 -3D woven 1 1 
0.3 0.85 0.78 
0.6 0.87 0.83 
0.5 0.85 0.81 
1.1 0.86 0.85 
The reduction to Young’s modulus due to warp waviness was calculated by 
multiplying the predicted Young’s modulus of the warp layers by the calculated 
stiffness knockdown factor, η. The knockdown factor relies on the statistical spread of 
measured warp yarn misalignment angles, σξ2. The values of σξ2 determined for the 
glass/vinyl ester warp yarns were similar to those measured for carbon/epoxy warp 
tows [6], and yet the knockdown factors for the carbon/epoxy composites were around 
seven-fold greater. The reason for this is evident in mathematical expression for the 
knockdown factor (equation 5.8) in which the term multiplying σξ2 is a function of the 
anisotropy of the warp yarn. For the highly anisotropic carbon/epoxy warps studied by 
Cox and Dadkhah  the value of this term is around 40 [6], whereas for the glass/vinyl-
ester warps in this study it is less than 16. Essentially the model predicts that warp 
yarn waviness will have more detrimental effects on highly anisotropic carbon/epoxy 
warps because the material has poorer shear and transverse stiffness properties. 
5.6.3 Transition to plastic deformation 
At applied loads of approximately 20% of the ultimate tensile stress, the experimental 
stress-strain curve deflects from the tangent line to linear phase I as the curve 
becomes non-linear. The non-linear phase signifies a transition to the inelastic phase 
and the mechanism for transition is attributed to plastic tow straightening, in which 
the initially wavy warp yarns straighten. The transition phase is often quoted as a 
single stress value which is defined as the value coinciding with the intersection of 
two lines of best fit for each of the two linear portions of the graph [18]. The 
measured values for knee-point stress for the composites are presented in table 5.8.  
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Table 5.8 Theoretical and experimental values of the critical stress for plastic tow 
straightening, σcrit 
Z-binder 
content, % ξ90, radians fs 
σcrit  
predicted, 
MPa 
σcrit  
measured, 
MPa 
% 
Difference 
Non-
interlacing 0.06 0.47 110 58 ± 3 90 
0.3 0.09 0.41 71 78 ± 5 9.0 
0.4 0.07 0.39 79 81 ± 5 3.0 
0.5 0.10 0.40 60 81 ± 18 26 
1.1 0.09 0.39 68 49 ± 21 39 
There is no clear correlation between z-binder content and critical stress for plastic 
yarn straightening. Furthermore the standard deviation for z-binder contents greater 
than 0.4% are unusually high, and in the case of 1.1% z-binder content one standard 
deviation is equivalent to 50% of the total value of σcrit.  
According to the model for plastic yarn straightening developed by Cox et al, the 
critical stress for the onset of plastic tow straightening is a function of warp yarn 
misalignment angle. The critical stress values predicted by equation 5.9 are presented 
together with the input data for the model in table 5.8. The coefficient of 
determination for a first degree linear equation relating crimp, ξ90 to the measured 
knee-point stress is 0.03. Thus the linear relationship between critical stress and 
misalignment angle described by the model is not observed in the experimental data. 
The results show that the predicted values for critical stress do not model the 
variations to critical stress values for the different weave architectures. This could be 
due in part to the value for warp yarn shear strength that is input into the model for 
critical stress. This value is quoted by Callus et al in their evaluation of critical stress 
for plastic straightening and was measured for a warp made of similar materials [22]. 
Variations in shear properties of warp yarns may occur as a result of the architectural 
differences in 3D woven composites. For example, the quality of resin wet-out and 
amount of yarn distortion could influence the shear strength of the warp yarns and 
these parameters would depend on the architecture.  
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The knee-point stress represents the onset of plastic tow straightening, however the 
experimental data clearly show that it does not represent the upper limit of the linear 
phase I, but rather it is a single data point within the non-linear phase I. In order to 
gain a broader view of the non-linear behaviour of the composites, the limits for non-
linear phase I were examined. In figure 5.10 the upper and lower limits for non-linear 
phase I are plotted versus z-binder content. The size of phase I - that is, the difference 
between the upper and lower limits - is roughly the same for most of the composites 
tested except for the material containing 1.1% z-binder fibres. It can be concluded that 
the onset and duration of non-linear phase I does not vary significantly in 3D woven 
composites for z-binder fibre contents less than 1.1%.  
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Figure 5.10 Non-linear phase I and experimental vs. theoretical knee point stress values 
for 3D woven composites 
Strain data for non-linear phase I was examined to determine whether the onset of 
non-linear behaviour coincided with the failure strain of the weft yarns. To estimate 
the failure strain of the weft yarns it is assumed that the tensile-loaded composite is in 
a state of longitudinal isostrain. Although this assumption is non-conservative and 
does not include the influence of yarn waviness it provides an upper limit for the 
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strain at which the weft yarns can be expected to fail. The published transverse tensile 
failure strain of a unidirectional glass/vinyl ester composite with a fibre volume 
fraction of 0.5 is 0.34% [16]. The range of fibre volume fractions for the consolidated 
weft yarns in the 3D woven composites are between 0.5 and 0.65. It is therefore 
reasonable to expect that non-linear behaviour of the 3D woven composites would 
occur at a global strain of  ≤ 0.34%. It is further noted by Okabe et al that the 
constraint effect of multi-layer composites can reduce the cracking strain of the 90° 
plies [23]. 
The observed strains at the onset of non-linear behaviour are presented in table 5.9. It 
can be seen that for all the composites examined the experimental strain values were 
below 0.34%. This is attributed to a reduced transverse strength of the weft yarns due 
to poor resin wet-out of the fibres which was reported in chapter 3.  
Table 5.9 Strain based prediction of weft cracking in 3D woven composites 
z-binder content, % Vf in the weft yarns Global strain at σKIL, % 
2D woven 0.37 0.44  
0.0 0.56 0.17 ± 0.02 
0.3 0.57 0.24 ± 0.11 
0.5 0.58 0.25 ± 0.06 
1.1 0.59 0.16 ± 0.06 
In section 5.4.2 it was reported that the elastic limit of 3D woven composites is 
typically ~20% of the tensile failure stress. At applied stresses above the elastic limit 
the stress-strain curve consists of non-linear phases I and II and linear phase II. The 
stiffness during linear phase II is typically 31-36% below the Young’s modulus of the 
material as shown in table 5.10. By conducting linear regression analysis on data 
points in the secondary linear phase it was found that the coefficient of determination, 
r
2
, was typically 0.999 or higher, indicating a high degree of linearity. It is therefore 
proposed that the reduction to stiffness occurs wholly in non-linear phase I, and that 
no further damage initiation or growth occurs during linear phase II. 
In table 5.10, the rule-of-mixtures estimates with zero weft layer stiffness (to simulate 
transverse failure of the weft yarns) are compared with the measured reduction to 
stiffness in linear phase II. By attributing zero transverse tensile stiffness to the weft 
yarns, the stiffness reduction is overestimated because the wefts would not undergo 
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complete failure and would possess significant load-bearing capacity. It is not realistic 
to attribute all of the stiffness reduction to weft yarn degradation; however the 
estimation indicates that the weft contribution to glass/vinyl ester 3D woven 
composites is significant, and it is reasonable to expect that weft yarn damage will 
reduce the composite stiffness. This sensitivity to weft stiffness is due to the high weft 
yarn contents required for structural stability of the preform and the isotropic 
properties of the yarns. 
Table 5.10 Mean reduction to the elastic modulus of 3D woven composites 
Z-binder 
content, % E, GPa 
Phase II 
stiffness, GPa 
Measured 
reduction, % 
Estimated 
Reduction, % 
2D woven 21 ± 2.3 15 ± 2.3 28 ± 3 22 
0.0 29 ± 1.4 20 ± 0.7 31 ± 2 24 
0.3 23 ± 0.9 16 ± 0.8 36 ± 4 29 
0.4 24 ± 0.8 15 ± 0.9 38 ± 2 31 
0.5 24 ± 0.9 15 ± 0.7 36 ± 4 29 
1.1 25 ± 1.0 16 ± 2.3 36 ± 3 30 
During non-linear phase I, plastic yarn straightening is expected to reduce the elastic 
modulus by causing elongation at low increments of applied load. Once the warp 
yarns have straightened they should possess superior stiffness. However, the stiffness 
in linear phase II is significantly lower than the Young’s modulus and it is suggested 
that the effect of warp yarn realignment is masked by the damage generated by weft 
cracking and resin degradation in the warp yarns. 
5.6.4 Tensile failure 
The experimental and predicted tensile strengths of the woven composites tested are 
compared in figure 5.12, with error bars of ± 1 standard deviation. The plot shows that 
although the 3D woven composites containing small amounts of z-binder fibres 
possess superior tensile strength compared with those containing 0.4% z-binder fibres 
or more, the difference is not statistically significant. Further, the tensile strength 
results were 18-34% less than the theoretical predictions. The rule of mixtures model 
indicates that an additional mechanism to warp fibre volume fraction influences the 
strength of 3D woven composites. One factor that can be expected to influence 
strength is the fibre damage due to weaving. In the rule-of-mixtures estimate one 
knockdown factor for weaving damage was applied to all the 3D woven composites, 
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which assumes that weaving damage to the warp yarns is uniform for all weave 
architectures. However it is expected that the amount of weaving damage to the warps 
will vary depending on the weaving process required by the different fibre 
architectures. A detailed comparison of the flaw distribution of the warp yarns for the 
various weave architectures would require tensile tests of yarns that have been 
extracted from the various preforms in the manner prescribed in chapter 4. Such an 
extensive suite of tests is beyond the scope of this research. However, the findings in 
chapter 3 on weaving damage suggest that the amount of damage to the warp yarns 
should increase with a reduction to the z-binder wavelength. This is because the 
shedding actions during weaving increase with decreasing binder wavelength and 
therefore more abrasion damage will occur to the neighbouring warps. Also 
increasing the number of z-binder ends per unit of preform width will increase the 
number of warps that are damaged by the shedding action. It can be assumed that 
reducing the z-binder wavelength will increase the amount of weaving damage to the 
warp yarns. 
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Figure 5.12 Tensile strength of 2D and 3D woven composites (error bars = ± 1 SD) 
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The tensile strength results are combined with published data obtained from the 
literature review and plotted in figure 5.13. The strength values were normalised to a 
warp fibre volume fraction of 0.3 and plotted against z-binder content. The results 
confirm that for glass fibre 3D woven composites tensile strength is independent of z-
binder content. In contrast, the published data for carbon fibre composites shows a 
general trend of decreasing strength as the z-binder content increases. 
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Figure 5.13 Tensile strength of carbon and glass fibre 3D woven composites vs. z-binder 
content [5, 22, 24-28]. 
5.6.5 Fractography of tensile specimens 
Figure 5.14 shows the site of ultimate tensile failure in a typical 3D woven composite. 
The warp yarns have failed at roughly the same location along the x-axis at the mid-
line of a weft yarn, and this is typical of all the failed specimens examined. This 
suggests that the points of maximum compression by the weft yarns may generate 
stress concentrations. The jagged appearance of the failed warp yarns indicates that a 
small amount of fibre pull-out has occurred, although much less than reported by Cox 
et al for 3D woven composites made using carbon/epoxy. Further, there was no 
appreciable delamination damage to the failed composites.  
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Figure 5.14 Location of tensile failure in a typical 3D woven composite 
The non-interlacing composite displayed different fracture sites characterised by 
widespread delamination, and this is attributed to the lack of z-binders. In these 
specimens the z-binder yarns were not present to suppress delamination and so the 
plies tended to separate. The rupture sites of individual warp yarns are widely 
dispersed along both x- and z- directions; an example is shown in figure 5.15 which 
shows the failure site of a non-interlacing composite in the x-y plane. Each number 
represents a different ply that has been exposed by the tensile rupture of the 
composite. The location of warp failure is generally consistent within each layer, 
causing the step-like appearance of the failure site. Cox et al observed that when warp 
fibres fail they tend to do so across the entire section of a warp yarn, followed by 
matrix debonding around the warp yarn circumference. In the non-interlacing 
specimens a similar sequence of events occurs at failure, except that an entire layer of 
warp yarns acts as one yarn, and instead of debonding around a single yarn, the entire 
layer delaminates from the composite. 
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Figure 5.15 Location of tensile failure in a non-interlacing composite specimen 
Figure 5.16 shows a site of tensile failure in a 2D woven composite specimen. Like 
the non-interlacing composites, the location of warp yarn failure in the 2D woven 
composite is broadly distributed along the x-axis. In contrast to the non-interlacing 
specimens, the location of warp failures is not contained within one ply but is 
randomly distributed in the z- direction.  
 
Figure 5.16 Location of tensile failure in a typical 2D woven composite 
Despite the lack of z-binder reinforcement, no delaminations were observed in any of 
the 2D woven composites. A possible explanation is that the large resin-rich channels 
in the non-interlacing specimen generated large residual compressive strains during 
shrinkage of the cured vinyl ester resin. This is less likely to have occurred in the 2D 
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woven composite due to a broader distribution of the neat resin zones. It is also noted 
that the superior resin impregnation of the 2D woven preforms would improve 
delamination resistance compared with the zero z-binder specimens. 
Visual inspection of the failed specimens revealed that several of the failed 3D woven 
specimens contained an area of significant damage in addition to the primary fracture 
site. These sites appeared as stress-whitened areas containing displaced weft yarns 
and broken z-binder yarns. A typical damage site is shown in figure 5.17. The region 
is also characterised by an increase in thickness in the z-direction, as shown figure 
5.18.  
 
Figure 5.17 Damaged portion of a failed tensile test specimen viewed in the x-y plane. 
 
Figure 5.18 Site of partial tensile failure, side-view 
displaced weft 
yarns 
displaced weft yarn 
x 
y 
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The tensile test specimens were categorised as ‘type I’ when they contained one 
failure site or ‘type II’ when they contained an additional damage site. The 
experimental data were grouped according to these categories and it was found that 
type II specimens had higher tensile strength and less scatter than type I specimens of 
the same material, as shown in figure 5.19. It is interesting to note that mode II type 
specimens were not observed among the 2D woven and non-interlacing specimens 
and this suggests that the type II mode of failure is generated by the presence of the z-
binder yarn. 
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Figure 5.19 Tensile strength comparison for type I and mode II specimens 
Microscopic examination of interrupted test specimens revealed no damage initiation 
or progression within the warp yarns during the elastic and inelastic phases. Damage 
to the warp yarns was only observed in specimens preloaded to 90% of the failure 
stress. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show two types of weft damage observed in specimens 
preloaded to the inelastic phase. These observations support the assertion that weft 
cracking is the predominant damage mechanism during non-linear phase I. It is further 
suggested that a characteristic damage state is achieved in which the weft cracks have 
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reached a maximum concentration (or saturation) and no further cracking is observed 
during linear phase II. 
 
Figure 5.20 Transverse weft crack in a 3D woven composite preloaded to non-linear 
phase I 
 
Figure 5.21 Shear weft crack in a 3D woven composite preloaded to non-linear phase I 
Figure 5.22 shows a low magnification image of a failed 3D woven composite that is 
sectioned parallel to the loading axis. Two warp yarns have delaminated from the 
surrounding matrix and the plies have separated. Cox et al suggest that warp  yarn 
delamination cracks generate bending stresses due to asymmetry of the weave 
architecture and this a possible source of the  ply separation [27]. 
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Figure 5.22 Micrograph of 3D woven composite tested to tensile failure. 
Figure 5.23 shows the path of a warp yarn delamination that has traversed a weft yarn 
to propagate within another warp ply and it is suggested that the warp delamination 
cracks coalesce through this mechanism. Whilst some weft cracking had been 
observed at lower load levels, those cracks circumnavigated the weft fibres, whereas 
the translaminar cracks observed at the warp delamination sites fractured the glass 
fibres within the yarns, as shown in figure 5.24 indicating that these cracks occurred 
at a much higher load level. 
 
Figure 5.23 Two warp yarn delamination cracks connected by a transverse weft crack. 
Warp yarn delaminations 
Warp yarn 
Warp yarn delaminations 
Transverse weft fracture 
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Figure 5.24 Weft yarn crack with fibre damage at a warp delamination site  
Examination of the transverse cracks within surface weft yarns near sites of warp yarn 
delamination revealed crack opening displacements, as shown in figure 5.25. The 
transverse weft cracks observed during non-linear phase I, did not possess any crack 
opening displacements and it is suggested that these pre-existing cracks are forced 
open during the separation of warp plies. The absence of fractured fibres within the 
cracks in figure 5.25 supports the assertion that the cracks did not initiate during 
tensile failure of the composite.  
 
Figure 5.25 Crack opening in a weft yarn located at the surface of a 3D woven composite 
preloaded to tensile failure.
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5.7 CONCLUSION 
The tensile behaviour of 3D woven composites is summarised in figure 5.26. During 
linear phase I, the materials showed no evidence of damage initiation. The 3D woven 
composites undergo tensile degradation in two phases; non-linear phase I and non-
linear phase II. The first phase occurs at approximately 20% of the ultimate tensile 
strength and it is proposed that the stiffness reduction during this phase is due to a 
combination of weft cracking and plastic straightening of the warp yarns. 
Non-linear phase I is followed by a highly linear stress response which constitutes 
approximately 60% of the stress range for the materials. During this phase no new 
damage modes or growth of existing weft cracks was observed. The second non-linear 
phase occurred at the onset of tensile failure and microscopy revealed that the damage 
mechanism at tensile failure is the failure of individual warp yarns which coalesce via 
warp yarn delamination and weft cracks to cause complete tensile rupture of the 
specimens. Some 3D woven materials had additional sites of incomplete tensile 
failure and these specimens exhibited superior tensile strength.  
The experimental and theoretical models for Young’s modulus both indicated that 3D 
woven composites possess superior elastic properties to 2D woven composites. 
However, no correlation was found between z-binder fibre content and Young’s 
modulus. The improvement found in the 3D woven composites is attributed to better 
alignment of the warp yarns. The theoretical stiffness knockdown factors for wavy 
warp yarns proposed by Cox et al [29] also showed that the reduction to warp yarn 
stiffness due to waviness is negligible for 3D woven composites containing isotropic 
glass fibres, but can reduce the stiffness of a 2D woven composite by approximately 
20%.  
The onset of inelastic behaviour was not effectively modelled by the critical stress for 
plastic straightening. This is due in part to the lack of accurate values for warp yarn 
shear strength as input to the model. The experimental results indicated that the onset 
of inelastic behaviour (non-linear phase I) is the same for all 3D woven composites 
except those with the maximum z-binder content (1.1%).  
It was also found that the stiffness in linear phase II was not as severely degraded for 
the 3D woven composite containing zero z-binder fibres and the 2D woven 
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composite. Both these composites contained a lower proportion of weft fibres relative 
to warp fibres, and this supports the idea that weft cracking causes some of the 
stiffness degradation in non-linear phase I. It was concluded that the onset of inelastic 
behaviour in 3D woven composites is due to a combination of plastic straightening of 
the warp yarns and transverse cracking of the weft yarns.  
A comparison between the failed 3D woven composites containing z-binder yarns 
with the non-interlacing specimen showed that the z-binder yarns suppressed the 
growth of warp yarn delamination cracks prior to ultimate tensile failure. However 
this did not influence the ultimate tensile strength of the materials.  
There is no clear evidence that 3D woven composites possess lower tensile strength 
than 2D woven composites. Further, a correlation between z-binder content and 
tensile strength was not evident for the glass fibre composites studied. This is in 
contrast with the published data for carbon fibre composites which show a greater 
sensitivity to the presence of the z-binder yarn. It is suggested that this is due to the 
anisotropic nature of the carbon fibres which are weaker in the transverse direction. 
For glass fibre 3D woven composites weaving damage, distortion and crimping of the 
warp yarns have a negative impact on tensile modulus and to a lesser extent, on 
tensile strength. Since ultimate tensile failure occurs at the weakest plane within the 
composite, it is expected that the maximum damage and distortion, along with their 
geometric distributions, are expected to be more influential on tensile strength than 
the spatially averaged values, however this has not been confirmed through 
experimentation. 
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CHAPTER 6 TENSILE DELAMINATION OF 3D WOVEN 
COMPOSITES 
6.1 ABSTRACT 
Tensile (mode I) interlaminar fracture toughness tests were conducted on 3D woven 
composites containing different amounts of z-binder reinforcement. Average GIC 
values were compared and the toughening mechanisms examined by examining the R-
curves and fracture surface of failed test specimens. The improvement to fracture 
toughness imparted by the z-binder yarn was found to be comparable to the 
improvements obtained using stitching and z-pinning reinforcement.  
6.2 INTRODUCTION 
Research has shown that 3D reinforcement increases the mode I (tension) and mode II 
(shear) delamination toughness of composites. Previous work on 3D reinforced 
composites such as stitched and z-pinned laminates have proven that delamination 
toughness increases with the volume content of through-thickness reinforcement [1-
14]. While the delamination fracture properties of stitched and z-pinned composites 
have been studied in detail, comparatively less research has been performed on the 
delamination toughness of 3D woven composites [8, 15-18]. One important 
deficiency of research into mode I delamination of 3D woven composites is the lack 
of comparison between the delamination properties of 3D woven composites against 
an identical 2D material. The introduction of z-pins and stitching to a 2D preform 
facilitates a ‘before and after’ comparison of 2D and 3D properties; not so with 3D 
woven materials because the z-binder is an integral part of the preform. In this study a 
specially designed 3D woven preform was manufactured from which specimens 
containing zero z-binder content were extracted for testing.  
In the published literature on the mode I delamination of 3D woven composites it was 
reported that the presence of two to five percent z-binder yarn increased GIc values by 
factors of ten to twenty [16]. Tanzawa and colleagues found that increasing the z-
binder content from 0.27% to 0.77% improved the interlaminar fracture toughness 
approximately threefold [16]. It was also observed that the through-thickness 
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reinforcement did not improve resistance to crack initiation, GIi, because the bridging 
zone developed by the z-binders was not yet established [15, 17, 18].  
3D woven reinforcement constitutes a discrete, large-scale bridging mechanism when 
the delamination crack is fully developed (i.e.: longer than 5-10 mm). In large scale 
bridging the delamination resistance depends not only on material properties, but on 
the through-thickness architecture and specimen geometry. Thus simple, continuous 
bridging laws cannot be used to model the crack closure forces [19, 20]. Finite 
element models are considered a more robust method of analysis for solving non-
linear problems such as these [20]; however the validation of these models requires a 
substantial database of experimental data [5].  
Optimum design requires a balance between the benefits of increased interlaminar 
toughness conferred by 3D reinforcement and the degradation to in-plane properties 
[14, 17]. It is therefore necessary to develop an adequate description of the toughening 
mechanisms for 3D woven composites and develop an adequate material database for 
the validation of computational models. In this study the mode I interlaminar fracture 
toughness properties of 3D woven composites containing varying amounts of z-binder 
are determined. The improvement to interlaminar fracture toughness is evaluated and 
the mechanisms by which the woven z-binder architecture influences the delamination 
resistance are discussed with respect to existing theoretical frameworks for 3D 
reinforced composites. 
6.3 MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
The 3D woven composites described in Chapter 4 are used in this investigation and 
table 6.1 gives the architectural parameters for the z-binders contained in the 3D 
woven specimens. The z-binder content was controlled by increasing the thickness 
(tex) of the yarns, and reducing the space between vertical z-binder ‘legs’. These two 
approaches are analogous to increasing the z-pin or stitch thickness and increasing the 
z-pin or stitch density, respectively. Both methods of controlling the z-binder content 
were employed in order to compare their relative effectiveness. A non-interlacing 
0/90 laminate without z-binders was used as the control material.  
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Table 6.1 Architectural parameters for the z-binder yarn within 3D woven composites 
z-binder content,% z-binder leg spacing (mm) 
z-binder row 
spacing (mm) 
z-binder thickness, 
tex 
0 
 ∞ ∞ 0 
0.3 5.3 5 68 
0.4 2.5 8.3 68 
0.5 5 8.3 204 
1.1 5 7.1 408 
 
An appropriate ASTM standard for interlaminar fracture toughness testing of textile 
composites was not available [21-23]. The only ASTM standard for mode I 
interlaminar fracture toughness is ASTM D5528 and this is for unidirectional 
laminates [24], although many researchers also use it for textile laminates [2, 4]. Of 
the various test specimens for interlaminar fracture toughness the double cantilever 
beam (DCB) is the most suitable because it provides pure mode I loading and allows a 
direct calculation of GIc, therefore this method was adopted. Further, the controlled 
displacement rate employed in this test method increases the likelihood of stable crack 
growth [25]. 
For this research, piano hinges were used as end-tabs, as illustrated in figure 6.1. The 
hinges were bonded to the pre-cracked end of the specimen with the hinge axis 
aligned to the edge of the specimen. A Teflon® coated fibreglass film of 20 micron 
thickness was inserted into the mid-thickness of the textile preforms prior to 
consolidation to create a starter crack. It was not possible to place the film at the mid-
plane of the 3D woven and non-interlacing preforms due to their asymmetric stacking 
sequence. Instead, the starter film was inserted between the 6th and 7th layers, creating 
an eight percent difference in the thickness of the upper and lower arms. The z-
binders were manually picked out of the 3D woven specimens for a length of 50 mm 
from the edge of the preforms to allow insertion of the starter film. A minimum of 
five DCB tests were performed for each type of specimen. 
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Figure 6.1 Double cantilever beam specimen dimensions (mm) 
 
Figure 6.2 Double cantilever beam test set-up 
A thin layer of white correction fluid was applied to the sides of the specimens to 
assist the visual detection and marking of crack growth. The DCB specimens were 
tested at a constant cross-head displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min and a 10 kN load cell 
recorded the applied force required to maintain the displacement rate (figure 6.2). 
Crack growth was observed using a magnifying eye-piece and each growth increment 
was marked on the specimen using a 0.1 mm tip marker. For each crack growth 
increment the applied load and cross-head displacement were recorded. The modified 
beam method of analysis described by Whitney et al (1982) was used to calculate GI:  
Ba
PGI 2
3 δ
=
      (6-1) 
Upper grip 
Lower grip 
Roller support 
Piano hinge 
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Incremental crack 
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hT = 3.8 
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h2 
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This equation calculates GI directly from the applied load, P, crack opening 
displacement,δ, specimen width, B, and measured crack length, a. Due to the 
asymmetry of the 3D woven composite specimens, the half-beam thicknesses, h1 and 
h2, are not equal. Hashemi et al. (1990) formulated a correction factor for 
asymmetry, φ, which accounts for the small component of mode II loading that is 
induced at the crack tip: 
( )32313 −− += hhhφ      (6-2) 
Values of φ for the 3D woven composite specimens were between 1.001 and 1.03. 
Another correction factor, N, was applied to account for the stiffening effect of the 
piano hinge end tabs. N was calculated using [26]: 
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where l1 and l2  are the thickness and length of the end-tabs respectively. For hinge 
tabs the value of l1 is very low and can be neglected. Typical values of N for the 
specimens were between 0.95 and 0.99. 
The Θ  functions are defined by Hashemi for the Mode I DCB test as follows: 
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An additional ‘effective crack length’ was calculated to account for the effect of 
deflection and rotation at the crack tip. The linear relationship between compliance 
(C1/3) and crack length (a) was used to determine the effective length of the crack: 
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where E11 is the longitudinal elastic modulus and χh is the additional ‘effective’ crack 
length. A sample data curve is plotted in figure 6.3. The slope and y-intercept of the 
curve can be determined from linear regression. Substituting C1/3 = 0 will yield the 
value of χh. 
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Figure 6.3 Sample plot of compliance versus crack length data (discrete points) and a 
linear regression curve fit (solid line) used to calculate the compliance correction factor
χh 
m 
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6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.4.1 Load-displacement curves 
Crack driving force versus crack opening displacement curves are presented in figure 
6.4 for the 3D woven composites containing different z-binder tex. It is seen that the 
average force increases with z-binder tex due to the increased bridging loads carried 
by the z-binder yarns. Oscillations to the crack driving force occur due to the failure 
of individual z-binder yarns. The amplitude of these oscillations increases with z-
binder tex, and it is concluded that increasing the tex promotes an unstable mode of 
crack propagation. The results for the zero z-binder specimen are anomalous and this 
is discussed further in section 6.4.3. 
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Fig 6.4 Load-displacement curves for 3D woven composites containing z-binders with 
different thickness (tex) 
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6.4.2 Delamination resistance curves 
In figure 6.5 the delamination resistance curves (R-curves) are plotted for 3D woven 
composite containing 0% and 1.1% z-binder yarn. The delamination resistance of the 
composite without z-binders increased over the first 20 mm of crack growth and this 
phase represented the development of a crack bridging zone. The GI values remain 
virtually constant for subsequent crack growth, and this signifies a stable mode of 
crack propagation. The R-curve for the 1.1% z-binder yarn oscillates by 0.5 kJ/m2 to 
1.0 kJ/m2, and this is attributed to the failure of individual bridging z-fibre yarns and 
subsequent reduction to delamination resistance. The peaks and troughs are spaced 
roughly 5 mm apart which corresponds to the distance between rows of z-binder yarns 
in the direction of crack growth along the specimen. Stability of GI was not achieved 
for the 408 tex z-binder composite due to bending failure of the half-beams at a crack 
length of ~25 mm. 
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Figure 6.5 Delamination resistance curves for 3D woven composites with and without 
the presence of z-binder yarns 
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The R-curves for 3D woven composites containing z-binders with different tex are 
plotted in figure 6.6. It is seen that the crack growth resistance values oscillate with 
greater amplitude as the tex of the z-binder increases. The values of GIc for the 68 tex 
and 204 tex z-binder composites increased over the first 20 mm of crack growth, and 
this phase represented the development of a z-binder bridging zone. As the crack 
propagated the number of intact bridging z-binders increased until the first bridging z-
binder failed. At this point the crack growth is relatively stable, with small oscillations 
to the value of GIc as the number of intact z-binders within the bridging zone 
fluctuated.  
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Figure 6.6 Delamination resistance curves for 3D woven composites containing z-
binders with different thickness (tex) 
The R-curves for 3D woven composites with different z-binder pitch are presented in 
figure 6.7 showing significantly reduced oscillations of the GIc values for the 
composite containing more closely spaced z-binder yarns. This indicates that reducing 
the spacing between the bridging ligaments along the delamination axis can stabilise 
the delamination resistance properties and promote a more stable mode of crack 
propagation. 
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Figure 6.7 Delamination resistance curves for 3D woven composites containing different 
z-binder yarn pitch along the delamination axis 
6.4.3 Examination of the failed DCB specimens 
The three main interlaminar toughening mechanisms observed during fracture testing 
were: 
• splitting of the warp yarns causing in-plane warp fibre bridging, 
• crack branching (usually around a transverse weft yarn), and 
• z-binder failure. 
Z-binder failure and warp yarn splitting is evident in the photograph of a failed 3D 
woven specimen, shown in figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8 3D woven DCB specimen containing ruptured z-binder yarns and 
intralaminar splitting of the warp yarns 
In-plane fibre bridging due to warp yarn splitting was observed to a large extent in the 
specimens without z-binders. This toughening mechanism is often observed in 
unidirectional laminates (without through-thickness reinforcement) and is attributed to 
‘nesting’ in which the fibres in another layer migrate to the delamination plane during 
consolidation of the composite [27]. In-plane fibre bridging has been also been 
observed in symmetric 0/90 laminates [28]. In that study fibre bridging was attributed 
to preferential cracking within the 0 degree plies because the fracture toughness 
within these layers was less than the resin-dominated interlaminar fracture toughness. 
The in-plane fibre bridging observed in the 0% z-binder specimens is attributed to a 
similar mechanism because dry spots were observed within the warp yarns, and these 
would facilitate warp yarn splitting. The amount of in-plane fibre bridging observed in 
the 3D woven composites containing z-binder yarns was noticeably less, and this is 
attributed to suppression of delamination by the z-binder yarn. 
Crack branching in a 3D woven composite is shown in figure 6.9. Crack branching 
has also been observed in tape laminates containing off-axis plies and 2D woven 
composites [29-31]. It is explained as deflection of the crack tip by a material 
inhomogeneity, for example, an off-axis fibre that has migrated into the propagation 
plane during consolidation of the composite [31]. As the crack deflects from the 
delamination axis, local mode II stress conditions are generated at the crack tip. Since 
mode II delamination resistance is known to be greater in composites than mode I 
resistance, crack branching raises the instantaneous delamination resistance of the 
warp yarn splitting 
ruptured z-binders 
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material. This usually raises the interlaminar fracture toughness, although La 
Saponara and Kardomateas found that when the crack branching angle exceeds a 
critical value the growth rate can actually increase [32]. For a glass/epoxy [0/90]s 
laminate the measured critical angle was ~40º. The critical angle has not been 
measured for glass/vinyl ester composites however it is expected that the angle will be 
very similar. The example of crack branching shown in figure 6.11 clearly illustrates 
that branching angles can exceed 40º and it is proposed that crack branching may have 
promoted unstable crack propagation that caused the delamination resistance values to 
oscillate. In a previous study of 3D woven composites crack branching was mainly 
attributed to the z-binder [8] however in this research the crack more commonly 
branched over and under a weft yarn. Furthermore, crack branching was observed in 
the composite without z-binders. It is concluded that crack branching was generated 
when the delamination crack tip impinged upon a weft yarn that had ‘nested’ into the 
delamination plane. It is proposed that unstable crack propagation due to high crack 
deflection angles could be avoided by reducing the weft yarn thickness or tex. 
 
Figure 6.9 3D woven composite interlaminar fracture test specimen, with crack 
branching
crack branching angle 
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6.4.4 Fracture toughness values 
The average propagation values for GIc for the composites are plotted in figure 6.10, 
with error bars of ± 1 standard deviation. With the exception of the composite without 
z-binders, figure 6.4 shows a general trend of increasing mode I interlaminar fracture 
toughness with increasing z-binder content. There is also an appreciable increase to 
the data scatter, and this agrees with the observation by Tanzawa et al although in 
their study only two z-binder contents were tested [16]. As mentioned, the primary 
toughening mechanism for the zero z-binder composite was in-plane fibre bridging. 
At very low z-binder contents the toughening effect of the z-binder yarn is insufficient 
to compensate for the suppression of the in-plane fibre bridging mechanism, and 
therefore GIc values are similar. 
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Figure 6.10 Average propagation values of delamination resistance, GIc, for the 2D and 
3D composites. The average crack initiation value for all composites, GIi, is shown as a solid 
line, with dashed lines representing ± one standard deviation. 
Two methods for controlling the z-binder content were described in section 6.2. These 
were increasing the z-binder yarn thickness and decreasing the spacing between the 
vertical legs of the z-binder. These two methods were compared by examining the 
improvement to GIc values with respect to the control composite without z-binders.  
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The improvement ratio was calculated for every type of 3D woven composite and this 
ratio was then normalised to the amount of reinforcement. The results are presented in 
table 6.2 and it is seen that the 3D woven composite containing 0.4% z-binder 
demonstrated the greatest normalised improvement to GIc. This composite contained 
z-binder yarns with decreased spacing between the vertical legs. This method of 
increasing the z-binder content was therefore a more efficient method for improving 
fracture toughness than increasing the yarn thickness. Parametric studies on stitched 
laminated conducted by Jain and Mai [6] and Grassi and Zhang [20] similarly 
revealed that it is preferable to increase the amount of z-reinforcement by reducing the 
stitch diameter and increasing the stitch density, meaning the number of stitches per 
unit area, rather than increasing stitch size or tex. An experimental investigation into 
the effect of decreasing the row spacing of z-pins also found that closely spaced z-
pins promoted a more stable bridging zone which allowed modelling of the zone using 
a continuous bridging function [33]. 
Table 6.2 Improvement to fracture toughness for 3D woven composites containing 
different amounts of z-binder yarn 
z-binder content, % Fracture toughness ratio, GIc3D/GIc2D 
Normalised ratio 
0.3 0.82 N/A 
0.4 1.16 2.9 
0.5 1.32 2.6 
1.1 1.54 1.4 
The theoretical model developed by Jain and Mai computes the influence of various 
stitch parameters on the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of a composite 
reinforced with through-thickness stitches [6]. Two variations to the model exist: 
independent stitches with the outer loops removed and interconnected stitches. The 
main difference between the models is that the embedded ends of the independent 
stitches are restrained only by the resin matrix, and can therefore slip during 
stretching and pullout of the stitch. On the other hand, the interconnected stitch is 
restrained from slipping by the continuous thread which anchors the thread at the 
outer surface of the composite. Due to the continuous nature of the z-binder yarns it is 
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expected that the toughening mechanism within 3D woven composite will be similar 
to the interconnected stitch behaviour.  
The z-binders provide toughening under mode I loading through the following 
mechanisms: (i) elastic stretching of the z-binder, (ii) frictional resistance to z-binder 
pullout and (iii) tensile rupture of the z-binder. The effective, or slip zone, length of 
the z-binder yarn is defined as the load-bearing portion of the yarn. The local crack 
opening displacement and the tensile force distribution along the z-binder leg as 
functions of the slip zone length. As the force at the loading end of the yarn increases, 
the slip zone length increases to a maximum at the embedded end of the yarn, and the 
local crack opening displacement increases. When the load at the embedded end 
reaches the ultimate tensile strength of the yarn, then tensile failure occurs. 
According to this model the following material properties influence the delamination 
resistance: (i) z-binder density (areal distribution of the z-binder legs) (ii) z-binder 
yarn diameter and (iii) fibre/matrix interfacial shear strength of the z-binder. A 
parametric study of GIc for various input values found that increasing the stitch 
density and tensile strength was more effective than increasing the stitch diameter. It 
was also found that increasing the fibre/matrix interfacial shear strength was limited 
by the fibre strength, as very high interfacial shear strength promoted early fibre 
failure. The mode I delamination behaviour of 3D woven composites conforms to the 
model for interconnected stitches by Jain and Mai (1994). There was no evidence of 
z-binder failure or pull-out at the specimen surface, and fracture of the z-binder yarns 
was constrained to the delamination plane. 
Figure 6.11 compares the GIc values for a variety of z-reinforced composites [2, 8, 10, 
15, 16]. An additional 2D woven glass/vinyl ester composite with similar in-plane 
fibre content was tested, and the GIc value has been included in the graph as a bench-
mark. The z-reinforcement content is expressed as a percentage of total fibre content 
of the composite. All 3D woven composites contained orthogonal z-binder 
architectures and in all stitched composites the stitch direction was aligned to the 
loading axis. The graph shows that the GIc results for the 3D woven composites 
studied in this PhD project are consistent with the general trend for other 3D woven 
composites, and that 3D weaving provides comparable toughening to stitching and z-
pinning. 
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Figure 6.11 Fracture toughness values for z-reinforced composites 
6.5 CONCLUSION 
The study found that z-binders imparted significant improvements to the mode I 
fracture toughness of the 3D woven composite, although the composite without z-
binders demonstrated a higher than expected GIc value due to large amounts of in-
plane (warp) fibre bridging. Crack branching was observed in the presence and 
absence of z-binders, and it is concluded that this toughening process is not affected 
by the presence of the z-binder yarn. The crack was observed to branch over and 
under weft yarns that were partially located within the plane of delamination. 
Deflection angles of the crack branches typically exceeded 45°. It is suggested that 
decreasing the size of the weft yarns will prevent the crack deflection angles from 
exceeding the critical angle for unstable crack growth. 
The presence of the z-binder yarn suppressed delamination by reducing the crack 
driving force. There was no sign of z-binder debonding or failure at the outer surfaces 
of the specimens, and the length of exposed z-binder at the delamination fracture 
surface was in the order of one millimetre. It is concluded that z-fibre rupture, rather 
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than extensive fibre pullout, was the dominant toughening mechanism in the 3D 
woven composites. 
Increasing the tex of the z-binder yarn was found to increase the delamination 
toughness but it also promotes unstable crack growth. This was attributed to the large 
oscillations in delamination resistance as discrete z-binders failed within the bridging 
zone. Decreasing the z-binder wavelength was a more effective way to improve the 
average GIc value whilst promoting a more stable bridging zone. The observations for 
3D woven composites were found to conform to the trends predicted by the Jain and 
Mai model for interconnected stitching, and this model should be further examined for 
application to 3D woven composites.  
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CHAPTER 7 TENSILE FATIGUE PROPERTIES OF 3D 
WOVEN COMPOSITES 
7.1 ABSTRACT 
The tensile fatigue life and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites are 
investigated.  3D woven fibreglass composites with different amounts of through-
thickness reinforcement were fatigue tested under cyclic tension-tension loading. The 
initiation and accumulation of fatigue-induced damage was monitored over the life via 
changes to the elastic modulus of the composites. The fatigue properties of the 3D 
woven composites are compared to a 2D woven laminate containing a similar volume 
content of load-bearing fibres. The tensile fatigue performance of the 3D woven 
composites are inferior to the 2D woven laminate, and the degradation to fatigue life 
is influenced by the z-binder content. It is shown that the fatigue endurance of 3D 
woven composites is inferior to the 2D woven laminate with a similar amount of load-
bearing fibres. This is a concern because it reveals that a relatively modest amount of 
through-thickness reinforcement can degrade tensile fatigue life. 
7.2 PUBLICATIONS 
The results presented in this chapter have been reported in the following peer-
reviewed publications: 
− Rudov-Clark, S., A. P. Mouritz. Tensile fatigue properties of 3D woven 
composites. International Conference on Composite Materials (ICCM-14), 2003. 
San Diego: Society of Manufacturing Engineers. 
− Mouritz, A. P. A Simple Fatigue Life Model for Three-dimensional Fibre-Polymer 
Composites. Journal of Composite Materials, 2005, 40(5) p. 455-469.
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7.3 INTRODUCTION 
3D woven fibre-polymer composites have potential structural applications in aircraft, 
ships, civil infrastructure and armour protection where fatigue due to cyclic stress 
loading is important [1]. The behaviour of 3D woven composites under compression-
compression and bending fatigue loading has been investigated [2, 3]. It was 
established that crimping of load-bearing fibres by the z-binder yarns promoted early 
failure by kinking under cyclic compression loading. In contrast, the z-binder yarn 
extended the fatigue life under flexural fatigue loading by resisting delamination. 
However, research on the effect of z-binder yarns on the tensile fatigue performance 
is limited. Recent investigations into the fatigue of 3D woven glass/vinyl ester 
composites found that the high void content which is a problem inherent to the 
manufacture of 3D woven composites significantly reduced the fatigue life at low 
values of peak fatigue load [4]. 
The effect of the z-binder architecture on the tensile fatigue performance of 3D woven 
composites is, as yet, unknown. Tensile fatigue studies performed on other types of 
3D composites, namely stitched and z-pinned laminates, have found a large reduction 
to the fatigue life due to the through-thickness reinforcement [5-7]. It is essential that 
the tensile fatigue performance of 3D woven composites be characterised because of 
their potential applications in structures subjected to cyclic tensile loading. This 
chapter presents research into the tensile fatigue endurance and failure mechanisms of 
3D woven composites. The effect of increasing z-binder content on the fatigue life, 
damage mechanisms and failure mode of a 3D woven composite is examined. 
7.4 RESEARCH METHOD 
The 3D woven composite materials described in Chapter 4 are used in this 
investigation. In addition a 2D laminate containing plain woven glass fabric was 
tested. This laminate was fabricated using identical vacuum-assisted resin transfer 
moulding (VARTM) and curing processes as the 3D woven composites. The 2D 
woven laminate was designed to contain a similar volume fraction of load-bearing 
warp yarns to the 3D woven composites so the tensile properties can be directly 
compared. The volume fractions of the warp, weft and z-binder yarns are compared in 
table 7.1. It is seen that the warp volume fractions vary by less than 2%. Due to 
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variations in 2D and 3D fibre architecture, the weft volume fractions differ 
significantly, however their influence on the longitudinal mechanical properties was 
assessed in Chapter 5 and found to be negligible. 
Table 7.1 Fibre volume fractions for 2D and 3D woven composites 
z-binder content, % Warp Vf Weft Vf Binder Vf Total Fibre Vf 
2D woven 0.196 0.196 0 0.392 
0 0.266 0.304 0 0.570 
0.3 0.213 0.308 0.003 0.524 
0.4 0.209 0.326 0.004 0.539 
0.5 0.209 0.312 0.005 0.527 
1.1 0.211 0.319 0.011 0.541 
 
Static and fatigue tensile tests were performed on the 2D and 3D woven composites 
using rectangular specimens in which the warp yarns were parallel to the length of the 
specimens, aligned to the loading axis. The dimensions are summarised in table 7.2 
and the axes are shown in figure 7.1. 
Table 7.2 Dimensions of tension specimens 
Dimension Measurement, mm 
Length 250 
Gauge length 150 
Length of gripped areas 50 
Width 25 
 
Figure 7.1 Axes representing dimensions of the fatigue test specimens 
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Static tests were performed at using an MTS Model 810 100 kN test rig at a cross-
head displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. Fatigue tests were conducted under constant 
amplitude sinusoidal tension-tension loading. Tests were performed over a range of 
peak fatigue stress levels ranging from 20% to 90% of the static tensile strength of the 
composites. 
Pandita et al. reported that the fatigue life of woven composites can be degraded due 
to hysteresis effects at test frequencies of 5 Hz or higher and that either reducing the 
frequency or increasing the R ratio from 0.1 to 0.5 eliminated the problem [8]. 
Preliminary tests were conducted to determine the effect of varying the R ratio at a 
loading frequency of 5 Hz. The specimens were tested at R ratios of 0.1 and 0.5 and a 
bonded thermocouple was used to monitor specimen heating. The specimen 
temperature is plotted as a function of fatigue life for both R ratios in figure 7.2. It is 
seen that hysteresis heating of up to 16 degrees Celsius was present during the tests 
and the maximum temperature of 38 degrees is not expected to influence material 
properties. 
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Figure 7.2 Hysteresis heating during the fatigue life of 3D woven composites, test 
loading frequency of 5 Hz 
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The specimens were fatigue tested to failure, at which point the number of cycles-to-
failure was recorded. In this work, failure is defined by complete rupture of the 
composite. In some tests the composites did not fail, and in these cases the test was 
stopped after 106 load cycles. Thus fatigue ‘run-out’ was defined as survival of the 
fatigue specimen to 106 cycles, and this was used to define the fatigue limit stress of 
the materials. 
During fatigue testing strain was measured using an MTS 632-12C extensometer with 
a gauge length of 25 mm, using the Test Star II control and data acquisition software. 
It was determined from preliminary tests that the optimal data acquisition frequency 
was 1-2Hz faster than the loading frequency. This ensured that the data files contained 
points from the full range of the load cycle. This data was used to monitor stiffness 
degradation during fatigue life. 
The secant modulus is the value of applied stress divided by strain at a given point in 
the loading cycle. In this research, the secant modulus was used as a measure of 
fatigue degradation of the composite. The secant modulus was calculated for every 
cycle throughout the fatigue life of the specimen. Average values of secant modulus 
were calculated over several consecutive cycles at various stages of the fatigue tests. 
The secant moduli were plotted against fatigue life, and the stiffness degradation of 
the specimens was inferred from these graphs. 
7.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
7.5.1 Fatigue-life curves 
Figure 7.3 shows fatigue life (S-N) curves measured under cyclic tensile loading for 
the 2D and 3D woven composites. Curves for two of the five types of 3D woven 
composites are presented to illustrate that the reduction to fatigue performance 
increases with z-binder yarn content.  
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Both the 2D and 3D woven composites display three distinct regions in their S-N 
curve, and these represent different fatigue damage states [9]: 
• Region (I) occurs at peak stresses between 80–100% of the ultimate tensile 
strength (UTS). This relatively flat portion of the S-N curve indicates that the 
fatigue endurance of the material is not sensitive to the dominant fatigue 
mechanism. 
• Region (II) occurs at peak stresses between 40-80% of the UTS the curve is 
highly linear with gradients in the order of 102 MPa / log(N). 
• Region (III) is the final non-linear portion of the curve. The curve flattens out 
and asymptotes to the fatigue limit stress of the material. 
The gradient to the linear portion of the S-N curve, indicated in figure 7.3 for the 2D 
woven and 0.3% z-binder composites are nearly identical, whereas the 1.1% z-binder 
composite shows a significant increase in slope. This indicates that composites 
containing a higher volume content of z-binder fibre are more sensitive to the 
dominant fatigue mechanism in that peak stress range. 
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Figure 7.3 Fatigue life curves for 2D and 3D woven composites. 
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A comparison of the S-N curves for the 2D and 3D woven composites reveals the 
following:  
• Region (I): At high peak stresses there is little difference in the fatigue 
performance of the 2D and 3D woven composites. 
• Region (II): Both types of composite display high sensitivity to the dominant 
fatigue mechanism. The 3D woven composite containing 1.1% z-binder is the 
most sensitive to damage in this region, with a gradient that is approximately 
twice that of the 2D woven specimen. 
• Region (III): The fatigue lives of the three specimens diverged significantly for 
peak stresses in this region, with differences in fatigue life in the order of 102. The 
fatigue limit for the 2D woven composite is approximately twice that of the 3D 
woven composites. 
Figure 7.4 compares the fatigue life curves for 3D woven composites with different z-
binder content. A linear relationship between z-binder content and reduction to fatigue 
life can not be inferred from these results, however the data are grouped into two 
distinct categories, with lower fatigue lives recorded for z-binder contents of 0.5% 
and 1.1% compared with composites of 0.4% or less z-binder content. 
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Figure 7.4 Fatigue life curves for 3D woven composites containing different 
amounts of z-binder yarn. 
Table 7.3 summarises the key features of the S-N curves for the 2D and 3D woven 
composites. The data shows that the gradient of region (II) does not vary significantly 
with z-binder content with the exception of the composite containing 1.1% z-binder. 
This indicates that 3D woven composites containing less than 1.1% z-binder are not 
highly sensitive to the dominant damage state in region (II). Z-binder contents as low 
as 0.3% can reduce the fatigue limit by as much as 25% and the fatigue limit 
continues to reduce with increasing z-binder content. 
Table 7.3 Fatigue characteristics for 3D woven composites containing varying amounts 
of z-binder fibres. 
Z-binder content, % Gradient of linear region, MPa/log(N) Fatigue limit, MPa 
2D laminate -66 130 
0.3 -62 98 
0.4 -66 71 
0.5 -75 60 
1.1 -129 N/A 
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The fatigue life ratios of the 3D composites compared to the 2D laminate are plotted 
as a function of peak stress in figure 7.4. The results clearly indicate more severe 
fatigue life deterioration at low peak stress values, and this effect was magnified for 
the composites containing 0.5% and 1.1% z-binder fibres. This observation is similar 
to the observations of Shah Khan and Mouritz for stitched laminates [5]. It is known 
that at low peak stresses the dominant fatigue mechanism is crack growth in the resin 
matrix [4] and it is suggested this damage state that causes the reduction to fatigue 
limit and fatigue endurance in 3D woven composites. 
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Figure 7.4 Fatigue life ratios for 3D woven composites vs. peak fatigue stress 
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7.5.2 Stiffness degradation 
The stiffness degradation curves are compared for 2D and 3D woven specimens tested 
at a peak fatigue stress of 40% of their ultimate tensile strength in figure 7.5. In figure 
7.6 the same two composites are compared for a peak fatigue stress of 70% UTS. The 
two peak stress levels represent different regions in the S-N curves. The 40% UTS 
load represents resin dominated fatigue mechanisms and 70% UTS represents fibre 
dominated fatigue.  
At both peak stress levels, the 2D woven composite displays the three classical phases 
of fatigue degradation that have been observed for laminates containing off-axis plies 
[10, 11]: 
(i) Initial degradation due to transverse matrix cracking, represented by a non-linear 
portion of the curve in the first 5% of fatigue life. 
(ii) Steady-state degradation, known to be due to crack coupling, axial matrix 
cracking and delamination, represented by the flat portion of the curve 
(iii)Final damage development due to fibre failure which occurred catastrophically 
over a relatively small number of cycles. The secant modulus of the material at the 
onset of stage (III) is defined as the critical fatigue modulus, Efc, and this 
parameter is used as an indicator of imminent fatigue failure [11]. 
The 3D woven composite subject to 40% UTS loading also displays a three-stage 
degradation process: 
(i) Initial degradation, represented by a non-linear portion of the curve in the first 
10% of fatigue life.  
(ii) Linear degradation at a reduced rate. 
(iii)Final damage development, signified by the transition to a non-linear curve with 
increasing gradient at around 60% of fatigue life 
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Comparing the two composites, it is noted that stage (i) damage accumulation occurs 
over a larger number of cycles for the 2D woven composite. Although stage (i) 
represents only around 5% of the total fatigue life of the 2D woven composite, this 
translates to 50,000 cycles. On the other hand, stage (i) lasted for only 600 cycles in 
the 3D woven composite, and it is concluded that transverse matrix cracking occurs 
faster in the 3D woven composite. In stage (ii) the rate of stiffness degradation 
declines for both types of composite. However, the slope of the curve for the 3D 
woven composite does not ‘flatten’ as much as the 2D curve. Further, the 3D curve 
does not remain linear but appears to deflect at around 60% of fatigue life. This 
suggests that stage (iii) damage such as fibre failure has initiated much earlier in the 
3D woven composite than in the 2D woven composite. 
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Figure 7.5 Fatigue degradation curves for 2D and 3D woven composites at a peak stress 
of 40% UTS. 
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In figure 7.6 the stiffness degradation curves are compared for 2D and 3D woven 
composite loaded to a peak fatigue stress of 70% UTS, and it is seen that both 
materials demonstrate similar reductions to stiffness in stages (i) and (ii) of fatigue 
life. Stage (iii) of fatigue of the 2D woven composite commences at around 80% of 
the total fatigue life and is characterised by two discrete reductions to stiffness, each 
of approximately 0.4 GPa. The estimated contribution of a warp yarn to the stiffness 
of the pristine composite is 0.5 GPa. Allowing for the shear lag effect, it reasonable to 
hypothesise that the reductions to stiffness represent the failure of two individual tows 
within the composite. Stage (iii) damage develops over a relatively small number of 
cycles for the 3D woven composite, indicating catastrophic failure of the composite. 
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Figure 7.6 Fatigue degradation curves for 2D and 3D woven composites at a peak stress 
of 70% UTS. 
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At both load levels, the 3D woven composite demonstrated a steeper damage 
accumulation curve during phase (ii) however the difference was more pronounced in 
the resin-dominated loading regime. The source of increased resin degradation could 
be stress-concentrations due either to fibre architecture or defects in the resin. These 
possibilities are further explored in section 7.5.3 in which the damaged specimens are 
examined. 
7.5.3 Microscopic Evaluation of Fatigue 
2D and 3D woven specimens were preloaded to 10%, 50% and 90% of their fatigue 
life at a peak stress of 70% UTS and then polished sections of their microstructure 
were examined using a scanning electron microscope. Damage accumulation was 
observed and identified for each stage of fatigue life, and is described below in 
chronological order. A similar study was conducted on 3D woven carbon/epoxy 
composites with a layer-interlock fibre architecture [12]. In that study the load was 
applied parallel to the weft yarns and a large proportion of these yarns interlaced the 
warp yarns to provide 3D reinforcement. The observations made in that study are 
compared with the behaviour of the orthogonal woven glass/vinyl ester composites 
containing significantly lower proportions of interlacing yarns. To facilitate 
comparison, the yarns are referred to as either transverse or parallel to the loading 
direction and the z-binder is referred to as the interlacing yarn. In both cases the 
interlacing yarns were parallel to the loading direction. 
In phase (i) of the fatigue life, z-oriented transverse matrix cracks were found in the 
2D woven composite specimens. These cracks were located in the neat resin between 
the transverse yarns as shown in figure 7.7. Transverse cracks were observed in the 
3D woven composite, however they were not as numerous as the 2D woven 
composites. These cracks were observed at the cross-over points between the 
transverse and interlacing yarns where larger pre-existing defects, mainly voids, 
appear to have acted as crack initiators; these are shown in figure 7.8. Tsai et al 
observed similar damage in the 3D layer-interlock composites during phase (i) of 
fatigue life. The crack initiation was attributed to local bending of the interlacing 
yarns, which generated high tensile stresses at the interlacing yarn/transverse yarn 
cross-over points [12].  
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Unlike the orthogonal 3D woven composite, these crack initiation sites were 
concentrated within the neat resin at the surface of the specimens, over the interlacing 
yarn/transverse yarn crossover points as illustrated in figure 7.9.  
 
Figure 7.7 Phase (i) damage in a 2D woven composite showing z-oriented transverse 
cracks in the resin-rich regions.  
 
Figure 7.8 Phase (i) damage in a 3D woven composite showing z-oriented transverse 
cracks near a void at the z-binder yarn. 
 
Figure 7.9 Schematic of phase (i) damage observed in a 3D woven layer-interlock 
composite. After [13]. 
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In phase (ii), the transverse cracks in the 2D woven composites extended into the weft 
yarns, weaving around individual fibres within the yarns as shown in figure 7.10. No 
new damage was observed in the orthogonal 3D woven specimens during this phase 
and insufficient transverse cracks were observed to measure the growth of existing 
cracks. During phase (ii) the transverse cracks in the layer interlock 3D woven 
composites extended into the transverse yarns located near the surface of the 
composite as shown in figure 7.11. At a later stage in phase (ii), Tsai observed that 
transverse cracks initiated and grew within the interior transverse yarns [12]. 
 
Figure 7.10 Phase (ii) damage in a 2D woven composite showing extension of transverse 
cracks into the weft yarn. 
 
Figure 7.11 Schematic of phase (ii) damage observed in a 3D woven layer-interlock 
composite. After [12]. 
In phase (iii) of fatigue life the transverse cracks observed in 2D woven composites 
were found to have completely traversed the transverse yarns. An example of this is 
shown in figure 7.12. Failed parallel fibres were differentiated from intact fibres in 
photographs taken parallel to the fibres using a technique described by Tsai et al. [12]. 
In figure 7.13 the ends of the intact fibres are embedded in the resin matrix and have 
two sharp ends whereas the fracture fibres have one sharp end embedded in the resin 
Z 
X 
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and one so-called ‘straight-cut’ end where the fractured fibre has been pulled out of 
the resin matrix. In phase (iii) additional cracks were found in the resin matrix 
between the parallel yarns and at the fibre/resin interface of the parallel yarns. The 
cracks were oriented at approximately 45 degrees to the parallel axis and appeared to 
bridge the gap between the delaminated warp yarns as shown in figure 7.14. Therefore 
warp yarn delamination and warp fibre fracture were the main damage features of the 
2D woven composite in phase (iii). In phase (iii) shear and warp delamination cracks 
were observed by Tsai et al in the 3D layer-interlock composites.  Unlike the 2D 
woven composite, these shear cracks closely follow the path of the interlacing yarn, as 
shown in figure 7.15. A similar pattern was observed in the orthogonal 3D woven 
composite. In figure 7.16 fractured warp yarns are outlined by elliptical shapes and 
the shear yielding of the resin matrix is outlined by rectangular shapes. Although the 
shear cracks have not been exposed by polishing, it is reasonable to assume that these 
are behind the shear yielding observed in the resin.  
 
Figure 7.12 Phase (iii) damage in a 2D woven composite showing transverse cracks 
across the entire weft yarn cross-section. 
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Figure 7.13 Phase (iii) damage in a 2D woven composite showing broken and intact warp 
fibres. 
 
Figure 7.14 Phase (iii) damage in a 2D woven composite showing resin cracks and warp 
yarn delaminations. 
 
Figure 7.15 Phase (iii) damage in a 3D woven layer-interlock composite with z-binder 
induced cracks outlined. After [12]. 
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Figure 7.16 Phase (iii) damage in a 3D woven composite showing fractured warp fibres 
(circular outline) and shear yielding in the resin.(rectangular outline) 
In 2D woven composites one layer of parallel yarns interlaces one layer of transverse 
yarns. Hence the angles between the yarns and the in-plane axes are relatively 
shallow; usually less than ten degrees. By contrast, the z-binder yarns in a 3D layer-
interlock composite interlace more than one layer of transverse yarns, and in the 3D 
orthogonal woven composite they traverse the entire thickness of the laminate. 
Therefore in 3D woven composites the angles between the vertical legs of the 
interlacing yarns and the x- axis are between 45 to 90 degrees. The shear cracks 
present around the interlacing yarn were oriented to the angle of the z-binder legs in 
both types of 3D woven composite, providing further evidence that the z-binder yarns 
act as crack initiation sites and coupling agents in 3D woven composites. 
The microscopic observation of damage in the 2D and 3D woven composites 
confirms that transverse crack initiation is the dominant fatigue mechanism in stage 
(i) of fatigue life for both 2D and 3D woven composites. In phase (ii) the dominant 
fatigue mechanism in the 2D woven composites is the growth of transverse cracks 
leading to warp yarn delamination and fibre failure in phase (iii). The fatigue 
behaviour of 3D woven composites differed significantly from the 2D woven 
composites in stage (ii) of fatigue life. The transverse cracks in the 3D woven 
composites were not aligned to the z-axis, but were oriented between 45 and 90 
degrees to the x-direction. These cracks did not traverse the weft yarns; instead, they 
grew preferentially through the resin rich areas between warp yarns and were then 
z 
x 
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reoriented along the warp yarn/resin interface. It is suggested that the cracks grew 
around the highly misaligned z-binder or interlacing yarns within the composite due 
to the high tensile stresses induced by these yarns.  
It is concluded that the z-binder yarn degraded the fatigue endurance of 3D woven 
composites through two mechanisms. The first is the presence of the large pre-
existing cracks around the z-binders which are thought to initiate during the 
manufacturing process. These were found to serve as sites for crack initiation. Further, 
the highly misaligned z-binder yarns induce local bending stresses which promote the 
growth of shear cracks in the neat resin and early debonding of the warp yarns.  
7.6 CONCLUSION 
The 3D woven composites were found to possess inferior fatigue endurance compared 
with the 2D laminate. Fatigue life curves indicated that the reduction to the fatigue life 
of 3D woven composites is more severe for z-binder contents exceeding 0.5% of the 
total fibre content. Fatigue life ratios signified more severe degradation to fatigue 
performance as the peak fatigue stress was reduced. This indicates that fatigue 
properties of 3D woven composites are severely degraded due to resin dominated 
failure mechanisms. Microscopy revealed that the z-binder yarns provided sites for 
crack initiation and also promoted crack coupling and this is thought to induce early 
warp yarn debonding and fibre fracture. 
The reduction to fatigue properties of 3D woven composites could inhibit the use of 
these materials in primary structures where tensile fatigue loads are unavoidable. It is 
suggested that limiting the z-binder content to below 0.5% and improving resin 
infusion of the 3D composites could improve the fatigue properties of these materials. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
A comprehensive review of current and potential applications of 3D woven 
composites found that these materials have the potential to fulfil the dual requirements 
of high delamination resistance and automated manufacturing techniques. These 
materials possess superior in-plane mechanical properties to other 3D reinforced 
textile composites such as knitted and braided composites whilst retaining the benefits 
of integral through-thickness reinforcement and the ability to produce near net-shape 
preforms for structural components. However the effect of 3D weaving on the in-
plane mechanical properties is poorly understood. Published studies comparing 3D 
woven composites to 2D woven and non-woven composites presented conflicting 
results for both in-plane and interlaminar properties. The aim of this PhD project was 
to provide new insights into the in-plane tensile properties, fatigue life and tensile 
delamination resistance of 3D woven composites. A systematic study was designed to 
characterise the microstructural and mechanical properties of 3D woven composites 
containing different amounts of z-binder yarns to 2D woven composites with similar 
warp fibre content. From this study geometric models for the fibre architecture of 3D 
woven composites were evaluated and direct comparisons made between the tensile 
properties of 2D and 3D woven composites. A substantial database of mechanical 
properties was generated for 3D woven composites with 0.3% to 1.1% z-binder 
content and the failure mechanisms were identified and discussed. 
8.2 WEAVING DAMAGE 
A review of the textile and composites industries revealed that specialised 3D 
weaving looms have been developed which could potentially reduce the amount of 
weaving damage and increase production speed. However these technologies are 
utilised by only a handful of niche commercial enterprises. This research focussed on 
the potential for industrial Jacquard weaving looms to produce preforms for advanced 
3D woven composites. The primary objective was to determine the weaving damage 
to the warp and z-binder yarns due to the 3D weaving process using a modified 
industrial Jacquard weaving loom. It was found that 3D weaving degraded the tensile 
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strength of the warp yarns and z-binders by up to 30%, although the stiffness was not 
significantly reduced. The large loss in yarn strength due to weaving is a concern for 
the structural application of 3D woven composites. Design engineers usually assume 
that the fibres are not damaged during weaving, and take the tensile properties to be 
the same as the pristine material. While this is not a major concern when designing for 
stiffness because the Young’s modulus of the yarns is only slightly reduced by 
weaving, it is a greater issue when designing for strength because the yarn strength is 
reduced considerably. 
This research has shown that the most significant form of weaving damage to fibres in 
3D woven composites is the surface damage generated by abrasion between yarns and 
the loom machinery. Coating certain components of the loom machinery with a low-
friction material is recommended to reduce the amount of fibre damage, thus 
improving the tensile strength of the final composite. It is also suggested that 
increasing the thickness (tex) of the warp yarns will reduce the degradation to tensile 
properties during weaving because there will be proportionally fewer surface fibres 
within the yarn that are vulnerable to abrasion damage. Further, the amount of damage 
due to tensioning can therefore be controlled by limiting the number of weft layers in 
the preform. 
The damage to warp yarns during the shedding, weft insertion and beating stages was 
observed through the properties of the yarns after one entire cycle of weaving. The 
damage due to each of these three stages could not be examined separately due to 
difficulty extracting yarn samples of sufficient length for tensile testing, and this 
subject is also addressed in the recommendations for further research.  
In this thesis the fibre damage due to 3D weaving damage was measured, however the 
same has not been done for other types of 3D reinforced composites. There is 
therefore no basis for comparing the severity of the fibre damage due to 3D weaving 
to that caused by other through-thickness reinforcement techniques. It is also 
recommended that the fibre damage generated by 3D weaving using modified 
industrial weaving looms is compared with damage generated by state-of-the-art 3D 
weaving looms.
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8.3 MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION 
The aim of microstructural characterisation of 3D woven composites was to identify 
and measure the architectural parameters that influence the tensile properties of 3D 
woven composites. A further aim was to validate the WiseTex model as an à-priori 
design tool for 3D woven composites. 
Characterisation revealed that warp yarn waviness and crimping was most severe in 
2D woven composites and least severe in the 3D woven specimens containing no z-
binder yarns. The general tendency for 3D woven composites was for all warp 
misalignment parameters to increase with z-binder content until a limiting value 
between 0.5% and 1.1%. The exception to this trend was the 3D woven composite 
with a reduced z-binder wavelength, it was found that decreasing the z-binder 
wavelength reduced the severity of warp yarn crimping.  
The size of the resin rich zones between yarns was found to be greatest for the 2D 
woven composite, however these zones were more widely dispersed than the neat 
resin channels that exist in 3D woven composites. Longitudinal resin rich channels 
exist between the warp yarns due to displacement of the warps by the z-binder. 
Transverse resin rich channels were also formed around the surface weft yarns which 
had been bunched together by the z-binder yarn.  
Voids and dry spots were found within the warp and weft yarns of the 3D woven 
composites, and these were attributed to the 3D fibre architecture which caused local 
variations to the permeability of the 3D preform during resin infusion and flow. Large 
voids were also observed at the inner curved sections of z-binder yarns where they 
interlaced the weft yarns. These defects were attributed to the resin pulling away from 
the z-binder yarn as shrinkage occurred during the cure cycle, and this highlights the 
importance of selecting a resin with good dimensional stability (low shrinkage) during 
cure. 
In collaboration with KU-Leuven the WiseTex model was validated for predicting the 
unit cell dimension and fibre volume fractions of 3D woven composites based on 
measured preform data. It was found that the model was unable to estimate non-ideal 
microstructural variations such as warp yarn waviness, crimping, nesting and weft 
yarn collimation without knowledge of yarn properties such as compressibility and 
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flexural rigidity. These properties vary depending on the material, cross-sectional 
shape of the yarn and the sizing agents, and therefore a large database of yarn 
properties would be required.  
8.4 STATIC TENSILE PROPERTIES 
The tensile properties and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites were 
experimentally investigated under monotonic loading. It was found that the z-binder 
yarn reduced the Young’s modulus by approximately 17%, and this was attributed to 
the increased volume fraction of misaligned fibres with respect to the loading 
direction. The ‘layers’ approach to applying the rule-of-mixtures yielded values closer 
to the measured values of Young’s modulus than the ‘effective medium’ approach 
because the latter underestimated the stiffness of the weft yarns. The theoretical 
stiffness knockdown factor due to warp yarn waviness was found to be less significant 
for glass/vinyl ester composites than for carbon/epoxy composites due to the isotropic 
properties of the glass fibres.  
The TexComp prediction for Young’s modulus was less accurate than the rule-of-
mixtures for 3D woven composites with low z-binder contents, and was not 
conservative. The accuracy of TexComp improved and even exceeded the rule-of-
mixtures predictions at higher z-binder contents. The TexComp model may provide 
more realistic results if the warp yarn waviness and other geometric irregularities are 
modelled, but this relies on an extensive database of yarn properties. This is a 
recommended topic for further investigation.  
The theory that transition to non-linear behaviour in 3D woven composites occurred 
due to plastic warp yarn straightening did not correlate well with the experimental 
trends observed. Another possible reason for the transition to non-linear behaviour 
was examined, namely transverse cracking in the weft yarns. Fractography of pre-
loaded tension specimens confirmed the presence of transverse weft cracking during 
the transition phase of the applied tensile loading.  It was concluded that transverse 
weft cracking, being a resin-dominated mechanism, was promoted by micro-voids and 
reduced fibre-to-resin bond strength that occurred due to the large variations to 
permeability in the 3D woven preform. The 2D woven composites possessed 
significantly higher transition stresses and this was attributed to the superior resin 
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impregnation in these composites. Fractography revealed that the neat resin channels 
between the warp and weft yarns did not act as sites for crack initiation and that 
microcracking was initiated in the weft yarns. 
A second non-linear phase was observed at applied loads of approximately 80% of the 
ultimate tensile stress. Fractography of specimens preloaded to this stress level 
revealed that phase II damage involved a combination of straightening, longitudinal 
splitting and delamination of warp yarns and transverse fracture of weft yarns. In 
contrast to the 3D woven composites the ‘non-interlacing’ composite specimen 
containing zero z-binder content failed by extensive longitudinal delamination of the 
warp yarns. It is concluded that the presence of the z-binder yarn altered the tensile 
failure mode by suppressing the longitudinal delaminations. 
Composites containing less than 0.4% z-binder yarns had superior tensile strength to 
composites with higher z-binder contents. A 20% reduction to tensile strength 
occurred when the z-binder content exceeded 0.4%, however the tensile strength was 
unaffected by further increases to z-binder content. There was no significant 
difference between the tensile strength of the composites containing more than 0.4% 
z-binder yarn and that of the 2D woven composite. Some of the failed 3D woven 
composites contained additional sites of extensive tensile damage and these 
specimens possessed higher ultimate tensile strength. The mechanism by which this 
happens is unclear and is the subject for further research because of its potential to 
improve the ultimate tensile strength of 3D woven composites. 
8.5 TENSILE DELAMINATION 
The mode I (tensile) interlaminar fracture toughness of 3D woven composites was 
experimentally investigated and it was confirmed that the toughness increased with z-
binder content. The interlaminar toughening mechanisms were z-binder crack 
bridging, in-plane fibre bridging, and crack branching due to discontinuities within 
the material. The presence of the z-binder suppressed in-plane fibre bridging, which 
resists delamination through bending and shear, and created a stronger bridging zone 
of vertical fibres loaded in tension. The GIc values were improved by up to threefold 
by increasing the z-binder content. Two approaches to increasing the z-binder content 
were compared: reducing z-binder pitch and increasing the z-binder yarn thickness 
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(tex). Increasing the tex of the z-binders raised the maximum crack driving force but 
promoted unstable crack growth due to the large load drops as each discrete bridging 
yarn failed. In contrast, reducing the z-binder pitch allowed the development of a 
more continuous crack bridging mechanism which resulted in a more stable crack 
growth process. 
8.6 TENSILE FATIGUE 
The 3D woven composites displayed significantly reduced fatigue endurance 
compared with 2D woven composites. At high fatigue loads (> 80% of the tensile 
strength) the performance of the 2D and 3D woven composites were comparable, 
however as the peak fatigue stress was reduced the relative performance of the 3D 
woven composites deteriorated. At low applied stresses, the damage progression was 
resin-dominated and the poor performance of the 3D woven composites was attributed 
to the reduced resin quality that is a result of the 3D fibre architecture. 
The fatigue performance was compared for 3D woven composites containing different 
amounts of z-binder yarn. Increasing the z-binder yarns content did not significantly 
influence the fatigue performance until a value of 1.1% was reached, at which level 
the fatigue life was considerably reduced. Microscopic examination of the fatigue 
specimens revealed that the characteristic damage state of 2D woven composites 
consisted of transverse cracking in the weft layers until around 80% of fatigue life. On 
the other hand, the 3D composites contained resin cracking in the warp layers and 
around the z-binders. It was concluded that the z-binders in the 3D woven composites 
promoted the transition from transverse to longitudinal cracking and this accelerated 
the fatigue degradation in stage (ii) of fatigue life. Improving the fatigue life of 3D 
woven composites is of concern because this research has revealed that these 
materials demonstrate significantly lower fatigue life than cross-ply and 2D woven 
composites. Two aspects that merit further consideration are methods for improving 
the quality of resin impregnation of 3D woven preforms, and a study on the 
mechanism of fatigue crack coupling due to the z-binder yarn. 
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8.7 OVERVIEW OF COMPOSITE PROPERTIES 
Figure 8.1 presents an overview of the in-plane and interlaminar tensile properties of 
the 3D woven composites studied in this thesis. The graph shows that the in-plane 
tensile properties are increasingly degraded by the presence of the z-binder yarn until 
a z-binder content of 0.4% is reached. After this limiting value the reductions to in-
plane properties become less severe. The interlaminar toughening function of the z-
binder yarn improves as the z-binder content increases. The properties of the 
composite containing a reduced z-binder wavelength (0.4% z-binder content) indicate 
that this method of increasing z-binder content is an effective way to increase 
interlaminar fracture toughness without promoting unstable crack growth. This 
architecture also generated less severe warp yarn crimping and therefore shows 
potential for the production of high quality 3D woven composites with good in-plane 
mechanical properties. 
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Figure 8.1 In-plane and interlaminar properties of 3D woven composites vs. z-binder 
content. 
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The fatigue life of the 3D woven composite containing 0.4% z-binder seems 
anomalous however the fatigue life results show only one data point per maximum 
stress level and figure 7.4 shows that the majority of fatigue life data points for this 
composite lie squarely between the results for 3D woven composites containing 0.3% 
and 0.5% z-binder content. A single fatigue load level could not be found to represent 
the fatigue performance of the 3D composites and eliminate data scatter. Therefore, 
despite the anomalous result for the composite containing 0.4% z-binder, a load level 
of 45% UTS was selected because it best represented the majority of 3D woven 
composites. 
Figures 8.2 displays the ultimate tensile strength of different types of composites 
plotted against the load-bearing or 0° fibre content. The results generated in this thesis 
are indicatede by the superimposed ellipse. The results support the notion that glass 
fibre 3D woven composites provide comparable tensile strength to 2D woven and 
0/90 cross-ply laminates. 
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Figure 8.2 Tensile strength of glass fibre composites with various fibre 
architectures. 
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In figure 8.3, a summary of the tensile fatigue life curves for various types of 
composites is presented. The data for cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven composites 
are differentiated by the different shades of grey. It can be seen that cross-ply 0/90 
laminates generally perform better in tensile fatigue loading than do 2D and 3D 
woven composites. At high stress levels the performance of 3D woven composites is 
marginally superior to that of 2D woven composites whereas at low stress levels this 
trend is reversed. The reduction in fatigue life was attributed partly to the presence of 
voids within the 3D woven composites which are known to influence high-cycle 
fatigue performance. The presence of the z-binder yarn was also found to play a 
significant role in reducing the high cycle fatigue life of 3D woven composites. 
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Figure 8.3 Fatigue life curves for cross-ply, 2D woven and 3D woven E-
glass/vinyl-ester composites. 
In figure 8.4 a comparison of different methods of through-thickness reinforcement is 
made, showing that there is negligible difference in the efficacy of the different types 
of interlaminar reinforcement. For mode I interlaminar fracture toughness, 3D woven 
composites can provide equivalent improvements to z-pinning and stitching. 
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Figure 8.4 Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness values for z-reinforced 
composites 
3D woven composites containing small amounts of z-binder (less than or equal to 
1.1%) can provide high delamination resistance without sacrificing static tensile 
strength, however the fatigue life of the composite is significantly reduced. This is a 
concern for aerospace applications due to the cyclic nature of airframe loads. Methods 
for mitigating the fatigue life degradation mechanisms outlined in chapter 7 must be 
further investigated before 3D woven composites can be considered for primary 
aerospace structures. 
8.8 FURTHER RESEARCH 
This research has confirmed that it is feasible to produce 3D woven composites for 
structural application using modified Jacquard weaving technology. A significant 
database of material properties was generated, providing a platform for further 
modelling work. The main concerns regarding 3D woven composites are the low 
applied stress at which transition to inelastic behaviour takes place under static tensile 
loading and the significantly reduced fatigue endurance of these materials. Both of 
these problems are partially attributed to the poor resin impregnation of the 3D woven 
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preforms and the defects that are generated around the z-binder yarn during cure. The 
following areas for further research are therefore recommended. 
(i) Design for permeability of 3D woven composites 
This research would include the generation of an extensive database of yarn flexural 
and frictional properties for input in to the WiseTex model. The capability to develop 
this database exists in only a few research institutions world-wide, including the 
CSIRO Textile and Fibre Technology (TFT) division in Geelong, Australia. It is 
feasible to conduct the yarn characterisation tests at the CSIRO research facility using 
a modified version of the SiroFAST testing technique. In collaboration with KU 
Leuven, the FlowTex model for resin permeability would then be employed to 
investigate the influence of 3D fibre architecture and yarn properties on the quality of 
resin impregnation in 3D woven composites. 3D preform designs yielding the best 
theoretical results would then be fabricated and consolidated using VARTM. The 
resin quality of the composites would be characterised using scanning electron 
microscopy and measurement of void content. Static and fatigue tensile tests would 
then be conducted to examine the influence of resin quality on the transition to 
inelastic behaviour under static tensile loading, and high-cycle fatigue life.  
(ii) Methods for reducing 3D weaving damage  
The aim of this research is to apply the following recommended techniques for 
reducing the 3D weaving damage to the in-plane and z-binder yarns: redesign of 
heddle eyelets, application of low friction coatings and increasing the yarn thickness. 
The research would comprise three main stages: application of the above mentioned 
techniques, a suite of experimental tests to assess the reduction to weaving damage 
(via improvements to tensile strength of the yarns) and additional tensile tests of yarns 
extracted from other woven and non-woven 3D reinforced composites to compare the 
amount of fibre generated in each material. 
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Source Type Details material UTS fibre, Vf Vfwarp Vfz UTS, MVfUTSf
Yan99 3D woven
Yan99 2D woven
Wang06 2D woven Glass/Epo 2400 0.58 0.3248 0 484 779.52
Wang06 3D wo Orthogonal Glass/Epo 2400 0.53 0.26 0.04 399 624
Tang03 2D wo 8HS Carbon/B 4900 0.51 0.255 0 528 1249.5
Tang03 2D wo Twill Carbon/B 4900 0.51 0.255 0 500 1249.5
Tang03 2D wo 5HS Carbon/B 4900 0.51 0.255 0 493 1249.5
Tang03 2D wo 4HS Carbon/B 4900 0.51 0.255 0 437 1249.5
Tang03 2D wo plain Carbon/B 4900 0.51 0.255 0 391 1249.5
Shivakumar 2D wo Unbalance Glass/Vinyl 2400 0.587 0.34633 0 513 831.192
Pandita01 2D wo Plain weav Glass/Epo 2400 0.5 0.25 0 410 600
Okabe04 0/90 [0/90/90/0] Glass/Epo 2400 0.5 0.25 0 421 600
Okabe04 0/90 [0/90/90/90/90/0] 2400 0.5 0.16667 0 295 400
Okabe04 0/90 [0/90/90/90/90/90/90/0] 2400 0.5 0.125 0 222 300
Leong00 3D wo Orthogonal Carbon/Ep 4900 0.287 624 1406.3
Leong00 3D wo Orthogonal Carbon/Ep 4900 0.287 478 1406.3
Kumagai05 2D wo Plain Glass/Epo 2400 0.47 0.27 0 304 648
Kawai06 0/90 [0/903]s Carbon/ep 4900 0.64 0.32 0 1432 1568
Gu06 2D wo Plain Glass/poly 2400 0.343 0.1713 0 220 411.12
Ding95 2D woven Carbon/Ep 4900 0.52 0 465 0
Ding95 3D wo Orthogonal Carbon/Ep 4900 0.52 0.18 355 0
Cox95 3D wo Orthogonal Carbon/Ep 4900 0.619 0.36273 0.05 1070 1777.397
Cox95 3D wo Layer interl Carbon/Ep 4900 0.62 0.36394 0.05 980 1783.306
Cox95 3D wo Angle interl Carbon/Ep 4900 0.613 0.35002 0.06 840 1715.113
Cox95 3D wo Orthogonal interlock (l- 4900 0.483 0.18692 0.04 390 915.9129
Cox95 3D wo Angle interl Carbon/Ep 4900 0.466 0.17755 0.05 350 869.9754
Cox95 3D wo Layer interl Carbon/Ep 4900 0.35 0.13475 0.07 300 660.275
Callus99 3D wo Orthogonal Glass/Vinyl 2400 0.6 0.318 0.01 453 763.2
Callus99 3D wo Layer interl Glass/Vinyl 2400 0.6 0.294 0.01 428 705.6
Callus99 3D wo Offset laye Glass/Vinyl 2400 0.6 0.251 0.09 384 602.4
Brandt92 3D wo Orthogonal Carbon/Ep 4900 0.532 0.249 0.03 674 1220.1
Bannister95 3D wo Orthogonal Glass/Epo 2400 0.545 0.26051 0.01 550 625.224
Bannister95 3D wo Layer interl Glass/Epo 2400 0.562 0.35237 0.01 401 845.6976
Guess85 2D wo Basket we Kevlar/Epox 3400 0.5 0.25 0 436 850
Guenon87 3D wo Orthogonal Carbon/ep 4900 0.49 0.23103 0.01 302 1132.027
Guenon87 2D wo plain Carbon/ep 4900 0.52 0.25037 0 326 1226.815
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Properties after various stages of weaving
Tex 300
State Dry
Treatment As received
GL 100
N 86
Strength, Mpa E, Gpa
Mean 1195.0 26.2
Stand Dev 121.6 0.8
COUNT Cum Prob Spec Max Load Strength (MDisp (mm)Stiffness ( E, Gpa Elongation
1 1.162791 P30001 122.64 1042.44 6.288 21.527 24.3219 6.622
2 2.325581 P30002 122.352 1039.992 6.392 20.941 24.90203 6.695
3 3.488372 P30003 116.442 989.757 6.371 20.336 24.9288 6.607
4 4.651163 P30004 135.755 1153.918 7.343 21.492 24.939 7.49
5 5.813953 P30005 113.85 967.725 5.93 20.57 25.02698 6.097
6 6.976744 P30006 125.09 1063.265 5.992 21.127 25.06778 6.305
7 8.139535 P30007 136.475 1160.038 6.921 21.582 25.07543 7.072
8 9.302326 P30008 127.829 1086.547 6.603 21.696 25.16595 6.598
9 10.46512 P30009 105.491 896.674 5.422 21.151 25.20293 5.336
10 11.62791 P30010 116.155 987.318 5.992 21.206 25.26668 6.032
11 12.7907 P30011 108.516 922.386 5.569 20.703 25.29473 5.773
12 13.95349 P30012 122.641 1042.449 6.414 21.043 25.33425 6.271
13 15.11628 P30013 128.116 1088.986 6.858 20.758 25.37123 6.746
14 16.27907 P30014 142.239 1209.032 7.933 20.486 25.38525 7.851
15 17.44186 P30015 127.107 1080.410 6.71 21.38 25.40438 6.655
16 18.60465 P30016 133.449 1134.317 7.09 20.758 25.40565 7.034
17 19.76744 P30017 132.873 1129.421 7.807 20.531 25.40565 7.751
18 20.93023 P30018 143.97 1223.745 7.764 20.426 25.5153 7.75
19 22.09302 P30019 123.218 1047.353 6.392 20.927 25.52295 6.271
20 23.25581 P30020 124.081 1054.689 6.309 21.207 25.52423 6.293
21 24.4186 P30021 127.54 1084.090 6.688 20.082 25.5408 6.633
22 25.5814 P30022 123.361 1048.569 6.52 20.592 25.60073 6.908
23 26.74419 P30023 128.405 1091.443 6.942 20.481 25.60455 6.854
24 27.90698 P30024 123.361 1048.569 6.246 20.032 25.64025 6.221
25 29.06977 P30025 130.854 1112.259 6.879 20.42 25.64535 6.986
26 30.23256 P30026 141.231 1200.464 7.766 20.428 25.64663 7.68
27 31.39535 P30027 144.681 1229.789 7.659 20.586 25.7346 7.635
28 32.55814 P30028 131.287 1115.940 7.279 20.377 25.75245 7.331
29 33.72093 P30029 144.114 1224.969 7.891 20.317 25.7601 7.791
30 34.88372 P30030 148.868 1265.378 8.611 19.925 25.8315 8.527
31 36.04651 P30031 136.188 1157.598 7.512 19.87 25.8366 7.352
32 37.2093 P30032 138.929 1180.897 7.407 20.54 25.85955 7.372
33 38.37209 P30033 146.996 1249.466 7.744 20.868 25.8723 7.729
34 39.53488 P30034 131.863 1120.836 6.605 20.423 25.89143 6.745
35 40.69767 P30035 133.016 1130.636 6.92 20.264 25.9029 6.994
36 41.86047 PN30001- 125.378 1065.713 6.237 20.800 25.904 6.479
37 43.02326 PN30001- 138.637 1178.415 7.658 20.114 25.928 7.847
38 44.18605 PN30002 127.396 1082.866 6.836 19.817 25.981 7.089
39 45.34884 PN30003 135.755 1153.918 7.110 20.079 26.004 7.281
40 46.51163 PN30004 128.405 1091.443 6.921 19.926 26.036 7.170
41 47.67442 PN30005 131.287 1115.940 7.215 20.282 26.039 7.436
42 48.83721 PN30006 143.827 1222.530 7.385 19.667 26.043 7.587
43 50 PN30007 153.192 1302.132 8.102 20.204 26.046 8.281
44 51.16279 PN30008 136.621 1161.279 7.195 20.012 26.113 7.415
45 52.32558 PN30009 145.843 1239.666 7.765 20.198 26.116 7.958
1
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46 53.48837 PN30010 145.556 1237.226 7.807 19.910 26.120 7.963
47 54.65116 PN30011 151.463 1287.436 8.228 20.483 26.176 8.442
48 55.81395 PN30012 145.123 1233.546 7.385 20.018 26.177 7.640
49 56.97674 PN30013 155.498 1321.733 8.038 20.942 26.177 8.187
50 58.13953 PN30014 154.778 1315.613 8.165 20.307 26.189 8.276
51 59.30233 PN30015 150.023 1275.196 7.786 20.316 26.227 7.931
52 60.46512 PN30016 153.914 1308.269 8.080 19.552 26.247 8.288
53 61.62791 PN30017 146.419 1244.562 7.702 19.738 26.255 7.846
54 62.7907 PN30018 156.507 1330.310 8.270 19.629 26.264 8.382
55 63.95349 PN30019 152.183 1293.556 7.807 19.839 26.363 7.928
56 65.11628 PN30020 155.787 1324.190 8.081 19.560 26.396 8.295
57 66.27907 PN30021- 161.984 1376.864 8.735 19.767 26.436 8.870
58 67.44186 PN30021- 165.872 1409.912 8.481 20.019 26.466 8.656
59 68.60465 PN30022 138.350 1175.975 7.427 19.661 26.466 7.542
60 69.76744 PN30023 156.507 1330.310 8.483 19.076 26.520 8.650
61 70.93023 PN30024 155.498 1321.733 8.103 20.292 26.530 8.265
62 72.09302 PN30025 157.373 1337.671 8.461 19.926 26.539 8.565
63 73.25581 Pr30001 138.493 1177.191 7.061 21.007 26.549 7.226
64 74.4186 Pr30002 138.204 1174.734 7.227 19.531 26.607 7.482
65 75.5814 Pr30003 151.320 1286.220 7.268 21.651 26.682 7.513
66 76.74419 Pr30004 148.292 1260.482 7.862 19.899 26.691 8.197
67 77.90698 Pr30005 152.472 1296.012 8.158 20.184 26.700 8.472
68 79.06977 Pr30006 115.544 982.124 5.488 20.599 26.701 5.733
69 80.23256 Pr30007 154.202 1310.717 7.630 21.236 26.784 7.937
70 81.39535 Pr30008 158.380 1346.230 7.629 21.849 26.830 7.863
71 82.55814 Pr30009 140.366 1193.111 6.971 21.578 26.937 7.228
72 83.72093 Pr30010 150.743 1281.316 7.755 20.823 26.968 8.020
73 84.88372 Pr30011 151.174 1284.979 7.141 22.071 27.038 7.380
74 86.04651 Pr30012 155.354 1320.509 7.734 22.272 27.039 7.995
75 87.2093 Pr30013 156.651 1331.534 7.609 21.230 27.068 7.816
76 88.37209 Pr30014 156.364 1329.094 7.630 20.934 27.076 7.885
77 89.53488 Pr30015 142.384 1210.264 7.353 20.260 27.260 7.722
78 90.69767 Pr30016 155.642 1322.957 7.990 20.734 27.402 8.235
79 91.86047 Pr30017 142.815 1213.928 7.712 20.115 27.447 8.039
80 93.02326 Pr30018 144.114 1224.969 7.226 20.530 27.512 7.519
81 94.18605 Pr30019 152.607 1297.160 7.756 20.677 27.517 7.952
82 95.34884 Pr30020 154.345 1311.933 7.587 20.808 27.605 7.909
83 96.51163 Pr30021 129.558 1101.243 6.718 20.110 27.662 6.981
84 97.67442 Pr30022 149.301 1269.059 7.967 20.395 27.857 8.252
85 98.83721 Pr30023 171.063 1454.036 8.583 20.815 28.141 8.815
86 100 Pr30024 172.792 1468.732 8.901 20.531 28.397 9.208
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n )
Tex 300
State Dry
Treatment After warping
GL 100
N 101
Strength, Mpa E, Gpa
Mean 1005.6 25.8
Stand Dev 107.6 0.8
 to failure Cum Prob Spec Max Load Strength (MDisp (mm Stiffness ( E, Gpa Elongation
0.990 30001 108 918 5.656 19.87 22.57388 5.699
1.980 30002 108 918 5.530 20.976 24.327 5.672
2.970 30003 112 952 5.996 20.266 24.3372 6.256
3.960 30004 118 1003 5.976 20.978 24.38565 6.345
4.950 30005 101 858.5 4.916 19.904 24.3882 5.287
5.941 30006 100 850 4.747 20.482 24.55013 5.144
6.931 30007 101 858.5 5.063 19.952 24.61388 5.443
7.921 30008 104 884 5.337 19.374 24.70185 5.652
8.911 30009 98 833 4.958 20.24 24.72098 5.388
9.901 30010 109 926.5 5.274 20.77 24.74648 5.701
10.891 30011 111 943.5 6.014 19.506 24.87015 6.202
11.881 30012 102 867 5.210 19.786 24.93518 5.686
12.871 30013 110 935 5.443 19.855 24.9798 5.889
13.861 30014 113 960.5 5.612 20.256 25.07798 5.997
14.851 30015 110 935 5.571 19.68 25.092 6.028
15.842 30016 103 875.5 5.316 19.921 25.10093 5.718
16.832 30017 105 892.5 5.296 21.204 25.13663 5.88
17.822 30018 114 969 6.742 17.705 25.1736 7.118
18.812 30019 110 935 6.017 19.088 25.20165 6.469
19.802 30020 112 952 5.676 20.492 25.22715 6.049
20.792 30021 117 994.5 6.145 20.259 25.23735 6.478
21.782 30022 109 926.5 5.337 20.449 25.24755 5.79
22.772 30023 107 909.5 5.401 20.751 25.25393 5.775
23.762 30024 112 952 5.380 21.572 25.31513 5.527
24.752 NW30001 118.317 1005.695 6.265 20.494 25.33425 6.45
25.743 NW30002 121.053 1028.951 6.519 20.181 25.3776 6.684
26.733 NW30003 123.792 1052.232 6.603 21.215 25.3776 6.672
27.723 NW30004 110.535 939.5475 5.716 20.174 25.39035 5.877
28.713 NW30005 118.604 1008.134 6.879 19.557 25.39928 6.446
29.703 NW30006 110.822 941.987 5.654 20.993 25.42223 5.722
30.693 NW30007 127.25 1081.625 6.777 21.282 25.42478 7.115
31.683 NW30008 122.206 1038.751 6.498 20.185 25.43753 6.852
32.673 NW30009 131.431 1117.164 6.498 20.989 25.4388 6.866
33.663 NW30010 129.269 1098.787 7.053 21.086 25.44135 7.295
34.653 NW30011 132.583 1126.956 6.733 20.986 25.4439 6.999
35.644 NW30012 113.271 962.8035 5.881 20.687 25.45665 6.155
36.634 NW30013 116.153 987.3005 6.199 19.998 25.49745 6.559
37.624 NW30014 113.56 965.26 6.114 19.669 25.51913 6.392
38.614 NW30015 93.095 791.3075 4.494 20.51 25.52168 4.771
39.604 NW30016 103.04 875.84 5.666 20.063 25.52423 5.841
40.594 NW30017 107.651 915.0335 5.538 19.766 25.58033 5.821
41.584 NW30018 112.264 954.244 5.603 20.384 25.58925 5.866
42.574 NW30019 134.889 1146.557 7.01 21.485 25.60073 7.287
43.564 NW30020 118.748 1009.358 6.135 21.07 25.60965 6.331
44.554 NW30021 109.38 929.73 5.44 20.381 25.60965 5.743
45.545 NW30022 129.989 1104.907 6.594 20.567 25.70655 6.874
46.535 NW30023 120.19 1021.615 5.974 21.101 25.72185 6.151
47.525 NW30024 114.424 972.604 6.361 20.405 25.73078 6.554
48.515 NW30025 117.739 1000.782 6.489 20.208 25.73588 6.759
49.505 W130001 117.308 997.118 6.446 19.128 25.765 6.487
50.495 W130002 107.509 913.827 5.618 19.951 25.779 5.639
51.485 W130003 127.972 1186.991 7.816 19.126 25.787 7.097
52.475 W130004 139.646 1172.295 7.424 20.567 25.788 7.265
53.465 W130005 137.917 1186.991 7.990 19.305 25.788 7.975
54.455 W130006 144.401 1172.295 7.990 20.086 25.796 7.827
55.446 W130007 97.132 1227.409 5.115 19.802 25.803 4.991
56.436 W130008 141.519 825.622 7.838 20.333 25.806 7.679
57.426 W130009 120.046 1202.912 6.901 19.409 25.809 6.727
58.416 W130010 123.648 1020.391 6.813 20.238 25.826 6.607
59.406 W130011 132.296 1051.008 6.944 20.070 25.830 6.789
60.396 W130012 111.255 1124.516 6.117 20.015 25.839 5.967
61.386 W130013 133.736 945.668 6.922 20.883 25.889 6.771
62.376 W130014 144.401 1136.756 8.012 20.232 25.925 7.841
63.366 W130015 130.711 1227.409 7.228 19.794 25.965 7.091
64.356 W130016 106.211 1111.044 6.182 20.019 25.986 5.981
65.347 W130017 131.864 902.794 7.271 19.956 25.990 7.134
66.337 W130018 144.690 1120.844 7.641 20.456 26.016 7.536
67.327 W130019 101.743 1229.865 5.398 20.553 26.030 5.235
68.317 W130020 142.961 864.816 7.729 20.511 26.072 7.491
69.307 W130021 105.778 1215.169 5.877 19.966 26.081 5.623
70.297 W130022 118.317 899.113 6.509 19.744 26.115 6.311
71.287 W130023 131.144 1005.695 6.837 20.242 26.127 6.721
72.277 W130024 108.660 1114.724 6.008 19.687 26.130 5.903
73.267 W130025 139.933 923.610 7.664 19.914 26.135 7.515
74.257 W130026 135.898 1189.431 7.336 19.904 26.144 7.197
75.248 W230001 110.968 943.228 5.610 19.939 26.150 5.898
76.238 W230002 138.204 1174.734 7.191 20.416 26.152 7.355
77.228 W230003 102.816 873.936 5.208 19.715 26.205 5.373
78.218 W230004 110.102 935.867 5.606 20.162 26.223 5.745
79.208 W230005 105.058 892.993 5.373 20.226 26.223 5.506
80.198 W230006 102.320 869.720 5.373 19.807 26.241 5.488
81.188 W230007 119.614 1016.719 6.533 19.941 26.376 6.521
82.178 W230008 118.171 1004.454 6.217 20.079 26.458 6.321
83.168 W230009 108.949 926.067 5.690 20.305 26.482 5.752
84.158 W230010 124.081 1054.689 6.533 20.498 26.589 6.530
85.149 W230011 116.875 993.438 6.342 19.389 26.589 6.444
86.139 W230012 116.012 986.102 5.901 20.581 26.626 5.918
87.129 W230013 112.408 955.468 6.533 190.807 26.744 6.618
88.119 W230014 102.609 872.177 5.141 20.854 26.747 5.185
89.109 W230015 119.181 1013.039 6.491 19.592 26.757 6.516
90.099 W230016 134.026 1139.221 7.312 20.017 26.761 7.328
91.089 W230017 127.829 1086.547 7.692 19.255 26.766 7.745
92.079 W230018 124.945 1062.033 6.364 20.993 26.766 6.355
93.069 W230019 123.938 1053.473 6.681 20.086 26.864 6.712
94.059 W230020 129.125 1097.563 6.471 20.854 26.885 6.493
95.050 W230021 136.188 1157.598 7.376 20.505 26.904 7.435
96.040 W230022 124.514 1058.369 6.807 20.226 27.035 6.833
97.030 W230023 116.299 988.542 6.449 20.365 27.049 6.428
98.020 W230024 127.107 1080.410 6.660 20.219 27.135 6.673
99.010 W230025 132.873 1129.421 7.208 20.225 27.393 7.256
100.000 W230026 129.845 1103.683 6.912 19.954 27.504 6.869





n )
Tex 300
State Dry
Treatment After weaving
GL 100
N 195
Strength, Mpa E, Gpa
Mean 844.1 24.6
Stand Dev 85.7 1.2
 to failure Cum Prob Spec Max Load Strength (MDisp (mm Stiffness ( E, Gpa Elongation
0.512821 2D30001 99.887 849.040 5.253 18.173 21.350 5.638
1.025641 2D30002 104.051 884.434 6.182 17.766 21.350 6.333
1.538462 2D30003 105.347 895.450 5.928 19.364 21.521 6.192
2.051282 2D30004 118.750 1009.375 6.301 19.366 21.699 6.699
2.564103 2D30005 93.243 792.566 5.569 17.760 21.699 6.008
3.076923 2D30006 119.037 1011.815 6.984 17.588 21.869 7.223
3.589744 2D30007 93.387 793.790 5.549 17.019 21.869 5.895
4.102564 2D30008 112.410 955.485 6.244 18.141 22.188 6.561
4.615385 2D30009 92.234 783.989 5.211 18.234 22.339 5.662
5.128205 2D30010 103.474 879.529 5.338 18.982 22.339 5.789
5.641026 2D30011 135.901 1155.159 7.279 19.177 22.358 7.549
6.153846 2D30012 117.597 999.575 6.731 17.536 22.358 6.915
6.666667 2D30013 97.278 826.863 5.654 16.745 22.425 5.808
7.179487 2D30014 109.815 933.428 5.992 18.597 22.425 6.086
7.692308 2D30015 112.804 958.834 6.308 18.459 22.644 6.515
8.205128 2D30016 101.899 866.142 6.056 17.521 22.644 6.216
8.717949 2D30017 128.838 1095.123 6.731 20.019 22.652 6.969
9.230769 2D30018 106.067 901.570 6.181 17.990 22.652 6.233
9.74359 2D30019 92.088 782.748 4.957 19.645 22.770 5.251
10.25641 2D30020 112.553 956.701 6.014 18.701 22.937 6.459
10.76923 2D30021 123.505 1049.793 6.857 17.152 22.937 7.076
11.28205 2D30022 119.183 1013.056 6.098 20.199 22.988 6.284
11.79487 2D30023 117.597 999.575 6.245 18.327 23.116 6.658
12.30769 2D30024 105.347 895.450 5.886 18.422 23.130 6.295
12.82051 D30001 92.377 785.205 4.635 19.809 23.12978 5.109
13.33333 D30002 95.4 810.900 4.572 20.252 23.17058 5.02
13.84615 D30003 95.259 809.702 4.427 20.029 23.17058 5.169
14.35897 D30004 95.979 815.822 5.06 20.822 23.21138 5.419
14.87179 D30005 101 858.500 5.305 20.58 23.24835 5.596
15.38462 D30006 93.96 798.660 4.693 20.801 23.24835 4.968
15.89744 D30007 91.94 781.490 4.376 21.006 23.36693 4.755
16.41026 D30008 93.96 798.660 4.777 20.358 23.36693 5.124
16.92308 D30009 92.52 786.420 5.01 19.51 23.42685 5.358
17.4359 D30010 96.41 819.485 4.968 20.083 23.48805 5.369
17.94872 D30011 89.93 764.405 4.587 19.802 23.48805 4.951
18.46154 D30012 94.4 802.400 4.818 20.07 23.50718 5.214
18.97436 D30013 98.57 837.845 4.841 20.517 23.53523 5.289
19.48718 D30014 99.15 842.775 4.99 20.634 23.53523 5.353
20 D30015 94.68 804.780 5.009 19.732 23.54798 5.423
20.51282 D30016 95.55 812.175 4.861 20.515 23.62193 5.254
21.02564 D30017 93.82 797.470 4.734 20.358 23.62193 5.089
21.53846 D30018 92.38 785.230 4.566 20.214 23.62575 4.959
22.05128 D30019 95.98 815.830 4.819 20.438 23.63978 5.231
22.5641 D30020 87.33 742.305 4.586 19.735 23.6691 4.947
23.07692 D30021 82.87 704.395 4.015 19.87 23.6691 4.425
23.58974 D30022 82.29 699.465 4.121 19.575 23.71118 4.589
24.10256 D30023 91.94 781.490 4.967 20.084 23.71118 5.383
24.61538 D30024 93.24 792.540 4.734 20.729 23.72265 5.092
25.12821 D130001 84.449 717.817 4.333 20.090 23.753 4.571
25.64103 D130002 95.690 813.365 5.355 18.702 23.817 5.582
26.15385 D130003 99.005 841.543 5.790 18.374 23.827 5.870
26.66667 D130004 97.276 826.846 5.441 18.797 23.831 5.577
27.17949 D130005 101.023 858.696 5.616 18.437 23.840 5.747
27.69231 D130006 92.232 783.972 5.180 19.443 23.844 5.210
28.20513 D130007 97.419 828.062 5.832 17.859 23.844 5.839
28.71795 D130008 87.044 739.874 5.093 18.469 23.845 5.089
29.23077 D130009 89.926 764.371 5.113 18.541 23.929 5.081
29.74359 D130010 96.989 824.407 5.486 19.367 23.945 5.264
30.25641 D130011 90.070 765.595 5.854 18.698 23.964 5.596
30.76923 D130012 96.979 824.322 5.680 19.457 23.966 5.474
31.28205 D130013 97.852 831.742 5.572 19.518 24.021 5.459
31.79487 D130014 97.419 828.062 5.854 18.527 24.105 5.682
32.30769 D130015 86.035 731.298 5.768 16.879 24.169 5.612
32.82051 D130016 95.979 815.822 5.876 18.527 24.171 5.587
33.33333 D130017 96.843 823.166 5.812 19.113 24.197 5.499
33.84615 D130018 98.285 835.423 5.571 20.668 24.202 5.212
34.35897 D130019 91.222 775.387 5.702 18.030 24.202 5.260
34.87179 D130020 96.412 819.502 5.813 18.205 24.206 5.445
35.38462 D130021 103.185 877.073 6.768 18.985 24.266 6.183
35.89744 D130022 87.333 742.331 5.812 18.691 24.271 5.324
36.41026 D130023 79.695 677.408 5.223 17.402 24.279 5.067
36.92308 D130024 92.954 790.109 5.942 18.564 24.285 5.429
37.4359 D130025 90.069 765.587 5.592 18.840 24.290 5.174
37.94872 D130026 93.384 793.764 6.028 19.494 24.290 5.461
38.46154 D130027 92.645 787.483 5.985 18.564 24.300 5.527
38.97436 D130028 98.428 836.638 5.941 19.567 24.354 5.531
39.48718 D130029 102.320 869.720 5.834 19.933 24.369 5.596
40 D130030 96.266 818.261 5.746 19.644 24.451 5.431
40.51282 D330001 99.294 843.999 5.879 19.771 24.451 5.427
41.02564 D330002 89.349 759.467 5.482 19.101 24.502 4.974
41.53846 D330003 92.521 786.429 5.701 19.051 24.504 5.320
42.05128 D330004 109.815 933.428 6.763 19.042 24.609 6.125
42.5641 D330005 99.294 843.999 6.121 19.388 24.625 5.490
43.07692 D330006 108.949 926.067 6.209 20.934 24.625 5.566
43.58974 D330007 111.975 951.788 6.453 20.798 24.625 5.836
44.10256 D330008 98.428 836.638 5.767 19.407 24.628 5.409
44.61538 D330009 96.843 823.166 5.900 19.036 24.637 5.430
45.12821 D330010 95.114 808.469 5.701 19.844 24.637 5.212
45.64103 D330011 111.255 945.668 6.829 19.622 24.689 6.265
46.15385 D330012 105.924 900.354 6.564 19.847 24.689 5.930
46.66667 D330013 107.653 915.051 6.740 19.487 24.692 6.056
47.17949 D330014 102.033 867.281 6.078 20.199 24.692 5.636
47.69231 D330015 103.040 875.840 6.098 19.407 24.693 5.793
48.20513 D330016 100.880 857.480 6.297 18.906 24.720 5.718
48.71795 D330017 97.419 828.062 5.878 19.851 24.731 5.438
49.23077 D330018 103.905 883.193 6.056 19.979 24.744 5.628
49.74359 D330019 96.999 824.492 6.167 19.555 24.744 5.529
50.25641 D330020 103.472 879.512 6.167 19.918 24.749 5.672
50.76923 D330021 95.546 812.141 5.270 18.130 24.790 5.824
51.28205 D330022 99.581 846.439 5.378 18.630 24.808 5.825
51.79487 D330023 102.607 872.160 5.508 18.768 24.846 5.926
52.30769 D330024 90.789 771.707 4.941 18.978 24.855 5.220
52.82051 D330025 104.482 888.097 5.465 20.477 24.864 5.666
53.33333 D330026 91.366 776.611 4.942 19.770 24.873 5.140
53.84615 D330027 92.088 782.748 4.831 19.597 24.875 5.089
54.35897 D330028 90.213 766.811 5.093 18.958 24.885 5.374
54.87179 D330029 81.135 689.648 4.831 18.780 24.933 5.130
55.38462 D330030 91.655 779.068 4.830 19.301 24.948 5.154
55.89744 2D30001 99.870 848.895 5.253 18.173 24.958 5.638
56.41026 2D30002 104.051 884.434 6.182 17.766 24.959 6.333
56.92308 2D30003 105.347 895.450 5.928 19.364 24.966 6.192
57.4359 2D30004 118.750 1009.375 6.301 19.366 24.967 6.699
57.94872 2D30005 93.243 792.566 5.569 17.760 24.968 6.008
58.46154 2D30006 119.037 1011.815 6.984 17.588 24.986 7.223
58.97436 2D30007 93.387 793.790 5.549 17.019 25.018 5.895
59.48718 2D30008 112.410 955.485 6.244 18.141 25.046 6.561
60 2D30009 92.234 783.989 5.211 18.234 25.047 5.662
60.51282 2D30010 103.474 879.529 5.338 18.982 25.047 5.789
61.02564 2D30011 135.901 1155.159 7.279 19.177 25.064 7.549
61.53846 2D30012 117.597 999.575 6.731 17.536 25.083 6.915
62.05128 2D30013 97.278 826.863 5.654 16.745 25.083 5.808
62.5641 2D30014 108.815 924.928 5.992 18.597 25.083 6.086
63.07692 2D300115 112.804 958.834 6.308 18.459 25.093 6.515
63.58974 2D30016 101.899 866.142 6.056 17.521 25.158 6.216
64.10256 2D30017 128.838 1095.123 6.731 20.019 25.162 6.969
64.61538 2D30018 106.067 901.570 6.181 17.990 25.175 6.233
65.12821 2D30019 92.088 782.748 4.957 19.645 25.190 5.251
65.64103 2D30020 112.553 956.701 6.014 18.701 25.195 6.459
66.15385 2D30021 123.505 1049.793 6.857 17.152 25.197 7.070
66.66667 2D30022 119.183 1013.056 6.098 20.199 25.207 6.284
67.17949 2D30023 117.597 999.575 6.245 18.327 25.208 6.658
67.69231 2D30024 105.347 895.450 5.886 18.422 25.248 6.295
68.20513 D430001 103.183 877.056 5.464 20.201 25.256 5.612
68.71795 D430002 96.843 823.166 5.158 19.745 25.301 5.412
69.23077 D430003 81.567 693.320 4.396 19.032 25.304 4.640
69.74359 D430004 109.000 926.500 5.791 20.550 25.304 5.937
70.25641 D430005 87.908 747.218 4.745 19.851 25.305 4.907
70.76923 D430006 91.079 774.172 4.722 19.658 25.310 4.939
71.28205 D430007 100.445 853.783 5.507 19.762 25.310 5.743
71.79487 D430008 94.248 801.108 5.355 19.761 25.310 5.489
72.30769 D430009 97.996 832.966 5.137 19.846 25.310 5.364
72.82051 D430010 98.572 837.862 5.506 19.581 25.310 5.685
73.33333 D430011 93.385 793.773 5.158 18.530 25.310 5.411
73.84615 D430012 89.350 759.475 5.115 18.680 25.310 5.292
74.35897 D430013 97.852 831.742 5.289 19.925 25.314 5.454
74.87179 D430014 107.364 912.594 6.029 19.851 25.320 6.207
75.38462 D430015 74.651 634.534 3.939 19.397 25.320 4.156
75.89744 D430016 94.970 807.245 4.701 20.295 25.334 4.905
76.41026 D430017 96.986 824.381 5.333 19.323 25.395 5.519
76.92308 D430018 105.058 892.993 5.834 18.606 25.404 5.839
77.4359 D430019 98.428 836.638 5.508 19.940 25.413 5.605
77.94872 D430020 102.607 872.160 5.267 20.383 25.415 5.343
78.46154 D430021 96.699 821.942 5.289 19.582 25.424 5.438
78.97436 D430022 96.986 824.381 5.420 19.501 25.426 5.599
79.48718 D430023 99.292 843.982 5.355 19.051 25.434 5.490
80 D430024 95.257 809.685 5.072 19.942 25.473 5.169
80.51282 D430025 114.569 973.837 6.218 19.854 25.524 6.295
81.02564 D430026 104.482 888.097 5.637 19.508 25.524 5.778
81.53846 D430027 88.340 750.890 4.897 19.323 25.537 5.001
82.05128 D430028 97.708 830.518 5.070 20.815 25.538 5.141
82.5641 D430029 98.861 840.319 5.289 19.851 25.589 5.409
83.07692 D430030 94.104 799.884 5.049 19.851 25.606 5.205
83.58974 D430031 99.148 842.758 5.464 19.859 25.607 5.488
84.10256 D530001 100.591 855.024 5.485 19.059 25.615 5.619
84.61538 D530002 103.183 877.056 5.571 19.314 25.652 5.662
85.12821 D530003 94.970 807.245 5.115 19.673 25.653 5.308
85.64103 D530004 99.438 845.223 5.420 20.552 25.754 5.524
86.15385 D530005 96.843 823.166 5.072 19.846 25.754 5.264
86.66667 D530006 100.014 850.119 5.202 20.306 25.754 5.354
87.17949 D530007 87.188 741.098 4.636 19.681 25.756 4.821
87.69231 D530008 99.148 842.758 4.940 20.560 25.773 5.079
88.20513 D530009 100.734 856.239 5.528 19.851 25.821 5.669
88.71795 D530010 103.760 881.960 5.442 20.120 25.876 5.624
89.23077 D530011 88.773 754.571 4.897 19.948 25.890 5.051
89.74359 D530012 92.088 782.748 5.115 9.581 25.956 5.257
90.25641 D530013 92.519 786.412 5.224 19.047 25.956 5.376
90.76923 D530014 94.681 804.789 4.919 19.583 25.988 5.178
91.28205 D530015 91.655 779.068 5.049 19.219 26.058 5.222
91.79487 D530016 102.752 873.392 5.507 19.673 26.108 5.663
92.30769 D530017 87.764 745.994 4.636 19.576 26.157 4.800
92.82051 D530018 102.896 874.616 5.444 19.757 26.159 5.599
93.33333 D530019 113.417 964.045 6.052 20.030 26.201 6.214
93.84615 D530020 101.600 863.600 5.290 19.859 26.204 5.480
94.35897 D530021 91.222 775.387 5.223 19.314 26.214 5.373
94.87179 D530022 89.350 759.475 5.115 19.217 26.240 5.296
95.38462 D530023 101.310 861.135 5.463 20.119 26.308 5.611
95.89744 D530024 95.546 812.141 5.420 19.411 26.352 5.605
96.41026 D530025 107.796 916.266 5.768 19.851 26.429 5.953
96.92308 D530026 102.896 874.616 5.420 19.673 26.517 5.627
97.4359 D530027 83.440 709.240 4.201 19.932 26.521 4.407
97.94872 D530028 86.322 733.737 4.549 18.956 26.539 4.776
98.46154 D530029 99.725 847.663 5.421 19.316 26.548 5.652
98.97436 D530030 87.621 744.779 4.788 18.795 26.691 5.022
99.48718 D530031 82.296 699.516 4.636 18.688 26.783 4.857
100 D530032 94.394 802.349 5.223 19.314 26.475 5.396



n n n n
Sample stress-strain curves
Tex 300 Tex 300 Tex 300
State Dry State Dry State Dry
Treatment As received Treatment After warping Treatment After weav
GL 100 GL 100 GL 100
 to failure Elongatio Stress, Mpa Elongatio Stress, Mpa Elongatio Stress, Mp
0 -4.899346 0 -4.899346 0 -1.195303
0.01143 101.6661 0.019685 79.60977 0.01905 80.47764
0.033655 102.9048 0.040005 86.96804 0.038735 90.0842
0.05461 101.6661 0.060325 91.86741 0.05969 93.67308
0.076835 104.125 0.081915 95.54654 0.08128 97.28003
0.098425 105.3452 0.10287 100.4459 0.102235 103.2796
0.141605 112.7035 0.12446 100.4459 0.12446 103.2796
0.16256 110.2446 0.167005 106.5654 0.16637 109.2973
0.183515 113.9237 0.18923 109.0058 0.187325 110.4936
0.206375 113.9237 0.210185 112.685 0.22987 116.4932
0.226695 113.9237 0.231775 117.5843 0.27178 126.0998
0.26924 118.8231 0.25273 118.8045 0.29337 127.3142
0.29083 121.2635 0.29591 123.7039 0.314325 129.7067
0.31115 121.2635 0.3175 123.7039 0.33528 133.3137
0.332105 122.5022 0.33782 124.9426 0.356235 139.3133
0.375285 124.9426 0.35941 128.6032 0.39878 141.724
0.396875 129.8419 0.380365 133.5026 0.42037 146.5273
0.41783 127.4015 0.42291 135.9615 0.441325 147.7236
0.438785 129.8419 0.445135 142.0811 0.46228 151.3306
0.45974 129.8419 0.46609 144.54 0.504825 158.5264
0.50292 132.3009 0.48768 145.7602 0.52578 160.9371
0.52451 131.0622 0.508635 149.4393 0.546735 166.9367
0.54483 133.5211 0.55118 156.7791 0.568325 164.526
0.56642 138.4204 0.57277 158.0178 0.58928 166.9367
0.587375 142.0996 0.59436 160.4583 0.63119 176.5433
0.629285 145.7787 0.615315 164.1374 0.65278 182.5428
0.65024 149.4393 0.636905 169.0367 0.673735 183.7572
0.671195 151.8983 0.65786 170.2569 0.695325 187.3461
0.692785 153.1185 0.69977 178.8354 0.71628 190.9531
0.73533 159.238 0.72136 180.0556 0.75819 195.7564
0.756285 162.9172 0.743585 183.7348 0.77978 200.5597
0.77851 167.8165 0.765175 188.6341 0.800735 202.9704
0.799465 169.0367 0.78613 192.3133 0.82169 205.363
0.82042 173.9361 0.828675 195.9924 0.864235 211.3807
0.86233 178.8354 0.850265 198.4328 0.88519 213.7732
0.883285 182.5146 0.87122 204.5524 0.90678 218.5765
0.90424 186.1937 0.892175 203.3322 0.927735 219.7728
0.92583 189.8728 0.913765 211.9107 0.94869 226.9868
0.96774 198.4513 0.95631 214.3511 0.991235 230.5938
0.98933 197.2126 0.9779 215.5898 1.01219 232.9864
1.00965 200.8917 0.99949 218.0302 1.033145 236.5933
1.030605 203.3506 1.020445 221.7093 1.054735 241.3966
1.05156 208.25 1.0414 221.7093 1.07569 246.1999
1.09474 215.5898 1.085215 230.2878 1.118235 252.1995
1.115695 216.81 1.105535 238.8663 1.13919 258.2172
1.13665 221.7093 1.12649 242.5269 1.160145 259.4135
1.157605 221.7093 1.14808 246.2061 1.1811 264.2168
1.200785 230.2878 1.170305 248.665 1.223645 270.2163
1.221105 233.9669 1.21158 254.7846 1.2446 270.2163
1.24206 236.4259 1.23317 254.7846 1.265555 275.0196
1.263015 241.3252 1.255395 260.9041 1.28651 281.0192
1.28397 243.7656 1.27635 260.9041 1.307465 282.2336
1.326515 248.665 1.297305 265.8035 1.350645 290.6258
1.348105 253.5643 1.340485 275.6022 1.3716 294.2328
1.368425 257.2435 1.362075 276.8408 1.392555 297.8397
1.390015 259.6839 1.382395 281.7402 1.414145 300.2504
1.43256 263.363 1.40335 284.1806 1.43637 305.0537
1.45415 265.822 1.425575 285.4009 1.47701 311.0533
1.475105 271.9415 1.467485 295.1996 1.4986 317.0529
1.49606 271.9415 1.489075 296.4383 1.520825 319.4636
1.517015 279.2813 1.510665 300.0989 1.541145 324.2669
1.558925 282.9604 1.532255 302.5578 1.58369 331.4627
1.58115 290.3187 1.55321 311.1363 1.60528 332.659
1.600835 291.5389 1.5748 313.5767 1.624965 337.4623
1.62179 296.4383 1.617345 316.0357 1.646555 342.2656
1.665605 301.3376 1.638935 324.6141 1.66878 345.8726
1.68529 303.7965 1.65989 324.6141 1.70942 350.6758
1.70688 311.1363 1.680845 330.7337 1.73228 355.4791
1.729105 313.5952 1.702435 334.4128 1.753235 356.6935
1.749425 317.2558 1.74498 340.5324 1.77292 361.4968
1.791335 320.935 1.76657 345.4317 1.795145 362.6931
1.81229 327.0731 1.78816 345.4317 1.837055 368.6927
1.83388 333.1926 1.809115 349.1109 1.857375 372.2998
1.854835 335.633 1.830705 352.7715 1.880235 375.9065
1.896745 342.9913 1.872615 362.5702 1.900555 381.9064
1.9177 346.6704 1.89484 362.5702 1.943735 390.3166
1.939925 347.8906 1.915795 366.2494 1.965325 393.9236
1.96088 349.1109 1.93675 371.1487 1.984375 396.3161
1.980565 354.0102 1.95834 376.048 2.0066 399.9232
2.02438 361.3685 2.00152 380.9476 2.02819 404.7263
2.0447 365.0291 2.022475 384.6264 2.06883 410.7258
2.06502 372.3874 2.04343 389.5259 2.09169 414.3329
2.087245 374.8463 2.06502 393.2052 2.112645 416.7253
2.108835 376.0665 2.08661 391.9848 2.13233 420.3324
2.15011 383.4064 2.12852 403.0035 2.17678 427.5465
2.1717 390.7645 2.15011 403.0035 2.196465 429.939
2.192655 389.5445 2.1717 409.1234 2.21742 434.7425
2.21361 393.2052 2.19329 409.1234 2.239645 437.1531
2.25679 401.7835 2.214245 415.2615 2.259965 441.9562
2.27711 404.2424 2.25679 425.0598 2.30251 447.9558
2.29743 407.9031 2.277745 428.7205 2.324735 453.9553
2.319655 414.0411 2.299335 431.1797 2.34442 456.3663
2.34061 417.7203 2.320925 433.62 2.36474 459.973
2.381885 426.2802 2.34188 438.5192 2.3876 461.1694
2.40411 426.2802 2.384425 447.098 2.428875 468.3654
2.425065 431.1797 2.406015 449.5568 2.44983 471.9725
2.44475 434.8586 2.42697 454.456 2.472055 477.9898
2.4892 445.8776 2.44856 454.456 2.493645 480.3826
2.508885 444.6573 2.469515 456.8963 2.534285 486.3822
2.52984 453.2357 2.491105 461.7959 2.557145 489.9892
2.55143 456.9149 2.53365 474.0535 2.5781 494.7923
2.57302 458.1352 2.55524 474.0535 2.597785 498.3994
2.61493 465.4937 2.57683 478.9527 2.619375 502.0065
2.63652 470.3928 2.597785 480.173 2.66192 506.8096
2.656205 475.292 2.61874 485.0726 2.68224 511.6131
2.70002 478.9527 2.66192 492.4306 2.704465 515.202
2.719705 485.0907 2.68351 494.8709 2.726055 517.6126
2.74066 488.7514 2.704465 498.5501 2.746375 518.8087
2.762885 493.6509 2.74701 507.1285 2.789555 530.8259
2.784475 497.3302 2.789555 512.0281 2.811145 533.2187
2.80416 499.789 2.811145 519.3679 2.830195 534.433
2.84734 509.5878 2.8321 523.0468 2.85242 538.0219
2.868295 513.2666 2.85369 521.8268 2.894965 547.6285
2.888615 518.1661 2.874645 529.1667 2.915285 552.4319
2.90957 520.6064 2.917825 535.3047 2.936875 553.6462
2.95275 527.9649 2.93878 536.5247 2.9591 554.8426
2.972435 529.1848 2.959735 541.4243 2.978785 556.0386
2.99466 534.0844 2.98196 546.3234 3.0226 569.2523
3.01625 538.9836 3.00355 550.0026 3.04292 571.663
3.03657 540.2039 3.044825 557.3425 3.06324 571.663
3.079115 548.7823 3.06705 559.8014 3.08483 577.6625
3.10007 556.1407 3.08864 563.4806 3.107055 578.8589
3.121025 556.1407 3.10896 569.6001 3.147695 586.073
3.142615 559.8014 3.13055 572.0404 3.16992 592.0726
3.184525 567.1594 3.173095 578.1785 3.190875 592.0726
3.20548 575.7382 3.19405 581.8391 3.211195 592.0726
3.22707 574.4993 3.21691 584.298 3.25501 601.6792
3.24866 579.3988 3.23723 589.1976 3.274695 605.2859
3.268345 584.298 3.25882 590.4175 3.29565 608.8929
3.31216 590.4361 3.30073 600.2163 3.31851 612.4818
3.33248 596.5556 3.324225 601.4552 3.33883 612.4818
3.3528 600.2348 3.34391 606.3543 3.381375 619.6959
3.37439 605.134 3.3655 606.3543 3.402965 623.303
3.416935 608.8132 3.386455 611.2535 3.423285 628.1061
3.437255 610.0335 3.40741 612.4739 3.44424 628.1061
3.480435 619.8323 3.45059 622.2726 3.466465 629.3025
3.50139 625.9518 3.47218 628.3921 3.507105 634.1057
3.5433 633.3098 3.493135 633.2917 3.52933 637.7127
3.564255 635.7505 3.513455 635.7505 3.551555 641.3016
3.585845 641.8886 3.53568 640.6497 3.57124 643.7123
3.6068 645.5493 3.57886 646.7692 3.61442 652.1224
3.64871 650.4484 3.599815 647.9896 3.63601 656.9259
3.669665 655.348 3.62077 652.8887 3.65506 658.122
3.691255 660.2472 3.642995 656.5679 3.67665 660.533
3.71221 660.2472 3.663315 660.2472 3.698875 659.3184
3.7338 665.1463 3.706495 666.3667 3.74015 668.925
3.77571 672.5048 3.72745 670.0459 3.761105 673.7281
3.796665 676.184 3.749675 672.4862 3.78333 674.9427
3.818255 678.6243 3.769995 676.1654 3.80365 677.3352
3.83921 683.5238 3.79095 677.3858 3.824605 679.7458
3.860165 685.9827 3.834765 685.9641 3.867785 686.9418
3.90271 693.3226 3.855085 690.8633 3.888105 689.3524
3.923665 699.4603 3.87604 698.2217 3.909695 691.7453
3.945255 701.9009 3.8989 694.5425 3.93192 695.3519
3.966845 706.8001 3.91922 699.4421 3.97256 697.763
4.00812 710.4793 3.961765 708.0205 3.994785 702.5661
4.02971 714.1585 3.98399 710.4608 4.016375 702.5661
4.050665 719.0577 4.004945 715.3603 4.03606 706.155
4.07162 722.7184 4.0259 717.8192 4.05765 707.3692
4.09321 727.6179 4.04749 720.2595 4.10083 710.9581
4.134485 734.976 4.090035 733.7374 4.12115 713.3691
4.15544 739.8755 4.111625 732.5171 4.143375 715.7616
4.177665 742.3344 4.13258 737.4167 4.16433 713.3691
4.197985 744.7747 4.15417 741.0955 4.18465 720.5647
4.24053 753.3531 4.17576 742.3158 4.22783 724.1717
4.261485 755.7938 4.21767 750.8942 4.24942 724.1717
4.281805 760.6929 4.23926 752.1146 4.269105 730.1713
4.30403 769.2713 4.260215 758.2341 4.29006 728.9752
4.32562 766.831 4.303395 759.473 4.333875 733.7783
4.36626 776.6298 4.323715 764.3722 4.35356 736.189
4.388485 780.309 4.36753 774.1709 4.374515 737.3854
4.410075 785.2081 4.388485 775.3912 4.397375 737.3854
4.42976 786.4285 4.408805 780.2904 4.417695 742.1885
4.473575 792.548 4.43103 782.7493 4.46024 749.4027
4.493895 797.4476 4.45262 785.1896 4.481195 750.5987
4.514215 796.2272 4.495165 791.3095 4.50215 754.2058
4.535805 807.2459 4.51612 794.9883 4.52374 760.2053
4.55676 808.4663 4.53771 796.2087 4.54533 760.2053
4.59994 815.8247 4.5593 803.5671 4.586605 761.4017
4.62026 815.8247 4.580255 807.2459 4.608195 762.5981
4.641215 820.7239 4.623435 809.6866 4.62915 765.0088
4.66217 823.1827 4.64439 815.8061 4.650105 769.8119
4.70535 830.5226 4.66471 817.0446 4.69265 767.4013
4.725035 834.2018 4.6863 819.4853 4.713605 767.4013
4.746625 835.4218 4.70916 821.9442 4.73456 767.4013
4.76885 837.881 4.75107 830.5226 4.75615 768.6159
4.789805 845.2205 4.772025 828.0637 4.777105 768.6159
4.831715 852.5789 4.793615 836.6421 4.81965 772.2047
4.853305 852.5789 4.815205 836.6421 4.840605 778.2225
4.87299 856.2396 4.835525 842.7616 4.86156 780.6149
4.893945 862.3776 4.878705 847.6612 4.88315 778.2225
4.93776 867.2768 4.900295 848.8811 4.92506 780.6149
4.957445 870.956 4.92125 855.0192 4.946015 783.0256
4.9784 874.6167 4.942205 855.0192 4.96824 784.222
5.000625 878.2959 4.963795 861.1387 4.989195 785.418
5.022215 880.7548 5.00634 864.8179 5.009515 789.0251
5.06349 885.6543 5.02793 869.7175 5.052695 785.418
5.085715 890.5535 5.048885 873.3963 5.073015 787.8287
5.106035 895.4527 5.070475 875.837 5.09397 781.8292
5.126355 899.1133 5.092065 877.057 5.116195 779.4185
5.14858 901.5726 5.13461 881.9565 5.13715 779.4185
5.18922 904.0129 5.155565 885.6358 5.178425 784.222
5.21081 907.6921 5.17652 890.5349 5.20065 783.0256
5.233035 911.3709 5.19811 891.7553 5.22224 777.0078
5.25399 913.8302 5.220335 890.5349 5.241925 773.419
5.295265 919.9497 5.241925 895.4345 5.28574 785.418
5.316855 923.6285 5.2832 901.554 5.30606 783.0256
5.33781 926.0692 5.304155 904.0129 5.32638 784.222
5.358765 929.7484 5.327015 908.912 5.34797 780.6149
5.380355 932.1887 5.348605 913.8116 5.370195 781.8292
5.422265 941.9874 5.36829 911.3709 5.410835 772.2047
5.44322 941.9874 5.412105 913.8116 5.433695 772.2047
5.465445 944.4463 5.43306 916.2705 5.45465 761.4017
5.4864 948.1255 5.454015 916.2705 5.474335 761.4017
5.527675 956.7039 5.47497 921.1696 5.49656 763.8124
5.5499 961.6031 5.497195 922.39 5.53847 754.2058
5.57022 965.2637 5.539105 926.0692 5.56006 743.3849
5.59054 968.9429 5.56006 928.5095 5.581015 737.3854
5.61213 970.1633 5.58292 929.7299 5.601335 721.7793
5.654675 975.0625 5.60324 933.4091 5.644515 706.155
5.67563 981.2005 5.624195 934.629 5.66547 701.3515
5.69722 982.4209 5.66801 939.5286 5.686425 695.3519
5.718175 982.4209 5.688965 940.7671 5.708015 690.5488
5.760085 989.7608 5.709285 938.3082 5.72897 690.5488
5.78104 990.9993 5.73151 941.9874 5.771515 674.9427
5.80263 995.8988 5.752465 941.9874 5.791835 660.533
5.823585 997.1188 5.79501 951.7862 5.813425 653.3189
5.84454 998.3391 5.817235 949.3273 5.83565 649.7118
5.88645 1006.918 5.85851 945.6667 5.855335 637.7127
5.90804 1006.918 5.8801 949.3273 5.898515 620.892
5.92836 1008.138 5.92328 949.3273 5.91947 614.8925
5.950585 1014.276 5.9436 945.6667 5.93979 616.0889
5.99186 1021.616 5.965825 949.3273 5.960745 610.0893
6.014085 1021.616 5.98805 950.5658 6.003925 590.8762
6.03504 1027.735 6.00837 951.7862 6.024245 576.4664
6.055995 1027.735 6.05155 955.4654 6.04647 562.0385
6.076315 1032.635 6.072505 959.1442 6.06806 553.6462
6.11886 1036.314 6.092825 960.3646 6.087745 542.8253
6.13918 1039.993 6.114415 965.2637 6.130925 480.3826
6.161405 1044.892 6.13664 961.5849 6.15188 457.5624
6.18236 1044.892 6.15823 962.8049 6.172835 439.5456
6.223635 1049.792 6.199505 964.0438 6.194425 415.5293
6.24586 1052.251 6.22173 964.0438 6.236335 341.0693
6.266815 1053.47 6.24332 964.0438 6.257925 309.857
6.287135 1058.37 6.26364 965.2637 6.27888 252.1995
6.308725 1059.59 6.28523 964.0438 6.299835 182.5428
6.350635 1063.269 6.32841 962.8049 6.32079 106.8866
6.372225 1066.948 6.349365 964.0438 6.363335 60.05009
6.393815 1070.609 6.369685 964.0438 6.38429 55.24679
6.41477 1068.169 6.392545 959.1442 6.40588 49.24723
6.45668 1075.509 6.414135 950.5658 6.426835 50.44353
6.47827 1075.509 6.45541 946.8866 6.44779 46.83654
6.497955 1080.408 6.477 935.8679 6.490335 42.03324
6.52018 1085.326 6.499225 932.1887 6.51129 39.64067
6.54177 1086.546 6.52018 933.4091 6.532245 40.83697
6.583045 1088.986 6.5405 935.8679 6.553835 42.03324
6.604635 1093.886 6.584315 913.8116 6.59638 40.83697
6.62559 1095.124 6.605905 907.6921 6.617335 40.83697
6.646545 1097.565 6.62559 894.2141 6.63829 40.83697
6.688455 1096.345 6.647815 873.3963 6.659245 39.64067
6.70941 1101.244 6.67004 859.9188 6.680835 42.03324
6.731 1100.024 6.71195 835.4218
6.75259 1102.464 6.73354 825.6234
6.772275 1104.923 6.75513 823.1642
6.81609 1109.823 6.776085 817.0446
6.837045 1107.363 6.796405 806.0074
6.85673 1108.584 6.84022 783.9696
6.87959 1112.263 6.86181 774.1709
6.920865 1106.143 6.88213 754.5734
6.94182 1106.143 6.903085 742.3158
6.964045 1106.143 6.92531 722.7184
6.984365 1103.684 6.966585 670.0459
7.004685 1098.785 6.98881 647.9896
7.0485 1087.766 7.0104 635.7505
7.06882 1082.867 7.031355 625.9518
7.08914 1081.646 7.052945 613.6942
7.111365 1071.848 7.074535 598.9959
7.132955 1070.609 7.116445 573.2793
7.173595 1074.288 7.138035 556.1222
7.19582 1073.068 7.159625 548.7823
7.21614 1074.288 7.18058 535.3047
7.237095 1066.948 7.20217 521.8268
7.280275 1053.47 7.244715 465.4751
7.29996 1032.635 7.26567 436.0789
7.32155 1024.075 7.28726 406.6827
7.36473 990.9993 7.308215 387.0853
7.40664 973.8425 7.329805 366.2494
7.42823 967.723 7.37235 219.2504
7.44855 966.5026 7.414895 105.3452
7.469505 966.5026 7.436485 90.64717
7.51205 960.3646 7.458075 77.16935
7.53237 951.8047 7.50062 61.23262
7.554595 944.4463
7.57555 918.7293
7.59587 836.6421
7.639685 791.3277
7.660005 779.0701
7.680325 771.7306
7.70255 766.831
7.743825 754.5734
7.76478 744.7747
7.787005 731.2968
7.80796 721.4984
7.827645 714.1585
7.87146 685.9827
7.891145 334.4128
7.912735 173.9361
7.93496 154.3387
7.9756 140.8609
7.99719 139.6406
8.019415 133.5211
8.0391 134.7413
8.060055 133.5211
8.103235 126.1628
8.14451 124.9426
8.166735 123.7224
8.20801 123.7224
8.2296 124.9426
8.25119 123.7224
8.27151 121.2635
8.292465 124.9426
8.335645 123.7224
8.355965 122.5022
8.37692 122.5022
8.399145 121.2635
8.44042 118.8231
8.46201 118.8231
8.482965 118.8231
8.50392 120.0433
8.524875 120.0433
8.566785 120.0433
8.588375 120.0433
8.609965 117.6028
8.63092 118.8231
vp
ing
a
1
2
Properties after various stages of weaving
Tex 300
State Dry
Treatment As received
GL 100
N 86
Strength, Mpa E, Gpa
Mean 1195.0 26.2
Stand Dev 121.6 0.8
COUNT Cum Prob Spec Max Load Strength (MDisp (mm)Stiffness ( E, Gpa Elongation
1 1.162791 P30001 122.64 1042.44 6.288 21.527 24.3219 6.622
2 2.325581 P30002 122.352 1039.992 6.392 20.941 24.90203 6.695
3 3.488372 P30003 116.442 989.757 6.371 20.336 24.9288 6.607
4 4.651163 P30004 135.755 1153.918 7.343 21.492 24.939 7.49
5 5.813953 P30005 113.85 967.725 5.93 20.57 25.02698 6.097
6 6.976744 P30006 125.09 1063.265 5.992 21.127 25.06778 6.305
7 8.139535 P30007 136.475 1160.038 6.921 21.582 25.07543 7.072
8 9.302326 P30008 127.829 1086.547 6.603 21.696 25.16595 6.598
9 10.46512 P30009 105.491 896.674 5.422 21.151 25.20293 5.336
10 11.62791 P30010 116.155 987.318 5.992 21.206 25.26668 6.032
11 12.7907 P30011 108.516 922.386 5.569 20.703 25.29473 5.773
12 13.95349 P30012 122.641 1042.449 6.414 21.043 25.33425 6.271
13 15.11628 P30013 128.116 1088.986 6.858 20.758 25.37123 6.746
14 16.27907 P30014 142.239 1209.032 7.933 20.486 25.38525 7.851
15 17.44186 P30015 127.107 1080.410 6.71 21.38 25.40438 6.655
16 18.60465 P30016 133.449 1134.317 7.09 20.758 25.40565 7.034
17 19.76744 P30017 132.873 1129.421 7.807 20.531 25.40565 7.751
18 20.93023 P30018 143.97 1223.745 7.764 20.426 25.5153 7.75
19 22.09302 P30019 123.218 1047.353 6.392 20.927 25.52295 6.271
20 23.25581 P30020 124.081 1054.689 6.309 21.207 25.52423 6.293
21 24.4186 P30021 127.54 1084.090 6.688 20.082 25.5408 6.633
22 25.5814 P30022 123.361 1048.569 6.52 20.592 25.60073 6.908
23 26.74419 P30023 128.405 1091.443 6.942 20.481 25.60455 6.854
24 27.90698 P30024 123.361 1048.569 6.246 20.032 25.64025 6.221
25 29.06977 P30025 130.854 1112.259 6.879 20.42 25.64535 6.986
26 30.23256 P30026 141.231 1200.464 7.766 20.428 25.64663 7.68
27 31.39535 P30027 144.681 1229.789 7.659 20.586 25.7346 7.635
28 32.55814 P30028 131.287 1115.940 7.279 20.377 25.75245 7.331
29 33.72093 P30029 144.114 1224.969 7.891 20.317 25.7601 7.791
30 34.88372 P30030 148.868 1265.378 8.611 19.925 25.8315 8.527
31 36.04651 P30031 136.188 1157.598 7.512 19.87 25.8366 7.352
32 37.2093 P30032 138.929 1180.897 7.407 20.54 25.85955 7.372
33 38.37209 P30033 146.996 1249.466 7.744 20.868 25.8723 7.729
34 39.53488 P30034 131.863 1120.836 6.605 20.423 25.89143 6.745
35 40.69767 P30035 133.016 1130.636 6.92 20.264 25.9029 6.994
36 41.86047 PN30001- 125.378 1065.713 6.237 20.800 25.904 6.479
37 43.02326 PN30001- 138.637 1178.415 7.658 20.114 25.928 7.847
38 44.18605 PN30002 127.396 1082.866 6.836 19.817 25.981 7.089
39 45.34884 PN30003 135.755 1153.918 7.110 20.079 26.004 7.281
40 46.51163 PN30004 128.405 1091.443 6.921 19.926 26.036 7.170
41 47.67442 PN30005 131.287 1115.940 7.215 20.282 26.039 7.436
42 48.83721 PN30006 143.827 1222.530 7.385 19.667 26.043 7.587
43 50 PN30007 153.192 1302.132 8.102 20.204 26.046 8.281
44 51.16279 PN30008 136.621 1161.279 7.195 20.012 26.113 7.415
45 52.32558 PN30009 145.843 1239.666 7.765 20.198 26.116 7.958
1
2
46 53.48837 PN30010 145.556 1237.226 7.807 19.910 26.120 7.963
47 54.65116 PN30011 151.463 1287.436 8.228 20.483 26.176 8.442
48 55.81395 PN30012 145.123 1233.546 7.385 20.018 26.177 7.640
49 56.97674 PN30013 155.498 1321.733 8.038 20.942 26.177 8.187
50 58.13953 PN30014 154.778 1315.613 8.165 20.307 26.189 8.276
51 59.30233 PN30015 150.023 1275.196 7.786 20.316 26.227 7.931
52 60.46512 PN30016 153.914 1308.269 8.080 19.552 26.247 8.288
53 61.62791 PN30017 146.419 1244.562 7.702 19.738 26.255 7.846
54 62.7907 PN30018 156.507 1330.310 8.270 19.629 26.264 8.382
55 63.95349 PN30019 152.183 1293.556 7.807 19.839 26.363 7.928
56 65.11628 PN30020 155.787 1324.190 8.081 19.560 26.396 8.295
57 66.27907 PN30021- 161.984 1376.864 8.735 19.767 26.436 8.870
58 67.44186 PN30021- 165.872 1409.912 8.481 20.019 26.466 8.656
59 68.60465 PN30022 138.350 1175.975 7.427 19.661 26.466 7.542
60 69.76744 PN30023 156.507 1330.310 8.483 19.076 26.520 8.650
61 70.93023 PN30024 155.498 1321.733 8.103 20.292 26.530 8.265
62 72.09302 PN30025 157.373 1337.671 8.461 19.926 26.539 8.565
63 73.25581 Pr30001 138.493 1177.191 7.061 21.007 26.549 7.226
64 74.4186 Pr30002 138.204 1174.734 7.227 19.531 26.607 7.482
65 75.5814 Pr30003 151.320 1286.220 7.268 21.651 26.682 7.513
66 76.74419 Pr30004 148.292 1260.482 7.862 19.899 26.691 8.197
67 77.90698 Pr30005 152.472 1296.012 8.158 20.184 26.700 8.472
68 79.06977 Pr30006 115.544 982.124 5.488 20.599 26.701 5.733
69 80.23256 Pr30007 154.202 1310.717 7.630 21.236 26.784 7.937
70 81.39535 Pr30008 158.380 1346.230 7.629 21.849 26.830 7.863
71 82.55814 Pr30009 140.366 1193.111 6.971 21.578 26.937 7.228
72 83.72093 Pr30010 150.743 1281.316 7.755 20.823 26.968 8.020
73 84.88372 Pr30011 151.174 1284.979 7.141 22.071 27.038 7.380
74 86.04651 Pr30012 155.354 1320.509 7.734 22.272 27.039 7.995
75 87.2093 Pr30013 156.651 1331.534 7.609 21.230 27.068 7.816
76 88.37209 Pr30014 156.364 1329.094 7.630 20.934 27.076 7.885
77 89.53488 Pr30015 142.384 1210.264 7.353 20.260 27.260 7.722
78 90.69767 Pr30016 155.642 1322.957 7.990 20.734 27.402 8.235
79 91.86047 Pr30017 142.815 1213.928 7.712 20.115 27.447 8.039
80 93.02326 Pr30018 144.114 1224.969 7.226 20.530 27.512 7.519
81 94.18605 Pr30019 152.607 1297.160 7.756 20.677 27.517 7.952
82 95.34884 Pr30020 154.345 1311.933 7.587 20.808 27.605 7.909
83 96.51163 Pr30021 129.558 1101.243 6.718 20.110 27.662 6.981
84 97.67442 Pr30022 149.301 1269.059 7.967 20.395 27.857 8.252
85 98.83721 Pr30023 171.063 1454.036 8.583 20.815 28.141 8.815
86 100 Pr30024 172.792 1468.732 8.901 20.531 28.397 9.208
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n )
Tex 300
State Dry
Treatment After warping
GL 100
N 101
Strength, Mpa E, Gpa
Mean 1005.6 25.8
Stand Dev 107.6 0.8
 to failure Cum Prob Spec Max Load Strength (MDisp (mm Stiffness ( E, Gpa Elongation
0.990 30001 108 918 5.656 19.87 22.57388 5.699
1.980 30002 108 918 5.530 20.976 24.327 5.672
2.970 30003 112 952 5.996 20.266 24.3372 6.256
3.960 30004 118 1003 5.976 20.978 24.38565 6.345
4.950 30005 101 858.5 4.916 19.904 24.3882 5.287
5.941 30006 100 850 4.747 20.482 24.55013 5.144
6.931 30007 101 858.5 5.063 19.952 24.61388 5.443
7.921 30008 104 884 5.337 19.374 24.70185 5.652
8.911 30009 98 833 4.958 20.24 24.72098 5.388
9.901 30010 109 926.5 5.274 20.77 24.74648 5.701
10.891 30011 111 943.5 6.014 19.506 24.87015 6.202
11.881 30012 102 867 5.210 19.786 24.93518 5.686
12.871 30013 110 935 5.443 19.855 24.9798 5.889
13.861 30014 113 960.5 5.612 20.256 25.07798 5.997
14.851 30015 110 935 5.571 19.68 25.092 6.028
15.842 30016 103 875.5 5.316 19.921 25.10093 5.718
16.832 30017 105 892.5 5.296 21.204 25.13663 5.88
17.822 30018 114 969 6.742 17.705 25.1736 7.118
18.812 30019 110 935 6.017 19.088 25.20165 6.469
19.802 30020 112 952 5.676 20.492 25.22715 6.049
20.792 30021 117 994.5 6.145 20.259 25.23735 6.478
21.782 30022 109 926.5 5.337 20.449 25.24755 5.79
22.772 30023 107 909.5 5.401 20.751 25.25393 5.775
23.762 30024 112 952 5.380 21.572 25.31513 5.527
24.752 NW30001 118.317 1005.695 6.265 20.494 25.33425 6.45
25.743 NW30002 121.053 1028.951 6.519 20.181 25.3776 6.684
26.733 NW30003 123.792 1052.232 6.603 21.215 25.3776 6.672
27.723 NW30004 110.535 939.5475 5.716 20.174 25.39035 5.877
28.713 NW30005 118.604 1008.134 6.879 19.557 25.39928 6.446
29.703 NW30006 110.822 941.987 5.654 20.993 25.42223 5.722
30.693 NW30007 127.25 1081.625 6.777 21.282 25.42478 7.115
31.683 NW30008 122.206 1038.751 6.498 20.185 25.43753 6.852
32.673 NW30009 131.431 1117.164 6.498 20.989 25.4388 6.866
33.663 NW30010 129.269 1098.787 7.053 21.086 25.44135 7.295
34.653 NW30011 132.583 1126.956 6.733 20.986 25.4439 6.999
35.644 NW30012 113.271 962.8035 5.881 20.687 25.45665 6.155
36.634 NW30013 116.153 987.3005 6.199 19.998 25.49745 6.559
37.624 NW30014 113.56 965.26 6.114 19.669 25.51913 6.392
38.614 NW30015 93.095 791.3075 4.494 20.51 25.52168 4.771
39.604 NW30016 103.04 875.84 5.666 20.063 25.52423 5.841
40.594 NW30017 107.651 915.0335 5.538 19.766 25.58033 5.821
41.584 NW30018 112.264 954.244 5.603 20.384 25.58925 5.866
42.574 NW30019 134.889 1146.557 7.01 21.485 25.60073 7.287
43.564 NW30020 118.748 1009.358 6.135 21.07 25.60965 6.331
44.554 NW30021 109.38 929.73 5.44 20.381 25.60965 5.743
45.545 NW30022 129.989 1104.907 6.594 20.567 25.70655 6.874
46.535 NW30023 120.19 1021.615 5.974 21.101 25.72185 6.151
47.525 NW30024 114.424 972.604 6.361 20.405 25.73078 6.554
48.515 NW30025 117.739 1000.782 6.489 20.208 25.73588 6.759
49.505 W130001 117.308 997.118 6.446 19.128 25.765 6.487
50.495 W130002 107.509 913.827 5.618 19.951 25.779 5.639
51.485 W130003 127.972 1186.991 7.816 19.126 25.787 7.097
52.475 W130004 139.646 1172.295 7.424 20.567 25.788 7.265
53.465 W130005 137.917 1186.991 7.990 19.305 25.788 7.975
54.455 W130006 144.401 1172.295 7.990 20.086 25.796 7.827
55.446 W130007 97.132 1227.409 5.115 19.802 25.803 4.991
56.436 W130008 141.519 825.622 7.838 20.333 25.806 7.679
57.426 W130009 120.046 1202.912 6.901 19.409 25.809 6.727
58.416 W130010 123.648 1020.391 6.813 20.238 25.826 6.607
59.406 W130011 132.296 1051.008 6.944 20.070 25.830 6.789
60.396 W130012 111.255 1124.516 6.117 20.015 25.839 5.967
61.386 W130013 133.736 945.668 6.922 20.883 25.889 6.771
62.376 W130014 144.401 1136.756 8.012 20.232 25.925 7.841
63.366 W130015 130.711 1227.409 7.228 19.794 25.965 7.091
64.356 W130016 106.211 1111.044 6.182 20.019 25.986 5.981
65.347 W130017 131.864 902.794 7.271 19.956 25.990 7.134
66.337 W130018 144.690 1120.844 7.641 20.456 26.016 7.536
67.327 W130019 101.743 1229.865 5.398 20.553 26.030 5.235
68.317 W130020 142.961 864.816 7.729 20.511 26.072 7.491
69.307 W130021 105.778 1215.169 5.877 19.966 26.081 5.623
70.297 W130022 118.317 899.113 6.509 19.744 26.115 6.311
71.287 W130023 131.144 1005.695 6.837 20.242 26.127 6.721
72.277 W130024 108.660 1114.724 6.008 19.687 26.130 5.903
73.267 W130025 139.933 923.610 7.664 19.914 26.135 7.515
74.257 W130026 135.898 1189.431 7.336 19.904 26.144 7.197
75.248 W230001 110.968 943.228 5.610 19.939 26.150 5.898
76.238 W230002 138.204 1174.734 7.191 20.416 26.152 7.355
77.228 W230003 102.816 873.936 5.208 19.715 26.205 5.373
78.218 W230004 110.102 935.867 5.606 20.162 26.223 5.745
79.208 W230005 105.058 892.993 5.373 20.226 26.223 5.506
80.198 W230006 102.320 869.720 5.373 19.807 26.241 5.488
81.188 W230007 119.614 1016.719 6.533 19.941 26.376 6.521
82.178 W230008 118.171 1004.454 6.217 20.079 26.458 6.321
83.168 W230009 108.949 926.067 5.690 20.305 26.482 5.752
84.158 W230010 124.081 1054.689 6.533 20.498 26.589 6.530
85.149 W230011 116.875 993.438 6.342 19.389 26.589 6.444
86.139 W230012 116.012 986.102 5.901 20.581 26.626 5.918
87.129 W230013 112.408 955.468 6.533 190.807 26.744 6.618
88.119 W230014 102.609 872.177 5.141 20.854 26.747 5.185
89.109 W230015 119.181 1013.039 6.491 19.592 26.757 6.516
90.099 W230016 134.026 1139.221 7.312 20.017 26.761 7.328
91.089 W230017 127.829 1086.547 7.692 19.255 26.766 7.745
92.079 W230018 124.945 1062.033 6.364 20.993 26.766 6.355
93.069 W230019 123.938 1053.473 6.681 20.086 26.864 6.712
94.059 W230020 129.125 1097.563 6.471 20.854 26.885 6.493
95.050 W230021 136.188 1157.598 7.376 20.505 26.904 7.435
96.040 W230022 124.514 1058.369 6.807 20.226 27.035 6.833
97.030 W230023 116.299 988.542 6.449 20.365 27.049 6.428
98.020 W230024 127.107 1080.410 6.660 20.219 27.135 6.673
99.010 W230025 132.873 1129.421 7.208 20.225 27.393 7.256
100.000 W230026 129.845 1103.683 6.912 19.954 27.504 6.869





n )
Tex 300
State Dry
Treatment After weaving
GL 100
N 195
Strength, Mpa E, Gpa
Mean 844.1 24.6
Stand Dev 85.7 1.2
 to failure Cum Prob Spec Max Load Strength (MDisp (mm Stiffness ( E, Gpa Elongation
0.512821 2D30001 99.887 849.040 5.253 18.173 21.350 5.638
1.025641 2D30002 104.051 884.434 6.182 17.766 21.350 6.333
1.538462 2D30003 105.347 895.450 5.928 19.364 21.521 6.192
2.051282 2D30004 118.750 1009.375 6.301 19.366 21.699 6.699
2.564103 2D30005 93.243 792.566 5.569 17.760 21.699 6.008
3.076923 2D30006 119.037 1011.815 6.984 17.588 21.869 7.223
3.589744 2D30007 93.387 793.790 5.549 17.019 21.869 5.895
4.102564 2D30008 112.410 955.485 6.244 18.141 22.188 6.561
4.615385 2D30009 92.234 783.989 5.211 18.234 22.339 5.662
5.128205 2D30010 103.474 879.529 5.338 18.982 22.339 5.789
5.641026 2D30011 135.901 1155.159 7.279 19.177 22.358 7.549
6.153846 2D30012 117.597 999.575 6.731 17.536 22.358 6.915
6.666667 2D30013 97.278 826.863 5.654 16.745 22.425 5.808
7.179487 2D30014 109.815 933.428 5.992 18.597 22.425 6.086
7.692308 2D30015 112.804 958.834 6.308 18.459 22.644 6.515
8.205128 2D30016 101.899 866.142 6.056 17.521 22.644 6.216
8.717949 2D30017 128.838 1095.123 6.731 20.019 22.652 6.969
9.230769 2D30018 106.067 901.570 6.181 17.990 22.652 6.233
9.74359 2D30019 92.088 782.748 4.957 19.645 22.770 5.251
10.25641 2D30020 112.553 956.701 6.014 18.701 22.937 6.459
10.76923 2D30021 123.505 1049.793 6.857 17.152 22.937 7.076
11.28205 2D30022 119.183 1013.056 6.098 20.199 22.988 6.284
11.79487 2D30023 117.597 999.575 6.245 18.327 23.116 6.658
12.30769 2D30024 105.347 895.450 5.886 18.422 23.130 6.295
12.82051 D30001 92.377 785.205 4.635 19.809 23.12978 5.109
13.33333 D30002 95.4 810.900 4.572 20.252 23.17058 5.02
13.84615 D30003 95.259 809.702 4.427 20.029 23.17058 5.169
14.35897 D30004 95.979 815.822 5.06 20.822 23.21138 5.419
14.87179 D30005 101 858.500 5.305 20.58 23.24835 5.596
15.38462 D30006 93.96 798.660 4.693 20.801 23.24835 4.968
15.89744 D30007 91.94 781.490 4.376 21.006 23.36693 4.755
16.41026 D30008 93.96 798.660 4.777 20.358 23.36693 5.124
16.92308 D30009 92.52 786.420 5.01 19.51 23.42685 5.358
17.4359 D30010 96.41 819.485 4.968 20.083 23.48805 5.369
17.94872 D30011 89.93 764.405 4.587 19.802 23.48805 4.951
18.46154 D30012 94.4 802.400 4.818 20.07 23.50718 5.214
18.97436 D30013 98.57 837.845 4.841 20.517 23.53523 5.289
19.48718 D30014 99.15 842.775 4.99 20.634 23.53523 5.353
20 D30015 94.68 804.780 5.009 19.732 23.54798 5.423
20.51282 D30016 95.55 812.175 4.861 20.515 23.62193 5.254
21.02564 D30017 93.82 797.470 4.734 20.358 23.62193 5.089
21.53846 D30018 92.38 785.230 4.566 20.214 23.62575 4.959
22.05128 D30019 95.98 815.830 4.819 20.438 23.63978 5.231
22.5641 D30020 87.33 742.305 4.586 19.735 23.6691 4.947
23.07692 D30021 82.87 704.395 4.015 19.87 23.6691 4.425
23.58974 D30022 82.29 699.465 4.121 19.575 23.71118 4.589
24.10256 D30023 91.94 781.490 4.967 20.084 23.71118 5.383
24.61538 D30024 93.24 792.540 4.734 20.729 23.72265 5.092
25.12821 D130001 84.449 717.817 4.333 20.090 23.753 4.571
25.64103 D130002 95.690 813.365 5.355 18.702 23.817 5.582
26.15385 D130003 99.005 841.543 5.790 18.374 23.827 5.870
26.66667 D130004 97.276 826.846 5.441 18.797 23.831 5.577
27.17949 D130005 101.023 858.696 5.616 18.437 23.840 5.747
27.69231 D130006 92.232 783.972 5.180 19.443 23.844 5.210
28.20513 D130007 97.419 828.062 5.832 17.859 23.844 5.839
28.71795 D130008 87.044 739.874 5.093 18.469 23.845 5.089
29.23077 D130009 89.926 764.371 5.113 18.541 23.929 5.081
29.74359 D130010 96.989 824.407 5.486 19.367 23.945 5.264
30.25641 D130011 90.070 765.595 5.854 18.698 23.964 5.596
30.76923 D130012 96.979 824.322 5.680 19.457 23.966 5.474
31.28205 D130013 97.852 831.742 5.572 19.518 24.021 5.459
31.79487 D130014 97.419 828.062 5.854 18.527 24.105 5.682
32.30769 D130015 86.035 731.298 5.768 16.879 24.169 5.612
32.82051 D130016 95.979 815.822 5.876 18.527 24.171 5.587
33.33333 D130017 96.843 823.166 5.812 19.113 24.197 5.499
33.84615 D130018 98.285 835.423 5.571 20.668 24.202 5.212
34.35897 D130019 91.222 775.387 5.702 18.030 24.202 5.260
34.87179 D130020 96.412 819.502 5.813 18.205 24.206 5.445
35.38462 D130021 103.185 877.073 6.768 18.985 24.266 6.183
35.89744 D130022 87.333 742.331 5.812 18.691 24.271 5.324
36.41026 D130023 79.695 677.408 5.223 17.402 24.279 5.067
36.92308 D130024 92.954 790.109 5.942 18.564 24.285 5.429
37.4359 D130025 90.069 765.587 5.592 18.840 24.290 5.174
37.94872 D130026 93.384 793.764 6.028 19.494 24.290 5.461
38.46154 D130027 92.645 787.483 5.985 18.564 24.300 5.527
38.97436 D130028 98.428 836.638 5.941 19.567 24.354 5.531
39.48718 D130029 102.320 869.720 5.834 19.933 24.369 5.596
40 D130030 96.266 818.261 5.746 19.644 24.451 5.431
40.51282 D330001 99.294 843.999 5.879 19.771 24.451 5.427
41.02564 D330002 89.349 759.467 5.482 19.101 24.502 4.974
41.53846 D330003 92.521 786.429 5.701 19.051 24.504 5.320
42.05128 D330004 109.815 933.428 6.763 19.042 24.609 6.125
42.5641 D330005 99.294 843.999 6.121 19.388 24.625 5.490
43.07692 D330006 108.949 926.067 6.209 20.934 24.625 5.566
43.58974 D330007 111.975 951.788 6.453 20.798 24.625 5.836
44.10256 D330008 98.428 836.638 5.767 19.407 24.628 5.409
44.61538 D330009 96.843 823.166 5.900 19.036 24.637 5.430
45.12821 D330010 95.114 808.469 5.701 19.844 24.637 5.212
45.64103 D330011 111.255 945.668 6.829 19.622 24.689 6.265
46.15385 D330012 105.924 900.354 6.564 19.847 24.689 5.930
46.66667 D330013 107.653 915.051 6.740 19.487 24.692 6.056
47.17949 D330014 102.033 867.281 6.078 20.199 24.692 5.636
47.69231 D330015 103.040 875.840 6.098 19.407 24.693 5.793
48.20513 D330016 100.880 857.480 6.297 18.906 24.720 5.718
48.71795 D330017 97.419 828.062 5.878 19.851 24.731 5.438
49.23077 D330018 103.905 883.193 6.056 19.979 24.744 5.628
49.74359 D330019 96.999 824.492 6.167 19.555 24.744 5.529
50.25641 D330020 103.472 879.512 6.167 19.918 24.749 5.672
50.76923 D330021 95.546 812.141 5.270 18.130 24.790 5.824
51.28205 D330022 99.581 846.439 5.378 18.630 24.808 5.825
51.79487 D330023 102.607 872.160 5.508 18.768 24.846 5.926
52.30769 D330024 90.789 771.707 4.941 18.978 24.855 5.220
52.82051 D330025 104.482 888.097 5.465 20.477 24.864 5.666
53.33333 D330026 91.366 776.611 4.942 19.770 24.873 5.140
53.84615 D330027 92.088 782.748 4.831 19.597 24.875 5.089
54.35897 D330028 90.213 766.811 5.093 18.958 24.885 5.374
54.87179 D330029 81.135 689.648 4.831 18.780 24.933 5.130
55.38462 D330030 91.655 779.068 4.830 19.301 24.948 5.154
55.89744 2D30001 99.870 848.895 5.253 18.173 24.958 5.638
56.41026 2D30002 104.051 884.434 6.182 17.766 24.959 6.333
56.92308 2D30003 105.347 895.450 5.928 19.364 24.966 6.192
57.4359 2D30004 118.750 1009.375 6.301 19.366 24.967 6.699
57.94872 2D30005 93.243 792.566 5.569 17.760 24.968 6.008
58.46154 2D30006 119.037 1011.815 6.984 17.588 24.986 7.223
58.97436 2D30007 93.387 793.790 5.549 17.019 25.018 5.895
59.48718 2D30008 112.410 955.485 6.244 18.141 25.046 6.561
60 2D30009 92.234 783.989 5.211 18.234 25.047 5.662
60.51282 2D30010 103.474 879.529 5.338 18.982 25.047 5.789
61.02564 2D30011 135.901 1155.159 7.279 19.177 25.064 7.549
61.53846 2D30012 117.597 999.575 6.731 17.536 25.083 6.915
62.05128 2D30013 97.278 826.863 5.654 16.745 25.083 5.808
62.5641 2D30014 108.815 924.928 5.992 18.597 25.083 6.086
63.07692 2D300115 112.804 958.834 6.308 18.459 25.093 6.515
63.58974 2D30016 101.899 866.142 6.056 17.521 25.158 6.216
64.10256 2D30017 128.838 1095.123 6.731 20.019 25.162 6.969
64.61538 2D30018 106.067 901.570 6.181 17.990 25.175 6.233
65.12821 2D30019 92.088 782.748 4.957 19.645 25.190 5.251
65.64103 2D30020 112.553 956.701 6.014 18.701 25.195 6.459
66.15385 2D30021 123.505 1049.793 6.857 17.152 25.197 7.070
66.66667 2D30022 119.183 1013.056 6.098 20.199 25.207 6.284
67.17949 2D30023 117.597 999.575 6.245 18.327 25.208 6.658
67.69231 2D30024 105.347 895.450 5.886 18.422 25.248 6.295
68.20513 D430001 103.183 877.056 5.464 20.201 25.256 5.612
68.71795 D430002 96.843 823.166 5.158 19.745 25.301 5.412
69.23077 D430003 81.567 693.320 4.396 19.032 25.304 4.640
69.74359 D430004 109.000 926.500 5.791 20.550 25.304 5.937
70.25641 D430005 87.908 747.218 4.745 19.851 25.305 4.907
70.76923 D430006 91.079 774.172 4.722 19.658 25.310 4.939
71.28205 D430007 100.445 853.783 5.507 19.762 25.310 5.743
71.79487 D430008 94.248 801.108 5.355 19.761 25.310 5.489
72.30769 D430009 97.996 832.966 5.137 19.846 25.310 5.364
72.82051 D430010 98.572 837.862 5.506 19.581 25.310 5.685
73.33333 D430011 93.385 793.773 5.158 18.530 25.310 5.411
73.84615 D430012 89.350 759.475 5.115 18.680 25.310 5.292
74.35897 D430013 97.852 831.742 5.289 19.925 25.314 5.454
74.87179 D430014 107.364 912.594 6.029 19.851 25.320 6.207
75.38462 D430015 74.651 634.534 3.939 19.397 25.320 4.156
75.89744 D430016 94.970 807.245 4.701 20.295 25.334 4.905
76.41026 D430017 96.986 824.381 5.333 19.323 25.395 5.519
76.92308 D430018 105.058 892.993 5.834 18.606 25.404 5.839
77.4359 D430019 98.428 836.638 5.508 19.940 25.413 5.605
77.94872 D430020 102.607 872.160 5.267 20.383 25.415 5.343
78.46154 D430021 96.699 821.942 5.289 19.582 25.424 5.438
78.97436 D430022 96.986 824.381 5.420 19.501 25.426 5.599
79.48718 D430023 99.292 843.982 5.355 19.051 25.434 5.490
80 D430024 95.257 809.685 5.072 19.942 25.473 5.169
80.51282 D430025 114.569 973.837 6.218 19.854 25.524 6.295
81.02564 D430026 104.482 888.097 5.637 19.508 25.524 5.778
81.53846 D430027 88.340 750.890 4.897 19.323 25.537 5.001
82.05128 D430028 97.708 830.518 5.070 20.815 25.538 5.141
82.5641 D430029 98.861 840.319 5.289 19.851 25.589 5.409
83.07692 D430030 94.104 799.884 5.049 19.851 25.606 5.205
83.58974 D430031 99.148 842.758 5.464 19.859 25.607 5.488
84.10256 D530001 100.591 855.024 5.485 19.059 25.615 5.619
84.61538 D530002 103.183 877.056 5.571 19.314 25.652 5.662
85.12821 D530003 94.970 807.245 5.115 19.673 25.653 5.308
85.64103 D530004 99.438 845.223 5.420 20.552 25.754 5.524
86.15385 D530005 96.843 823.166 5.072 19.846 25.754 5.264
86.66667 D530006 100.014 850.119 5.202 20.306 25.754 5.354
87.17949 D530007 87.188 741.098 4.636 19.681 25.756 4.821
87.69231 D530008 99.148 842.758 4.940 20.560 25.773 5.079
88.20513 D530009 100.734 856.239 5.528 19.851 25.821 5.669
88.71795 D530010 103.760 881.960 5.442 20.120 25.876 5.624
89.23077 D530011 88.773 754.571 4.897 19.948 25.890 5.051
89.74359 D530012 92.088 782.748 5.115 9.581 25.956 5.257
90.25641 D530013 92.519 786.412 5.224 19.047 25.956 5.376
90.76923 D530014 94.681 804.789 4.919 19.583 25.988 5.178
91.28205 D530015 91.655 779.068 5.049 19.219 26.058 5.222
91.79487 D530016 102.752 873.392 5.507 19.673 26.108 5.663
92.30769 D530017 87.764 745.994 4.636 19.576 26.157 4.800
92.82051 D530018 102.896 874.616 5.444 19.757 26.159 5.599
93.33333 D530019 113.417 964.045 6.052 20.030 26.201 6.214
93.84615 D530020 101.600 863.600 5.290 19.859 26.204 5.480
94.35897 D530021 91.222 775.387 5.223 19.314 26.214 5.373
94.87179 D530022 89.350 759.475 5.115 19.217 26.240 5.296
95.38462 D530023 101.310 861.135 5.463 20.119 26.308 5.611
95.89744 D530024 95.546 812.141 5.420 19.411 26.352 5.605
96.41026 D530025 107.796 916.266 5.768 19.851 26.429 5.953
96.92308 D530026 102.896 874.616 5.420 19.673 26.517 5.627
97.4359 D530027 83.440 709.240 4.201 19.932 26.521 4.407
97.94872 D530028 86.322 733.737 4.549 18.956 26.539 4.776
98.46154 D530029 99.725 847.663 5.421 19.316 26.548 5.652
98.97436 D530030 87.621 744.779 4.788 18.795 26.691 5.022
99.48718 D530031 82.296 699.516 4.636 18.688 26.783 4.857
100 D530032 94.394 802.349 5.223 19.314 26.475 5.396



n n n n
Stress-strain data
Tex 300 Tex 300 Tex 300
State Dry State Dry State Dry
Treatment As received Treatment After warping Treatment After weav
GL 100 GL 100 GL 100
 to failure Elongatio Stress, Mpa Elongatio Stress, Mpa Elongatio Stress, Mp
0 -4.899346 0 -4.899346 0 -1.195303
0.01143 101.6661 0.019685 79.60977 0.01905 80.47764
0.033655 102.9048 0.040005 86.96804 0.038735 90.0842
0.05461 101.6661 0.060325 91.86741 0.05969 93.67308
0.076835 104.125 0.081915 95.54654 0.08128 97.28003
0.098425 105.3452 0.10287 100.4459 0.102235 103.2796
0.141605 112.7035 0.12446 100.4459 0.12446 103.2796
0.16256 110.2446 0.167005 106.5654 0.16637 109.2973
0.183515 113.9237 0.18923 109.0058 0.187325 110.4936
0.206375 113.9237 0.210185 112.685 0.22987 116.4932
0.226695 113.9237 0.231775 117.5843 0.27178 126.0998
0.26924 118.8231 0.25273 118.8045 0.29337 127.3142
0.29083 121.2635 0.29591 123.7039 0.314325 129.7067
0.31115 121.2635 0.3175 123.7039 0.33528 133.3137
0.332105 122.5022 0.33782 124.9426 0.356235 139.3133
0.375285 124.9426 0.35941 128.6032 0.39878 141.724
0.396875 129.8419 0.380365 133.5026 0.42037 146.5273
0.41783 127.4015 0.42291 135.9615 0.441325 147.7236
0.438785 129.8419 0.445135 142.0811 0.46228 151.3306
0.45974 129.8419 0.46609 144.54 0.504825 158.5264
0.50292 132.3009 0.48768 145.7602 0.52578 160.9371
0.52451 131.0622 0.508635 149.4393 0.546735 166.9367
0.54483 133.5211 0.55118 156.7791 0.568325 164.526
0.56642 138.4204 0.57277 158.0178 0.58928 166.9367
0.587375 142.0996 0.59436 160.4583 0.63119 176.5433
0.629285 145.7787 0.615315 164.1374 0.65278 182.5428
0.65024 149.4393 0.636905 169.0367 0.673735 183.7572
0.671195 151.8983 0.65786 170.2569 0.695325 187.3461
0.692785 153.1185 0.69977 178.8354 0.71628 190.9531
0.73533 159.238 0.72136 180.0556 0.75819 195.7564
0.756285 162.9172 0.743585 183.7348 0.77978 200.5597
0.77851 167.8165 0.765175 188.6341 0.800735 202.9704
0.799465 169.0367 0.78613 192.3133 0.82169 205.363
0.82042 173.9361 0.828675 195.9924 0.864235 211.3807
0.86233 178.8354 0.850265 198.4328 0.88519 213.7732
0.883285 182.5146 0.87122 204.5524 0.90678 218.5765
0.90424 186.1937 0.892175 203.3322 0.927735 219.7728
0.92583 189.8728 0.913765 211.9107 0.94869 226.9868
0.96774 198.4513 0.95631 214.3511 0.991235 230.5938
0.98933 197.2126 0.9779 215.5898 1.01219 232.9864
1.00965 200.8917 0.99949 218.0302 1.033145 236.5933
1.030605 203.3506 1.020445 221.7093 1.054735 241.3966
1.05156 208.25 1.0414 221.7093 1.07569 246.1999
1.09474 215.5898 1.085215 230.2878 1.118235 252.1995
1.115695 216.81 1.105535 238.8663 1.13919 258.2172
1.13665 221.7093 1.12649 242.5269 1.160145 259.4135
1.157605 221.7093 1.14808 246.2061 1.1811 264.2168
1.200785 230.2878 1.170305 248.665 1.223645 270.2163
1.221105 233.9669 1.21158 254.7846 1.2446 270.2163
1.24206 236.4259 1.23317 254.7846 1.265555 275.0196
1.263015 241.3252 1.255395 260.9041 1.28651 281.0192
1.28397 243.7656 1.27635 260.9041 1.307465 282.2336
1.326515 248.665 1.297305 265.8035 1.350645 290.6258
1.348105 253.5643 1.340485 275.6022 1.3716 294.2328
1.368425 257.2435 1.362075 276.8408 1.392555 297.8397
1.390015 259.6839 1.382395 281.7402 1.414145 300.2504
1.43256 263.363 1.40335 284.1806 1.43637 305.0537
1.45415 265.822 1.425575 285.4009 1.47701 311.0533
1.475105 271.9415 1.467485 295.1996 1.4986 317.0529
1.49606 271.9415 1.489075 296.4383 1.520825 319.4636
1.517015 279.2813 1.510665 300.0989 1.541145 324.2669
1.558925 282.9604 1.532255 302.5578 1.58369 331.4627
1.58115 290.3187 1.55321 311.1363 1.60528 332.659
1.600835 291.5389 1.5748 313.5767 1.624965 337.4623
1.62179 296.4383 1.617345 316.0357 1.646555 342.2656
1.665605 301.3376 1.638935 324.6141 1.66878 345.8726
1.68529 303.7965 1.65989 324.6141 1.70942 350.6758
1.70688 311.1363 1.680845 330.7337 1.73228 355.4791
1.729105 313.5952 1.702435 334.4128 1.753235 356.6935
1.749425 317.2558 1.74498 340.5324 1.77292 361.4968
1.791335 320.935 1.76657 345.4317 1.795145 362.6931
1.81229 327.0731 1.78816 345.4317 1.837055 368.6927
1.83388 333.1926 1.809115 349.1109 1.857375 372.2998
1.854835 335.633 1.830705 352.7715 1.880235 375.9065
1.896745 342.9913 1.872615 362.5702 1.900555 381.9064
1.9177 346.6704 1.89484 362.5702 1.943735 390.3166
1.939925 347.8906 1.915795 366.2494 1.965325 393.9236
1.96088 349.1109 1.93675 371.1487 1.984375 396.3161
1.980565 354.0102 1.95834 376.048 2.0066 399.9232
2.02438 361.3685 2.00152 380.9476 2.02819 404.7263
2.0447 365.0291 2.022475 384.6264 2.06883 410.7258
2.06502 372.3874 2.04343 389.5259 2.09169 414.3329
2.087245 374.8463 2.06502 393.2052 2.112645 416.7253
2.108835 376.0665 2.08661 391.9848 2.13233 420.3324
2.15011 383.4064 2.12852 403.0035 2.17678 427.5465
2.1717 390.7645 2.15011 403.0035 2.196465 429.939
2.192655 389.5445 2.1717 409.1234 2.21742 434.7425
2.21361 393.2052 2.19329 409.1234 2.239645 437.1531
2.25679 401.7835 2.214245 415.2615 2.259965 441.9562
2.27711 404.2424 2.25679 425.0598 2.30251 447.9558
2.29743 407.9031 2.277745 428.7205 2.324735 453.9553
2.319655 414.0411 2.299335 431.1797 2.34442 456.3663
2.34061 417.7203 2.320925 433.62 2.36474 459.973
2.381885 426.2802 2.34188 438.5192 2.3876 461.1694
2.40411 426.2802 2.384425 447.098 2.428875 468.3654
2.425065 431.1797 2.406015 449.5568 2.44983 471.9725
2.44475 434.8586 2.42697 454.456 2.472055 477.9898
2.4892 445.8776 2.44856 454.456 2.493645 480.3826
2.508885 444.6573 2.469515 456.8963 2.534285 486.3822
2.52984 453.2357 2.491105 461.7959 2.557145 489.9892
2.55143 456.9149 2.53365 474.0535 2.5781 494.7923
2.57302 458.1352 2.55524 474.0535 2.597785 498.3994
2.61493 465.4937 2.57683 478.9527 2.619375 502.0065
2.63652 470.3928 2.597785 480.173 2.66192 506.8096
2.656205 475.292 2.61874 485.0726 2.68224 511.6131
2.70002 478.9527 2.66192 492.4306 2.704465 515.202
2.719705 485.0907 2.68351 494.8709 2.726055 517.6126
2.74066 488.7514 2.704465 498.5501 2.746375 518.8087
2.762885 493.6509 2.74701 507.1285 2.789555 530.8259
2.784475 497.3302 2.789555 512.0281 2.811145 533.2187
2.80416 499.789 2.811145 519.3679 2.830195 534.433
2.84734 509.5878 2.8321 523.0468 2.85242 538.0219
2.868295 513.2666 2.85369 521.8268 2.894965 547.6285
2.888615 518.1661 2.874645 529.1667 2.915285 552.4319
2.90957 520.6064 2.917825 535.3047 2.936875 553.6462
2.95275 527.9649 2.93878 536.5247 2.9591 554.8426
2.972435 529.1848 2.959735 541.4243 2.978785 556.0386
2.99466 534.0844 2.98196 546.3234 3.0226 569.2523
3.01625 538.9836 3.00355 550.0026 3.04292 571.663
3.03657 540.2039 3.044825 557.3425 3.06324 571.663
3.079115 548.7823 3.06705 559.8014 3.08483 577.6625
3.10007 556.1407 3.08864 563.4806 3.107055 578.8589
3.121025 556.1407 3.10896 569.6001 3.147695 586.073
3.142615 559.8014 3.13055 572.0404 3.16992 592.0726
3.184525 567.1594 3.173095 578.1785 3.190875 592.0726
3.20548 575.7382 3.19405 581.8391 3.211195 592.0726
3.22707 574.4993 3.21691 584.298 3.25501 601.6792
3.24866 579.3988 3.23723 589.1976 3.274695 605.2859
3.268345 584.298 3.25882 590.4175 3.29565 608.8929
3.31216 590.4361 3.30073 600.2163 3.31851 612.4818
3.33248 596.5556 3.324225 601.4552 3.33883 612.4818
3.3528 600.2348 3.34391 606.3543 3.381375 619.6959
3.37439 605.134 3.3655 606.3543 3.402965 623.303
3.416935 608.8132 3.386455 611.2535 3.423285 628.1061
3.437255 610.0335 3.40741 612.4739 3.44424 628.1061
3.480435 619.8323 3.45059 622.2726 3.466465 629.3025
3.50139 625.9518 3.47218 628.3921 3.507105 634.1057
3.5433 633.3098 3.493135 633.2917 3.52933 637.7127
3.564255 635.7505 3.513455 635.7505 3.551555 641.3016
3.585845 641.8886 3.53568 640.6497 3.57124 643.7123
3.6068 645.5493 3.57886 646.7692 3.61442 652.1224
3.64871 650.4484 3.599815 647.9896 3.63601 656.9259
3.669665 655.348 3.62077 652.8887 3.65506 658.122
3.691255 660.2472 3.642995 656.5679 3.67665 660.533
3.71221 660.2472 3.663315 660.2472 3.698875 659.3184
3.7338 665.1463 3.706495 666.3667 3.74015 668.925
3.77571 672.5048 3.72745 670.0459 3.761105 673.7281
3.796665 676.184 3.749675 672.4862 3.78333 674.9427
3.818255 678.6243 3.769995 676.1654 3.80365 677.3352
3.83921 683.5238 3.79095 677.3858 3.824605 679.7458
3.860165 685.9827 3.834765 685.9641 3.867785 686.9418
3.90271 693.3226 3.855085 690.8633 3.888105 689.3524
3.923665 699.4603 3.87604 698.2217 3.909695 691.7453
3.945255 701.9009 3.8989 694.5425 3.93192 695.3519
3.966845 706.8001 3.91922 699.4421 3.97256 697.763
4.00812 710.4793 3.961765 708.0205 3.994785 702.5661
4.02971 714.1585 3.98399 710.4608 4.016375 702.5661
4.050665 719.0577 4.004945 715.3603 4.03606 706.155
4.07162 722.7184 4.0259 717.8192 4.05765 707.3692
4.09321 727.6179 4.04749 720.2595 4.10083 710.9581
4.134485 734.976 4.090035 733.7374 4.12115 713.3691
4.15544 739.8755 4.111625 732.5171 4.143375 715.7616
4.177665 742.3344 4.13258 737.4167 4.16433 713.3691
4.197985 744.7747 4.15417 741.0955 4.18465 720.5647
4.24053 753.3531 4.17576 742.3158 4.22783 724.1717
4.261485 755.7938 4.21767 750.8942 4.24942 724.1717
4.281805 760.6929 4.23926 752.1146 4.269105 730.1713
4.30403 769.2713 4.260215 758.2341 4.29006 728.9752
4.32562 766.831 4.303395 759.473 4.333875 733.7783
4.36626 776.6298 4.323715 764.3722 4.35356 736.189
4.388485 780.309 4.36753 774.1709 4.374515 737.3854
4.410075 785.2081 4.388485 775.3912 4.397375 737.3854
4.42976 786.4285 4.408805 780.2904 4.417695 742.1885
4.473575 792.548 4.43103 782.7493 4.46024 749.4027
4.493895 797.4476 4.45262 785.1896 4.481195 750.5987
4.514215 796.2272 4.495165 791.3095 4.50215 754.2058
4.535805 807.2459 4.51612 794.9883 4.52374 760.2053
4.55676 808.4663 4.53771 796.2087 4.54533 760.2053
4.59994 815.8247 4.5593 803.5671 4.586605 761.4017
4.62026 815.8247 4.580255 807.2459 4.608195 762.5981
4.641215 820.7239 4.623435 809.6866 4.62915 765.0088
4.66217 823.1827 4.64439 815.8061 4.650105 769.8119
4.70535 830.5226 4.66471 817.0446 4.69265 767.4013
4.725035 834.2018 4.6863 819.4853 4.713605 767.4013
4.746625 835.4218 4.70916 821.9442 4.73456 767.4013
4.76885 837.881 4.75107 830.5226 4.75615 768.6159
4.789805 845.2205 4.772025 828.0637 4.777105 768.6159
4.831715 852.5789 4.793615 836.6421 4.81965 772.2047
4.853305 852.5789 4.815205 836.6421 4.840605 778.2225
4.87299 856.2396 4.835525 842.7616 4.86156 780.6149
4.893945 862.3776 4.878705 847.6612 4.88315 778.2225
4.93776 867.2768 4.900295 848.8811 4.92506 780.6149
4.957445 870.956 4.92125 855.0192 4.946015 783.0256
4.9784 874.6167 4.942205 855.0192 4.96824 784.222
5.000625 878.2959 4.963795 861.1387 4.989195 785.418
5.022215 880.7548 5.00634 864.8179 5.009515 789.0251
5.06349 885.6543 5.02793 869.7175 5.052695 785.418
5.085715 890.5535 5.048885 873.3963 5.073015 787.8287
5.106035 895.4527 5.070475 875.837 5.09397 781.8292
5.126355 899.1133 5.092065 877.057 5.116195 779.4185
5.14858 901.5726 5.13461 881.9565 5.13715 779.4185
5.18922 904.0129 5.155565 885.6358 5.178425 784.222
5.21081 907.6921 5.17652 890.5349 5.20065 783.0256
5.233035 911.3709 5.19811 891.7553 5.22224 777.0078
5.25399 913.8302 5.220335 890.5349 5.241925 773.419
5.295265 919.9497 5.241925 895.4345 5.28574 785.418
5.316855 923.6285 5.2832 901.554 5.30606 783.0256
5.33781 926.0692 5.304155 904.0129 5.32638 784.222
5.358765 929.7484 5.327015 908.912 5.34797 780.6149
5.380355 932.1887 5.348605 913.8116 5.370195 781.8292
5.422265 941.9874 5.36829 911.3709 5.410835 772.2047
5.44322 941.9874 5.412105 913.8116 5.433695 772.2047
5.465445 944.4463 5.43306 916.2705 5.45465 761.4017
5.4864 948.1255 5.454015 916.2705 5.474335 761.4017
5.527675 956.7039 5.47497 921.1696 5.49656 763.8124
5.5499 961.6031 5.497195 922.39 5.53847 754.2058
5.57022 965.2637 5.539105 926.0692 5.56006 743.3849
5.59054 968.9429 5.56006 928.5095 5.581015 737.3854
5.61213 970.1633 5.58292 929.7299 5.601335 721.7793
5.654675 975.0625 5.60324 933.4091 5.644515 706.155
5.67563 981.2005 5.624195 934.629 5.66547 701.3515
5.69722 982.4209 5.66801 939.5286 5.686425 695.3519
5.718175 982.4209 5.688965 940.7671 5.708015 690.5488
5.760085 989.7608 5.709285 938.3082 5.72897 690.5488
5.78104 990.9993 5.73151 941.9874 5.771515 674.9427
5.80263 995.8988 5.752465 941.9874 5.791835 660.533
5.823585 997.1188 5.79501 951.7862 5.813425 653.3189
5.84454 998.3391 5.817235 949.3273 5.83565 649.7118
5.88645 1006.918 5.85851 945.6667 5.855335 637.7127
5.90804 1006.918 5.8801 949.3273 5.898515 620.892
5.92836 1008.138 5.92328 949.3273 5.91947 614.8925
5.950585 1014.276 5.9436 945.6667 5.93979 616.0889
5.99186 1021.616 5.965825 949.3273 5.960745 610.0893
6.014085 1021.616 5.98805 950.5658 6.003925 590.8762
6.03504 1027.735 6.00837 951.7862 6.024245 576.4664
6.055995 1027.735 6.05155 955.4654 6.04647 562.0385
6.076315 1032.635 6.072505 959.1442 6.06806 553.6462
6.11886 1036.314 6.092825 960.3646 6.087745 542.8253
6.13918 1039.993 6.114415 965.2637 6.130925 480.3826
6.161405 1044.892 6.13664 961.5849 6.15188 457.5624
6.18236 1044.892 6.15823 962.8049 6.172835 439.5456
6.223635 1049.792 6.199505 964.0438 6.194425 415.5293
6.24586 1052.251 6.22173 964.0438 6.236335 341.0693
6.266815 1053.47 6.24332 964.0438 6.257925 309.857
6.287135 1058.37 6.26364 965.2637 6.27888 252.1995
6.308725 1059.59 6.28523 964.0438 6.299835 182.5428
6.350635 1063.269 6.32841 962.8049 6.32079 106.8866
6.372225 1066.948 6.349365 964.0438 6.363335 60.05009
6.393815 1070.609 6.369685 964.0438 6.38429 55.24679
6.41477 1068.169 6.392545 959.1442 6.40588 49.24723
6.45668 1075.509 6.414135 950.5658 6.426835 50.44353
6.47827 1075.509 6.45541 946.8866 6.44779 46.83654
6.497955 1080.408 6.477 935.8679 6.490335 42.03324
6.52018 1085.326 6.499225 932.1887 6.51129 39.64067
6.54177 1086.546 6.52018 933.4091 6.532245 40.83697
6.583045 1088.986 6.5405 935.8679 6.553835 42.03324
6.604635 1093.886 6.584315 913.8116 6.59638 40.83697
6.62559 1095.124 6.605905 907.6921 6.617335 40.83697
6.646545 1097.565 6.62559 894.2141 6.63829 40.83697
6.688455 1096.345 6.647815 873.3963 6.659245 39.64067
6.70941 1101.244 6.67004 859.9188 6.680835 42.03324
6.731 1100.024 6.71195 835.4218
6.75259 1102.464 6.73354 825.6234
6.772275 1104.923 6.75513 823.1642
6.81609 1109.823 6.776085 817.0446
6.837045 1107.363 6.796405 806.0074
6.85673 1108.584 6.84022 783.9696
6.87959 1112.263 6.86181 774.1709
6.920865 1106.143 6.88213 754.5734
6.94182 1106.143 6.903085 742.3158
6.964045 1106.143 6.92531 722.7184
6.984365 1103.684 6.966585 670.0459
7.004685 1098.785 6.98881 647.9896
7.0485 1087.766 7.0104 635.7505
7.06882 1082.867 7.031355 625.9518
7.08914 1081.646 7.052945 613.6942
7.111365 1071.848 7.074535 598.9959
7.132955 1070.609 7.116445 573.2793
7.173595 1074.288 7.138035 556.1222
7.19582 1073.068 7.159625 548.7823
7.21614 1074.288 7.18058 535.3047
7.237095 1066.948 7.20217 521.8268
7.280275 1053.47 7.244715 465.4751
7.29996 1032.635 7.26567 436.0789
7.32155 1024.075 7.28726 406.6827
7.36473 990.9993 7.308215 387.0853
7.40664 973.8425 7.329805 366.2494
7.42823 967.723 7.37235 219.2504
7.44855 966.5026 7.414895 105.3452
7.469505 966.5026 7.436485 90.64717
7.51205 960.3646 7.458075 77.16935
7.53237 951.8047 7.50062 61.23262
7.554595 944.4463
7.57555 918.7293
7.59587 836.6421
7.639685 791.3277
7.660005 779.0701
7.680325 771.7306
7.70255 766.831
7.743825 754.5734
7.76478 744.7747
7.787005 731.2968
7.80796 721.4984
7.827645 714.1585
7.87146 685.9827
7.891145 334.4128
7.912735 173.9361
7.93496 154.3387
7.9756 140.8609
7.99719 139.6406
8.019415 133.5211
8.0391 134.7413
8.060055 133.5211
8.103235 126.1628
8.14451 124.9426
8.166735 123.7224
8.20801 123.7224
8.2296 124.9426
8.25119 123.7224
8.27151 121.2635
8.292465 124.9426
8.335645 123.7224
8.355965 122.5022
8.37692 122.5022
8.399145 121.2635
8.44042 118.8231
8.46201 118.8231
8.482965 118.8231
8.50392 120.0433
8.524875 120.0433
8.566785 120.0433
8.588375 120.0433
8.609965 117.6028
8.63092 118.8231
vp
ing
a
p s n
e
2 2 2 2 2
e
Neat resin between warp yarns in layers Neat resin 
% Binder Vconswar VwarpfibresVf in warp Vneat resi SD
Panel 7 - 2 0 - 2D wove 0.530525 0.196 0.369445 0.469475 0.03 Panel 7 - 2
Panel 4 0 - 3D wove 0.73087 0.304 0.415943 0.26913 0.05 Panel 4
Panel 2 0.3 0.763909 0.308 0.403189 0.236091 0.08 Panel 2
Panel 3 0.5 0.621487 0.312 0.502022 0.378513 0.05 Panel 3
Panel 5 1.1 0.593806 0.319 0.537212 0.406194 0.03 Panel 5
Image analysis calculations Image ana
Neat resin between warp yarns in layers Neat resin 
Panel 2
Average Vresin 0.236091 Average Vwarpyarn 0.763909
StdevVresin 0.080017
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
Total resin 47983 44545 12976 20175 37417 55621
Total imag 163392 161184 105984 132480 147936 174432
Vresin 0.293668 0.276361 0.122434 0.152287 0.252927 0.318869
Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^2
42338 38259 4219 3437 28016 54129
4 6286 53 433 2 211
16 23 10 275 20
91 20 20 8453 6
119 13 8 30 2
53 8494 35 3 86
1 5 1 204 2
10 9 10 40 582
2 134 7 13 4
77 1 53 24 1
4309 5 20 280 2
949 14346 42 3
14 1 2 2
7 16 1
6 2 3
139 3 348
19 4 49
8 2 63
13 6 40
130 24
1 4
55 3
35 28
110 8
29
249
872
69
11
13
28
Panel 3
Average Vresin 0.378513 Average Vwarpyarn 0.621487
StdevVresin 0.045307
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
Total resin 31432 31761 30238 24812 34309 42549
Total imag 87207 85080 85080 76572 85080 93588
2 2 2 2 2
e
2 2 2 2 2
e
Vresin 0.36043 0.373307 0.355407 0.324035 0.403256 0.454642
Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^2
11954 31761 1756 16874 33959 42282
19255 28371 6329 110 3
4 13 14 64 3
95 11 1261 48 4
7 2 115 11 45
74 65 132 13 11
24 9 78 20 111
16 11 1 27 30
3 1 1 7
1 3 36
6 8 5
2 1
3 10
8 1
12
4
7
5
4
Panel 4
Average Vresin 0.26913 Average Vwarpyarn 0.73087
StdevVresin 0.053008
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
Total resin 23993 16278 33000 20995 24580 29231
Total imag 93465 76849 89311 78672 93465 118389
Vresin 0.256706 0.211818 0.369495 0.266868 0.262986 0.246906
Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^2
21626 2360 32573 179 3156 5210
1344 6889 427 13950 2897 814
138 1471 436 547 195
142 414 5802 89 91
357 26 624 29 24
201 812 4 213 65
86 175 2798 5
25 620 14099 6
19 387 468 28
38 242 125 135
11 107 133 6220
2 1751 17 16438
4 236 9
143
89
63
88
282
104
19
Panel 5
Average Vresin 0.406194 Average Vwarpyarn 0.593806
StdevVresin 0.031957
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
Total resin 25591 28043 27759 36313 36119 44285
Total imag 58851 76959 75750 85850 85850 103525
Vresin 0.434844 0.364389 0.366455 0.422982 0.420722 0.427771
2 2 2 2 2Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^ Data, pix^2
80 28043 4712 36166 35580 31676
25504 10 14 42 3
7 73 25 41 15
301 108 1 2
141 1 15
6 4 9
4208 117 2
63 5 51
994 2 9
16505 91 11132
696 126 1037
10 2 296
12 24 31
3 51 7
12 18
6 6
7 5
3
y s n
between weft yarns in layers
% Binder Vconsweft Vweftfibre Vf in wefts Vneat resi SD
0 - 2D wove 0.530525 0.196 0.369445 0.469475 0.03
0 - 3D wove 0.70275 0.304 0.432586 0.29725 0.06
0.3 0.66624 0.308 0.462296 0.33376 0.08
0.5 0.748412 0.312 0.416883 0.251588 0.14
1.1 0.596691 0.319 0.534615 0.403309 0.09
lysis calculations
between weft yarns in layers
Summary of static tensile test results
Parameters Test result
Panel ID % Binder P0 P0 x 10 ξ50 ξ90 σξ sξ E1, Gpa
7 0 0.1 1 4.92 7.75 6.065169 12.13034 20.58
4 0 0.48 4.8 1.13 3.64 2.024651 4.049301 29.28
2 0.3 0.36 3.6 1.81 4.92 2.77563 5.55126 22.9
6 0.4 0.37 3.7 1.95 4.95 2.490242 4.980483 24.32
3 0.5 0.36 3.6 1.99 5.67 3.12211 6.244221 23.68
5 1.1 0.32 3.2 1.95 4.95 2.951274 5.902547 24.85
p p
ts
StDev, G UTS, Mpa Stdev, M Vfwarp Predicted UTS, Mpa
2.3 337.5 60 0.196 417.48
1.39 376.4 9.4 0.211 449.43
0.85 376.56 37 0.213 453.69
0.83 318.25 51.64 0.209 445.17
0.861394 300.25 20.9 0.209 445.17
1.04 344.75 16.36 0.211 449.43
m m m
Panel 2 0.3% z-binder Panel 3 0.5% z-binder Panel 4 0% z-binder Panel 5
Gave Gstdev Gave Gstdev Gave Gstdev Gave
1.35 0.16 2.18 0.58 1.65 0.16 2.54
G1, KJ/m a, mm G1, KJ/m a, mm G1, KJ/m a, mm G1, KJ/mm
0.072626 0 0.067483 0 0.221678 0 0.499256
0.233018 0 0.055763 0 0.10702 0 0.213553
0.105135 0 0.333199 0 0.234797 0 0.320615
0.114744 0 0.295961 0 0.315175 0 0.265089
0.122363 0 0.29122 0 0.394385 1.5 0.63413
0.091081 1.4 0.410466 1.6 0.584266 2.4 0.394487
0.278011 2.3 0.113873 2 0.1798 2.6 0.437888
0.289231 2.7 0.21599 2.7 0.372297 2.8 0.533136
0.185077 3 0.280481 2.9 0.649431 4.1 0.805188
0.191959 3.1 0.444219 3.6 0.784149 4.6 0.580965
0.253581 3.4 0.959817 4.1 0.563453 5.5 0.841406
0.37387 4.7 0.277344 4.8 1.366109 5.6 0.693715
0.391526 5.3 0.619345 5.5 0.405152 6.5 0.611347
0.337891 5.6 0.432456 5.6 0.976946 6.5 0.890002
0.279543 5.6 0.355319 5.7 0.75312 7.4 1.109424
0.316658 5.6 1.083336 6.6 0.64768 7.7 1.079036
0.467828 6.2 0.800853 7.2 1.432591 7.9 1.703004
0.481017 7.3 0.373896 7.2 0.581913 8.8 1.307031
0.622293 7.5 0.703696 8 0.830524 9.6 0.677063
0.416044 7.8 0.673162 8.1 1.296531 9.7 1.373472
0.563339 8.2 0.620329 9 1.175595 10.4 0.818145
0.516905 8.3 1.174937 9.9 0.848134 10.5 1.803551
0.636359 9.2 0.902161 10 1.510175 10.9 1.445697
0.561054 10.3 1.271832 10.7 0.99817 11.5 2.078773
0.508251 10.8 1.014741 11.2 1.401291 11.5 1.744548
0.818916 11.1 1.728588 12.5 1.199415 13 1.446852
0.758142 11.7 1.005113 12.6 1.128363 13.3 0.909152
0.594219 11.8 1.386272 14.5 1.211336 13.3 1.68417
0.722821 12.9 1.142046 14.6 1.479684 13.8 0.985807
0.910413 13.1 2.046109 15.6 1.493066 14.2 1.30286
0.551852 13.1 1.195688 15.8 1.38988 15.1 2.305412
0.67778 14 1.527524 16.5 1.348008 15.3 1.732168
0.826445 14.6 1.621 16.8 1.517206 17.1 1.559482
0.618662 14.8 1.993165 17.9 1.693718 17.5 1.305299
0.857452 15.2 0.812819 18.6 1.534649 17.6 1.291175
1.007466 15.8 1.591724 18.7 1.586733 20.1 2.659935
0.826207 16.5 1.966165 19 1.593732 21.1 1.97063
0.999475 16.5 1.830561 20.6 1.656816 21.7 2.495755
0.920194 16.6 1.068541 21.1 1.751724 22.1 3.043547
1.309597 17.5 1.331636 21.5 1.462445 23
1.357043 18 1.631127 23.1 1.586144 23.3
1.099046 18.3 2.341883 23.5 1.877853 24
1.083204 18.5 1.669197 23.9 1.69464 24.7
1.092547 18.5 1.704618 24.2 1.68932 27.2
1.219185 19.9 1.294847 25.1 1.514151 28
1.473199 20.6 1.819171 25.4 1.406379 30.6
1.11189 20.7 3.238839 25.4 1.621588 31
1.326015 21.7 2.282814 27.6 1.446426 31.8
1.336027 21.9 2.079675 28.8 1.563939 33
1.101503 22.7 2.867362 28.9 1.526885 33.8
1.424928 23.6 1.237362 31.1 1.409019 35.1
1.34825 24.2 2.053534 31.4 1.512414 36.7
1.044936 25.3 2.494278 32.6 1.689945 37.4
1.411786 25.9 1.849729 35.3 1.520966 37.9
1.43498 26.2 2.170522 36.7 1.89235 39.8
1.084427 28.4 2.470024 38.1 1.728712 41.2
1.477361 28.8 1.826063 38.5 1.791377 42.9
1.337241 29.4 2.445299 38.5 1.852812 44.6
1.277754 30.8 1.603735 39.7 1.911415 49.3
1.520581 30.9 3.303221 39.7 1.846311 49.7
1.452276 35.3 2.205559 42
1.430685 43.1 2.326903 42.4
1.368214 47.7 2.894182 44.5
1.468562 51.6 2.64307 46.1
1.603927 54.3 2.224344 46.5
2.163482 47.4
3.290457 47.7
2.561236 50.7
2.703464 51.1
2.356206 57.1
nm m
1.1% z-binder Panel 6 0.4% z-bi Panel 7 2D woven
Gstdev Gave Gstdev Gave Gstdev
0.44 1.92 0.43 0.59 0.15
a, mm G1, KJ/m a, mm G1, KJ/m a, mm
0 0.403502 0 0.716296 0
0 0.598698 0 0.454209 0
0 0.372264 0 0.308101 0
0 0.338576 0 0.421243 0
1 0.533347 0 0.275351 0
1.2 0.68572 2 0.785546 1
1.5 0.856831 2.8 0.756561 1.1
2.4 1.265153 3 0.536935 1.6
2.8 0.779852 3.4 0.813972 3.4
3 0.779506 3.5 0.59378 3.4
3.7 1.312847 4.7 0.525591 3.5
4.5 1.400846 5.9 0.885662 5.9
5 1.277812 6.2 0.603322 6.8
5.4 1.58922 6.5 1.074685 7.7
5.6 1.099784 6.5 0.690335 8
6.3 1.457261 6.9 0.822912 8.9
6.3 1.524907 8.3 0.778763 21.6
6.6 1.514738 9.8 0.688929 23.6
6.7 1.437637 10 0.657915 26.3
7.8 1.548168 10.1 0.353064 27.8
8.2 1.664595 11 0.61144 29.3
8.7 0.983023 11.2 0.56647 29.4
8.8 1.410511 11.9 0.333954 30.1
10 1.775642 12.3 0.475118 31.1
11.1 1.676315 14.1 0.532145 40.1
11.1 1.662752 14.4 0.803152 40.3
11.3 1.434232 14.5 0.627695 41.6
12.3 1.960073 15.8 0.604112 41.7
12.4 1.149955 16.2
13.6 1.591852 17.3
14.5 1.912583 17.7
15.7 3.161735 18.5
16.2 1.951242 19.8
16.7 1.156849 20.5
19 2.24507 21.1
19.1 1.824735 22.3
20.2 2.265839 24.4
23.6 1.675348 24.5
25.4 1.481776 26.1
1.666853 27.1
2.428442 27.8
1.558977 29.1
1.727153 30.5
2.703785 31
1.604658 32.1
1.820128 35.3
1.993499 37.5
2.082377 41.4
2.561192 45
t m m
Beam asymmetry calculations
1 2 3 4 5
hu 2.3 2.06 2.47 2.01 1.92
hl 1.92 1.79 1.92 1.9 1.86
h 2.11 1.925 2.195 1.955 1.89 AVE RATIO
RATIO 1.197916667 1.150838 1.286458 1.057895 1.032258 1.145073
Phi, φ 1.049652547 1.029875 1.097984 1.004758 1.001513
Aveg ,φ 1.036756611
Results using MBT analysis
Crack initiation Stable crack growth
Specimen Pcrit, N δcrit, mm G1i, KJ/m2 E11, MPa χh, mm Data Poin Pave δstart, m a start, m G1c ave
1 32.2 31.4 0.891 27.21 -8.41 0
2 27.9 18.9 0.515 19.63 0.00 0
3 33.9 18.1 0.634 22.51 -7.86 4 40.5 41.6 24.2 1.55
4 32.1 19.1 0.666 17.63 -7.38 3 31.5 38.2 22.7 1.15
5 29 22.5 0.54 32.22 9.002385 5 26.8 59.8 35.3 1.23
Ave 31.02 22 0.6484 23.83987 Ave 32.93 46.53 27.40 1.31
Stdev 2.483344519 5.519058 0.149834 5.911179 Stdev 6.96 11.61 6.88 0.21
Double cantilever beam test - ILFT Mode I
Modified beam theory
P crit for crack initiation G1i Stable crack growth
Test NL VIS VIS NL a0 Ndatapoin G1c ave
1 17.5 11.36 0.085 0.072626 21.7 3 1.342899
2 22.9 22.14 0.25 0.233018 18 1 1.357043
3 19.4 18.97 0.12 0.105135 17.5 6 1.427328
4 16.2 17.39 0.147 0.114744 16.5 6 1.070906
5 13.7 13.8 0.106 0.122363 21.9 8 1.42609
AVE 17.9 16.7 0.14 0.13 AVE 19.1 1.32
SD 3.5 4.2 0.06 0.06 SD 2.5 0.15
S-N Data
Panel 2 Panel 3 Panel 4 Panel 5
0.3% z-binder 0.5% z-binder 0.0% z-binder 1.1% z-binder
Peak Stress Life, N Peak Stres Life, N Peak Stress Life, N Peak Stres Life, N
338.23 1 300.13 1 376.21 1 344.69 1
294.3853124 529 270.117 477 314.9 718 333.6801 86
224.9394633 4582 210.091 2386 245 2901 259.0404 917
164.4894367 7998 150.065 6442 175 10289 184.4114 3043
98.00130036 609000 90.039 123410 104.9 195072 146.5226 5992
60.026 1000000 70 1000000 111.63 12944
92.52743 39781
75.9689 148000
Panel 6 Panel 7
0.4% z-binder 2D woven
Peak Stres Life, N Peak Stres Life, N
361.5 1 325.57 1
326.7675 174 256 5274
252.9243 1563 232.1 11126
177.8912 45815 202 32057
71.45471 1000000 171 77077
142 304486
122.2 1020000
